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out of sight...

The JVC XL-MC100 is the only
100 Disc CD Changer that combines
beauty and brains while delivering a
level of audio performance that others
can't touch.

The flexible design of the XL-MC100
lets you place the Controller
comfortably in your existing rack or
stack of components, while the high
tech Storage/Transport unit can be
placed wherever is convenient-on
the floor, a shelf, in a closet, even in
another room.

And while you're enjoying the music, the XL-MC100
is doing the thinking for you. The smart remote control
spells out in words your program choices-and
remembers the exact location (and names) of each
disc even when you forget. A bound booklet is also
provided to hold your CD liner notes. And, the
XL-MC100 uses JVC's cutting edge P.E.M. DD 1 Bit
technology for flawless digital performance.

To see and hear why the XL-MC100
is the best way to keep 100 CDs
out of sight but well in hand, visit
your local JVC retailer.

JVC. We bring the music to you.

but well in hand.

JVC
JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA

41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, NJ 07407
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THE STYLOS

UNTIL NOW,
high resolution sound rpro-

duction meant sacrificing space. 'Jntil
now, placing a speaker near a wail
meant sacrificing the quality of sound.
Who else but Martin -Logan could take
electrostatic technology to a realm
where music has never been befe:e?

ON THE WALL

he standard wall -mounting kit in -
I eludes brackets and a full-size

poster of the Stylos that clearly
marks the placement of the wall anchors
(stud location is not necessary). A plumb
alig.iment tool is integrated into the
poster tc, ensure accurate installation.

AGAINST THE WALL

Using the optional base, the Stylos
can stand against the wall, yet
remain moveable. This is ideal for

apartment livingand allow; easy reposi-
tioning as new demands arise. The
Stylos s also the perfect adcfition to a
home theatre system.

he Stylos can be built into a
wall requiring vertical space of
approximately 5 feet and a width

of 14 inches. The designer scrum,
which is included in the optional in-
stallation package, can be painted to
match your decor.

P 0. 30X 707., 2001 DELAWARE
LAWRENCE, KANSAS 66044
TELEPHONE 513-749-0133,FAX 913-749-5320

0 1993, Martin-ogan, Ltd. All rights reserved.



FAST

The Recording Industry Association
of America (RIAA) is the trade
association for the big record
companies; RIAA members make
and distribute about 90% of the
sound recordings sold in the U.S.

Over the years, their year-end statistics
have shown me a good deal about what's
happening in our own industry, audio,
since we do business right next door.

For the RIAA, as for us, the Compact
Disc is the biggest deal to come along in a
very long time. At this point, the CD has
been around about a dozen years, and we
all know what a major impact it has had on
what is sold in hi-fi stores. However, the
CD has had an even greater impact on the
record companies. Thus, let me give you
some selected year-end figures from the
RIAA for 1993, with the 1983 equivalents,
together with a few from the decade in
between. Perhaps we can learn from them.

The RIAA says that about 495,400,000
CDs with a value of $6.5 billion were sold
in 1993 versus 800,000 worth $17.2 million
in 1983. The 1993 figures represented a
22% gain over 1992, which was the first
year that more CDs than cassette tapes
were sold.

Cassettes have had a roller coaster ride
during the decade. They jumped from 237
million in 1983 to 332 million in 1984,
peaked at 450 million in 1988, and last year
only 340 million sold, just about the same
as the 1985 figure. The value has gone from
$1.8 billion in 1982, over a peak of $3.5
billion in 1990, to $2.9 billion last year.

ORE -WORD

As you already know, the LP has been

the big loser over the decade. The RIAA
lumps sales data for the LP with that for
the EP, but it breaks out figures for the
vinyl single. In 1983, the RIAA says, 210

million LPs and EPs worth $1.7 billion
were sold, and you should note that both
figures are lower than those for the
cassette. By 1993, the numbers had
plummeted to 1.2 million units worth
$10.6 million-a 175 -to -1 ratio in units.
The vinyl single has gone from 125 million

units to 15.1 million units, and $269
million to $51 million.

The peak for vinyl singles was in 1984,
with 132 million units worth $299 million.
Cassette singles units are still climbing, by

1.2% in 1993 over 1992, though the dollar
value slipped by $300,000 to $298,500,000.

It is too early, of course, for there to be
sales figures for the new digital formats,
DCC and MD, but I personally do not
expect them to achieve the same rapid
market acceptance that CD did. I have on
my shelf a trade paper dated June 1983,
and in it several pundits are holding forth
on the prospects for the new medium, CD.
Only one, the owner of a specialty shop, is

very positive, calling the new format a
"phenomenon?' One company guy is
saying that if you appeal to only 0.0006%
of the market, "you can kiss it off." Yet

another is talking about retailers of
turntables making their money from the
phono cartridge and, unhappily to this
marketeer, the CD system has no cartridge
that needs regular replacement.

No, my ability to foretell the future isn't
any better than anyone else's, but with CD
still on the increase on the music side,
it certainly looks like MD and DCC are
going to have a tough future. At least,
that's my bet.
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/
A new reason to be afraid of the

Crunching footsteps behind you. Laser beams shooting
over your head. Just a typical night at home with Adcom's
home theater GTP-600 tuner/preamplifier. At Adcom's
level of critically acclaimed performance it doesn't just
produce surround
sound. It creates effects
that are out of this
world.

The award -winning
GTP-600 and an Adcom
power amplifier give
you the control to create a sonic experience that surpasses
anything you've ever heard in a movie theater.

Award -winning technology takes
you to the outer limits.

Providing switching for up to four video sources
I i f and four audio sources, the GTP-600 gives you

\ the flexibility to customize your audio/video
f system for years to come. Composite or

=try S -video connections provide a high definition
signal path for maximum video quality. And with

features like Adcom's exclusive Cinema Surround
circuitry and Dolby Pro Logic® decoding, the GTP-600

Even Orson Welles
real.thisle

-)
.."-

" - :.7
\dark. brings :he drama of ho'rne theater to your fingertips.

Preprogrammed DSP(Digital Signal Processing) modes
such as Concert Hall, Nightclub, Stadium and Five -

Channel Stereo surround, let you create a variety of cus-
tom-tailored, psychoacoustically correct listening environ-

ments.

(Th

-105.? -

BEST

These features cou-
ple ideally with the
GTP-600's advanced,
programmable remote
which lets you com-
mand up to eight addi-

tional system components for complete home theater
control.

Surround yourself now at your Adcom dealer.
Preview the new GTP-600 tuner/preamplifier at your

authorized Adcom dealer today. But be careful, you might
want to leave the lights on.
"Dolby" and "Pro Logic" are registered trade marks of Dolby laboratories Licensing Corporation

A
details you can hear

0

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130. Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Montreal, Quebec (514) 344-1226
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Department of
Further Amplification
Dear Editor:

Thank you for the very positive review
of the NHT Model 3.3 in your February is-
sue. You, and your readers, are very fortu-
nate to have someone of Don Keele's tech-
nical caliber testing speakers for you. I did
notice, however, a significant technical er-
ror in Mr. Keele's procedure for audition-
ing the 3.3. This concerns the use of an
equalization filter to compensate for place-
ment. The 3.3's are designed to be placed
against the wall behind them, and to use
the wall as part of the bass loading. The
wall's effects are more complex than can be
tested using Mr. Keele's simple passive fil-
ter, especially at very low frequencies. As
much as he liked them, I contend that Mr.
Keele never experienced the full potential
of the 3.3's, either in terms of smoothness
or low -frequency depth.

To test this assertion, we made the fol-
lowing measurements in our listening
room: Fig. 1 shows the in -room response
of the 3.3 using our recommended posi-
tioning. Fig. 2 shows the in -room response
of the 3.3 using Don's placement and filter.

It's immediately apparent that the filter
doesn't properly simulate the effect of the
rear wall, that mid -bass smoothness suf-
fers, and frequencies below 45 Hz are sub-
stantially attenuated. Further, the recom-
mended location exhibits no peak at 300
Hz, as the 3.3 crossover was designed for
these boundary conditions.

At any rate, thanks again for taking the
time to review the speakers. I continue to
find Don Keele's speaker reviews the most
thorough and technically informative in
the business.

Kenneth L. Kantor
VP./ Technology, Now Hear This, Inc.

Benicia, Cal.

Mr. Keele responds: While I really did try to
locate the 3.3 system per NHT's recom-
mendations, it was just not feasible to place
the speaker against the rear wall, given the
current state of my listening room. (Inci-

dentally, my room falls within the I.E.C.
guidelines for shape and size, though this
doesn't affect the present discussion.)
Complying exactly with the recommenda-
tions would have required major changes
to the configuration of the room. This did
not seem reasonable given our time and la-
bor constraints, being a monthly magazine,
and I note that a speaker takes me more
than 20 work days per month to review.

In addition, I believe making such room
changes together with moving the listening
location and/or normal speaker location
would significantly impair my listening
judgment capacity at frequencies above the
bass range. I therefore chose to maintain
consistency with previous reviews by locat-
ing the front of the NHT 3.3 where most
other systems had been located.

While I, of course, realize that actual
room acoustics are much more complex
than those modeled by my simple passive
RC filter, I believe that the filter, on aver-
age, accurately models what happens below
200 Hz when the system is placed against
the wall. Without getting into a long dis-
cussion of in -room effects, let me say that
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under anechoic conditions in the bass
range, with a perfectly reflecting rear wall,
the filter should perfectly correct the re-
sponse differences. Real -room effects often
far exceed the correction of the filter.

Both Figs. 1 and 2 of your letter exhibit
what I judge as very fine in -room response.
The against -the -wall response, in Fig. 1,
fits a tight 3.0 -dB window if you exclude
the peak at 30 Hz. The response in Fig. 2
(away -from -wall, filter -corrected) fits a
3.6 -dB window if you exclude the shelf be-
low 42 Hz. If you compare these two
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curves, you'll see that the filter did a fairly
good job of correcting the response, and I
believe that the remaining differences are
room -mode related and dills change from
room to room.-D. B. Keele

Polarity: Still Questing
Dear Editor:

"The Quest for the Audibility of Polari-
ty" (December 1993), by R. A. Greiner and
Douglas E. Melton, was read with great in-
terest. This is a very old, unresolved issue.
I have always felt there was a certain magic
associated with a quality, single -point,
wide -range speaker and have suspected this
had much to do with its coherence.

My work includes designing some very
large, complex speaker systems for arenas
and auditoriums. I never finish one of
these projects without wondering how
would it be possible to maintain a degree
of time coherence for the total propagation
into the house. We have measured the
acoustical wave shapes many times, using a
delayed sweep technique that makes it pos-
sible to observe, in real time, the acoustic
wavefront of a clearly defined input im-
pulse. (This technique was described by
Herb Chaudiere of Towne Richards &
Chaudiere in Seattle.)

With great care and adjustment, includ-
ing adjustment of relative location of the
speakers in the array, and time delay intro-
duced into the drive of one or more of the
speakers, it is sometimes possible to arrive
at a very good replica of the driving pulse
at the output of the instrumentation mi-
crophone. However, all that is necessary for
the entire correlation to disappear is to
move the measurement microphone a few
feet in any direction.

It must be understood that the "shape"
of any complex waveform is determined
not only by its various spectral compo-
nents, but by the relative timing, or phase
relationship, of these components. The
very asymmetrical shape of the fundamen-
tal plus second -harmonic example de-
scribed in Fig. 2 of the article can be made
totally symmetrical by altering the phase
(i.e., time) relationship between the funda-
mental and the second harmonic.

The point is that I doubt any serious
"observability" of polarity (or Wood effect)
will likely be heard in a large-scale demon-
stration, using a multiway loudspeaker sys-

tem of any kind. With even the best of cur-
rent speaker designs, crossover magic, or
other efforts, an ideal time coherence can
only be obtained over a very narrow por-
tion of the speaker's coverage pattern. Out-
side of this sweet zone, there is likely
enough time incoherence to totally mask
any of the subtle information that may be
needed to recognize absolute polarity, even
if the listening environment is anechoic.

This is not to say the issue is unimpor-
tant. The audibility of polarity can be am-
ply demonstrated if the original live source
is available for comparison. Whether this
has any relevance to reproduction of a
recording featuring multiplicity of musical
instruments is highly debatable, however.

Richard K. Fullmer, P.E.

Acoustical Engineers Inc.

Salt Lake City, Utah

Equipment Directory Feedback
Dear Editor:

It is always interesting to see the change
in the number of products in each category
in the Annual Equipment Directory from
one year to the next. In 1993, I found 61
manufacturers listed as making in -wall
speakers, compared to 55 in 1992. I hope
you run an article on these speakers-their
design, placement, and installation.

When a homeowner moves, he takes his
audio system with him but not the speak-
ers. This could be to his advantage, for it
may be the one feature that enables him to
get the price he wants for the house. For
that to work, however, the speakers would
have to be demonstrated to the prospective
purchaser. Therefore I suggest manufactur-
ers initiate a new audio product: A real es-
tate agent's speaker demonstrator, consist-
ing of a CD player and an amplifier in a
portable case. If the amplifier is switchable,
it could represent amps of different pow-
ers, and the home buyer would immediate-
ly know how big an amp to use to obtain
the volume he wants without clipping.

F. Cecil Grace

Asheville, N.C.

Dear Editor:
I was very disappointed when the Annu-

al Equipment Directory again failed to
note which analog cassette tape decks have,
and which do not have, timer -controlled
recording/playback capability.

This feature is a deciding factor in my
selection of a tape deck (and should be for
anyone interested in off -the -air recording).
I am afraid that if users do not understand
the availability and importance of this fea-
ture, manufacturers may gradually elimi-
nate it from their new models.

Would you please consider adding a
question regarding this feature to your
manufacturer's survey for the Annual
Equipment Directory?

Ken Massey

Indianapolis, Ind.

Directory Editor responds: We have always
accepted "timer record and play" as a suit-
able entry in the "Notes" column for ana-
log cassette decks-but in last year's Direc-
tory, only one company (Sansui)
mentioned it, for one model (D-X317WR).
On this year's Directory forms, we'll be
calling more attention to this feature by
listing it in our sample answer for the
"Notes" column, and if we get many such
entries, we'll strongly consider devoting
a separate column to it the following
year.-Ken Richardson

Car Stereo Directory-Hurrah!
Dear Editor:

After reading the letters in the March is-
sue, I feel I really have to write to support
your May Car Stereo Directory. I agree
with Frank X. Hamel that "there is a
plethora of publications on the newsstands
to address that need [car audio]:' However,
there is not an abundance of publications
that cater to the more audiophilic concerns
of car audio. I find Audio's coverage of car
audio sheds a lot of light on the subject.
Please keep up the good work!

George Chow

Vancouver, B.C.

Advent Car EQ Erratum
Dear Editor:

Although the people at my client, Inter-
national Jensen Inc., were pleased to see
the Advent APX7000 car stereo equalizer
with BBE circuit included in the May
"What's New" column, the price was omit-
ted. The manufacturer's suggested retail
price is $199.95.

Roberta Thumim
Thumim Public Relations

New York, N.Y.
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WHERE DOES THE TWEETER
OF A HIGH FIDELITY

LOUDSPEAKER BELONG?

Q -S F R I LS
This question may confuse those who believe that the measure of a loudspeaker is the number of its

drivers. It will also elude those who have never bothered to question convectional driver placement,

Mich always separates the woofer from the tweeter.

In fact, the most acoustically correct location for the tweeter is precisely at the center of the woofer.

This strategic placement creates a single sound source, allowing high and low frequencies to reach your

ears at the proper time, regardless of where the speakers are placed or where you are sitting. (No wonder

KEF's patented Uni-QT is the technology of choice for advanced Home Theater applications.)

Perhaps the greatest benefit of the KEF Q Series speakers is that they sound as good in your home

as they do in the showroom.

KEF Elecirontcs of America. Inc 89 Coug Brown Way, Holliston. MA 01746 Tel 508429-3600 Ed, 508 429-0690
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Onkyo RDS Tuner

The T-45ORDS AM/FM

tuner can decode and display
information sent by FM
stations using the Radio
broadcast Data System (RDS).
It can show program type,
station call letters, traffic
information, and information
about the music being
broadcast (such as artist, song
title, and album name). The
full message being transmitted

Technics A/V Receiver

A new amplifier topology,

which Technics calls Class H+,
lets the SA-GX770 produce
more power with less heat.
The amplifier switches gently
between power rails at
different levels, to match signal
demands. Rated power is
100 watts x 4 in surround,
125 watts x 2 in stereo. A
"Help" key aids in diagnosing
and curing problems caused by
incorrect control settings. The
AM/FM section has 10 -key
direct -access tuning and 30
station presets. Price: $499.95.
For literature, circle No. 100

AT'S MY

scrolls across the display, and
the tuner can search for
programs of a given type and
switch automatically to traffic
reports. Other features include
direct -access tuning,

six -category memory with
30 presets, and switchable

bandwidth. The tuner can
communicate with other
components using Onkyo's
Remote Interactive (RI)
control system. Price: $354.95.
For literature, circle No. 101

Kintek Six -Channel Amp
Each channel of Kintek's

Digimate 610 is an easily
removed module. Power per
channel is 125 watts into
8 ohms or 200 watts into

Salamander Designs
Rack

Shelves of the Archetype
rack are adjustable, and each
shelf is isolated by neoprene.
The basic system, with five
22 x 16 -inch shelves, is

36 inches tall but can be
expanded to 54 inches with a
two -shelf extension. The top
shelf can be expanded to
support TVs. The steel
supports are black; the shelves
are available in solid wood or
MDF. Price: $199 and up.
For literature, circle No. 102

Block Szoge
Tan

4 ohms, and modules can be
bridged to provide 400 watts
into 8 ohms. The 610 also has
differential balanced inputs.
Price: $2,250.
For literature, circle No. 103

Woods Surge Suppressor
Designed to protect against

power surges and brownouts,
the Woods Block also
simplifies turning electronic
systems on and off. Switching

a component plugged into the
Block's sensor outlet will

switch power for all
other equipment
plugged into the
Block; outlets are

spaced to accommodate
plug-in transformers. When
line voltage drops below safe
levels or when surges and
spikes exceed the Block's
capabilities, alarms sound two
minutes before the Block shuts
everything off. Power is
restored after brownouts but
not after the surge limit is
passed. Woods will repair,
replace, or refund the cost of
any equipment damaged while
connected to the Block.
Price: $69.99.

For literature, circle No. 104
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include a power strip that lets
the C2 THX turn up to eight
components on and off in
sequence, remote sensors, and
connection to a whole -house
A/V distribution network.
Price, $2,995.

For literature, circle No. 106

145 Hz; without the equalizer,
it's within 2 dB from 30 to
100 Hz. Sensitivity is 92 dB.
The enclosure has inch -thick
walls and weighs 180 pounds.
Finish is walnut veneer with
ivory holly or ebony trim.
Prices: Prestant-I, $5,700 per
pair, $3,500 each; with stereo
equalizer, $250 additional.
For literature, circle No. 107

Soundstream
THX Preamp

Designed to simplify
home theater operation,
Soundstream's C2 THX
preamp has a one -touch
control sequence that
will turn on an entire A/V
system, select a source, and set
the audio processing mode
(including THX and Dolby
Pro Logic surround). The unit
has six A/V inputs and outputs
for three front, four surround,
and three front subwoofer

Sennheiser
Electrostatic Headphones

The HE60 headphone has a
foil -polymer electrostatic
diaphragm coated with a
1 -micron layer of gold. A rigid,

resonance -damped frame, and
leather and

N AT'S

channels plus a mono
surround subwoofer channel;
two program sources can be
fed to separate zones within
the house. Two remote
controls are provided, one for
setup and a universal model
for system operation. Options

T -Tech Subwoofer
Dual 15 -inch

woofers, a three -

chamber enclosure,
and an optional
active equalizer give
T-Tech's Prestant-I
response flat within
2 dB from 18 to
125 Hz and flat

within 5 dB from 16 to

velvet circumaural cushions,
hold the driver away from the
ear. The unit is driven by the
HEV70 Class -A amplifier,

using high -voltage

MOS-FET topology.
Price: $1,695 per set.

For literature,
circle No. 105

Audiovector loudspeaker

Made in Denmark, the
Audiovector 6 uses four poly-
Kevlar drivers (10 -inch woofer,
8- and 4 -inch midranges, and
1 -inch tweeter) and a steep -

slope crossover. Frequency

response is rated as 30 Hz to
20 kHz, ±2 dB, and sensitivity
is 92 dB. The octagonal cabinet
is available in black or white
piano -lacquer finishes.
Price: $5,100 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 108
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JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

"Hot" Prerecorded Tapes
QWhy do prerecorded tapes have such
high signal levels? They often make my

deck's meters register well into their red
zones. Does it have anything to do with
commercially made tapes being copied at
many times their playback speed?-Name
withheld

AHigh levels put loud parts of the
signal farther above the noise floor,

increasing the tape's S/N and dynamic
range. But while it's true that these tapes
are usually recorded at speeds of 16-, 32-,
or even 64 -times normal, this is strictly for
ease and economy of mass production. It
has nothing to do with the signal levels of
these tapes.

Do -It -Yourself Dipoles
QI have four bookshelf loudspeakers that
I use for surround. Can I put two of

these back to back and wire them out of
phase to make a homemade dipole speaker
for the surround channel? If so, how should
they be wired? They are standard two-way
woofer/tweeter systems.-James Colasanti,
Jr., Greensboro, N.C.

AI have never tried this, but I would
think that placing two speakers back

to back would give you a dipole effect as
long as they're wired in opposite polarity
("out of phase").

The fact that the loudspeakers are two-
way systems should have no effect on per-
formance or how they are wired, but you
do need to consider their impedance.
Wiring two identical speaker systems in
parallel (both across the same amplifier
terminals) gives you a load with half the
impedance of either speaker by itself. Use
parallel wiring if this combined impedance
is not so low as to load down your amplifi-
er beyond its limits. In your case, the "hot"
terminal of one speaker would be wired to
the same output terminal on your sur-
round amp as the "common" terminal of
the other speaker.

If parallel wiring can't be used with your
amp and speakers, wire the speakers in se-
ries but in opposite polarity. This means

wiring identical terminals (either hot or
common) of the two speakers together and
wiring the other two speaker terminals to
your surround amp.

Dipole speaker systems used for sur-
round should be placed with their sides
facing the listener. This puts the listener in
a "null," where little of the speaker's direct
output can be heard, while diffuse reflec-
tions from the two sides of the dipole reach
him from other points in the room. These
diffuse sounds create a surround ambience
without letting the listener focus in on the
speaker's location as the source of the sur-
round signals.

Timing Accuracy of CD Players
QIn the January 1993 "Audioclinic" you

published a letter from Frank Bailey
concerning the accuracy of a CD player's
timing. How can I check this on my player?
Can this be done at home without using
expensive equipment?-Alan Buckbee,
Englewood, Colo.

ABefore getting into this, please note
that most cassette and open -reel

recorders are much less accurate than the
CD player discussed in that 1993
installment. Even with an error of 30
seconds per hour, musical pitch and tempo
are so little affected that the listener is
unaware of timing errors. Unless you have
some very special applications, a CD player
that's off by a few seconds per hour should
not be cause for concern.

Okay. How do you check the timing? All
you have to do is play a CD whose liner
notes list either the total timing of the disc
or the length of one really long track, and
time it with a good stopwatch. (If the track
you try is too short, you won't be able to
determine timing errors.)

Start playing the disc. As soon as the first
sound is heard, start the watch. After the
last note of the last track dies away, stop the
watch. The time shown on the watch is the
actual time needed to play that CD on your
machine. Your stopwatch timing and the
disc's listed running time should be sub-
stantially the same.

If you discover, as Mr. Bailey did, that
there is a significant timing error, there is
little you can do about it besides sending
the CD player to a factory -authorized cen-
ter for repair.

If you have a service manual for the
player, look for the passages about the
"clock module." If your player has no ex-
ternal trimmers for adjusting the frequency
of the clock oscillator, chances are that
your only hope is to replace the module
and trust that the replacement is more ac-
curate than the original was.

Calibrating Dolby Level
QI own two cassette decks, and neither
has any Dolby level marks on its

recording level indicators. From what I have

ascertained in some reviews, I understand
that 0 VU is not always the right calibration
point for Dolby noise reduction. I find it best
to record music in accordance with what the
owner's manual tells me. Does this mean
that I am not recording properly for Dolby
NR?-Name withheld

AThe Dolby NR circuits in modern
cassette decks are calibrated at the

factory, so calibration marks on your
recording level meters should be
unnecessary. Such markings were useful on
decks that didn't have Dolby NR, for use
with external Dolby NR processors, but
these processors have disappeared from the
home market. The markings are sometimes
found on decks having extensive
capabilities for adjustment by the user.

If your playback of Dolby -encoded tapes
seems to lack highs or have more highs
than the source has, it is possible that its
internal NR calibration adjustments need
to be reset. However, excessive or deficient
highs are more likely to mean that bias or
equalization is not set appropriately for the
tape you are using. Bias should be checked
and adjusted first, because it is the simplest
adjustment you can make.

If any internal adjustments must be
made, you need the proper test instru-
ments, a test tape, and a service manual. If

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Maga-
zine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All
letters are answered. In the event that your let-
ter is chosen by Mr. Giovanelli to appear in Au-
dioclinic, please indicate if your name and/or
address should be withheld. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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you are unfamiliar with calibrating
recorders, do not undertake it.

To sum up, good performance from a
recorder that is equipped with Dolby noise
reduction does not depend on some special
or secret method of adjusting recording
levels. Rather, it is a matter of having the
internal workings of the cassette deck ad-
justed properly.

Padding Loudspeakers?
QMy system includes one preamplifier

that feeds two power amps for my
main loudspeakers and one amp to operate
some extension loudspeakers. Two of these
speakers are mounted in a wall. I would like
to place individual volume controls at each
one of these in -wall speakers to balance the
channels and to control the volume, but I've
received conflicting advice about how to do
this. The dealer who sold me the in -wall
speakers said to use a 70-V line to control the

volume in order to keep the controls from
overheating. Another dealer told me not to
use the 70-V system. He said I should use a
mono "L" pad at each loudspeaker, set
between two-thirds and full volume. Yet
another dealer told me to use an "L" pad and
that there would be no problem when using
it from zero to full volume. I do have some
150 -watt mono "L" pads, but should I use
them? I want to stay away from controls at
the power amplifier.-Bryant W. Krueger,
Evansville, Wisc.

AIf the power amplifier that supplies
the in -wall loudspeakers supplies

signal to other extension speakers, I can see
where you wouldn't want to control the
volume from the power amplifier's input.

On the other hand, if the in -wall speak-
ers are the only ones fed by that amp, I
would avoid using "L" pads at each loud-
speaker. Fortunately, you have pads that
can handle the heat produced by high pow-
er levels. If your amp can supply the re-
quired amount of acoustical output, even
with some loss of power in the pads, I
guess it can work all right. (I hate to see
power wasted.)

Given my choice, I'd place the power
amplifier near the in -wall speakers and run
long signal leads to its inputs. I'd place a
ganged volume control, whose resistance is
about 10 kilohms per section, at the inputs
of the amplifier. This way you only need to
adjust one control, channel balance will be

maintained, and you'll produce the desired
listening level.

The difficulty of having a monophonic,
or single, "L" pad at each in -wall loud-
speaker is that you must move from one
place to another to set volume. Maintain-
ing channel balance will be very hard to do.

If your wiring can be arranged properly,
how about mounting both pads between
the two in -wall loudspeakers? This will al-
low you to stand in a good place to hear
the volume change and the shifts of chan-
nel balance, and to compensate for these as
necessary.

Recording from Car Stereo
QI'm trying to record from my car stereo

head unit's preamplifier outputs to the

line inputs of a home cassette deck. I can
make good recordings, but only if the volume

control on the head unit is turned up. I
would like to have the capability of recording

independently of the volume control, as is
done with home stereo systems. One idea I
had was to connect the cassette deck to the
volume control of the car stereo. The volume
control, however, has six terminals, and I
don't know which ones to use. If I write the
manufacturer of this stereo
provide me with a schematic diagram so
that I can figure out how to make my
connections?-Raymond Barnes, New
Rochelle, N.Y.

ABecause it's a challenge making the
right connections, it would be best if

you could learn how to set the volume on
your car stereo system to produce good
recordings rather than attempting wiring
which you may not previously have worked
with. If your car stereo unit's volume was
controlled with a voltage -controlled
amplifier (as is true of most units that use
up/down pushbuttons rather than knobs
for volume control), your task would be far
more challenging. But the fact that the
control you describe has six terminals
suggests that your unit uses a conventional
control arrangement, which offers you
some hope.

The six terminals are usually arranged in
two groups of three terminals each, one
group for each channel. Picture your stereo
system with the volume knob facing you
and the six terminals facing up. (If they're
not actually arranged this way, make the
necessary mental adjustments so you can

picture them as I've described.) The termi-
nals in each group should be, from left to
right, ground, the "wiper," and the "hot"
side of the control. With an ohmmeter,
measure resistance between each terminal
and chassis ground. Resistance between the
chassis and the ground terminal should
read virtually zero. Resistance between the
wiper and the chassis should vary as you
rotate the shaft of the control, and resis-
tance between the chassis and the remain-
ing lead should be relatively high, perhaps
10,000 ohms, regardless of the position of
the volume control's shaft.

Once you've identified the terminals,
you'll need to make one more test. Turn
the head unit on and tune it to an AM or
FM station. With a reasonably good d.c.
voltmeter, check for the presence of d.c.
voltage between the left and right terminals
of the control. Hopefully you won't find
any, but if you do, it will be rather low,
probably something on the order of 0.1 V.

Next, get two shielded cables, each with
one end having a phono plug attached (or
whatever plug matches your cassette
recorder) and the other end bare for con-
nection to the volume control. Connect

channel's section of the
volume control. The shields go to the
ground side of each control section. The
center conductors go to the "hot" sides of
the control sections if no d.c. voltage was
measured in your earlier test. If d.c. was
present, place a 10-µF electrolytic capacitor
between the control and the center con-
ductor of the cable. If the d.c. voltage at the
hot terminal of the control was negative,
then connect the negative terminal of the
capacitor to the control and connect the
positive terminal to the cable; do the oppo-
site of this if the voltage at the hot terminal
was positive.

Your remaining consideration is whether
or not you have sufficient signal to drive
your recorder to full recording level. You'll
have to decide if it is really worth the trou-
ble of working all of this through.

As for obtaining a schematic, it is rea-
sonable to assume that the maker of your
equipment will provide a service manual;
there probably will be a charge for this. It
used to be standard practice for a schemat-
ic diagram to be included with any piece of
audio gear. Personally, I think it is a dis-
grace that this is no longer the case. A
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OWN YOUR FAVORITE MOVES CV LASERDISC3 FOR EA.

Plus 1 more at great savings! See Details.
'Letterbox

LASERDISC CLUB
1 400 N.
Fruitridge Avenue,
Terre Haute, IN
4 7811-111 2

Cat People (1982) *0211003
Falling Down * 1134006
The Bear *0599308
Fortress *1190008
History Of The World
Part 1 *0055707
lndochine *1188903
Manhattan Murder WTI* Line Of Pre
Mystery *1189505  1190107
On The Waterfront 016250:
Poetic Justice * 118910
Rollerball *0077005
A Room With A View 0361501
Runaway Train * 1189406
Wizards 0734905
Arsenic And
Old Lace 0073502
Coneheads
Heart And Souls
Highlander
Judgement Night
Midnight Express

*1179001
*1179100

0382309
*1193101
*0150003

CLUB FAVORITES
Cliffhanger * 1149301
The Firm * 1154400
Rising Sun * 1174804
Sleepless In
Seattle * 1154905

Bram Stoker's
Dracula * 1102904

Terminator 2:
Judgment Day *0233205

Top Gun 0426908
Untorgiven (1992) *1084003
Die Hard * 0367607
Robotech -1 & 2 1146604

The Secret
Garden (1993) *1188804
Home Alone *0104208
Home Alone 2:
Lost In New York *1104900
Hot Shots 0029108
Hot Shots Part Deux 1176809
Indecent Proposal * 1142009
Robin Hood:
Men In Tights * 1179704
Rookie Of The Year * 1179803
Sliver * 1147008
The Hunt For
Red October *0825000
The Bodyguard *1105907
Under Siege * 1077908
Scent Of A Woman * 1121300
Alien 0000208
Aliens 0360909
Alien 3 * 1042506
Basic Instinct * 1033208
Pink Floyd: The Wall *0258004
2001: A Space
Odyssey *0844308
Predator *0364901
Predator 2 * 0104307
The Silence Of
The Lambs 0805309
Die Hard 2:
Die Harder *0041806
Star Trek - The
Motion Picture *0203505
Star Trek II -
The Wrath Of Khan *0201301
Star Trek Ill -The
Search For Spock * 0201608
Star Trek IV - The
Voyage Home *0430603
Star Trek V - The
Final Frontier *0448605
Star Trek VI - The
Undiscovered
Country
Striking Distance
We're Back

*1001007
1200708

*1206903

11

The Fugitive
*1197706

Dave *1149400
Hard Target * 1179605
Backdraft *0559005
Point Of No Return *1127109
Robin Hood:
Prince Of Thieves * 0976803
The Wizard Of Oz 0001404
Ghost *0826008
Eric Clapton:
Unplugged 1038405
Goodfellas * 0969808
E.T.: The
Extra -Terrestrial *0681106

Lawnmower Man 1014505
Back To The Future * 0211409
Back To The
Future II *0921304
Back To The
Future III
My Cousin Vlnny
Batman (1989)
Batman Returns
Bugs Bunny
Classics
Always
Chinatown
Far And Away
The Empire Of
The Sun

A League Of
Their Own

*0497008
1033109

*0642504
*1029909

0297705
*0921502
*0202507
*1046507

*0633206

*1078005
Howards End *1102805
Sneakers *1071604
National Lampoon's
Animal House 0211508
Field Of Dreams 0920306
Man Who Would
Be King
Groundhog Day
Conan The
Barbarian
Fried Green
Tomatoes
Hook
Raging Bull
Passenger 57

King Kong
60th Anniversary
Edition
Lethal Weapon
Lethal Weapon 2
Lethal Weapon 3
Beetlejuice
Forbidden Planet
Caddyshack
Sommersby
The Prince Of Tides
Fatal Attraction
Dragon:The
Bruce Lee Story

net.

ST

Demolition Ma
 1199306

The Empire
Strikes Back * 0091009
Return Of The Jedi * 0354704
Kindergarten Cop 0523407
Forever Young *1104306
Hamlet (1990) 0970608
Full Metal Jacket 0632505
Big 0367409
Dangerous Liaisons * 0638700
Logan's Run *0250704
The Hunger *0255505
Cool World *1084706
Single White Female * 1061407
Death Becomes Her * 1071505
The Andromeda
Strain 0216200
A Few Good Men *1106301

NEW RELEASES
Age Of Innocence * 1207307
Boxing Helena 1190701
A Bronx Tale 1221506
Dazed And
Confused *1188606

Fearless *1207109
The Good Son 1198803
M. Butterfly * 1207208
The Man Without

A Face 1190909
Much Ado

About Nothing 1208701
Last Action Hero * 1154806

The Abyss
Deliverance
Bugsy
Road Warrior
Dead Calm
Born On The

*0085803 Fourth Of July *0489104
*1108406 Rear Window 0213405

Army Of Darkness *1121201
*0220509 Jaws *0844605

Cape Fear (1991) *0778803
1005404 Brazil 0211607

*0854307 The Color Purple *0630103
* 0050005 Looney Tunes After
* 1087709 Dark: Ghoul,

Ghost & Goblin 1060607

*0881102
0607606

*0853408
0602805

*0645200

Robocop
1021005 Blazing Saddles
0630806 The Exorcist

* 0642702 Monty Python's The
* 1051507 Meaning Of Life

0633008 The Haunting
* 0844407 Hearts Of Darkness:

0602300 A Filmmaker's
* 1120906 Apocalypse
*0847103 MacBeth 45th

0439307 Anniversary Edition
The Last Of The

*1160705 Mohicans (1992) *1071406

0235002
0001206
0600304

0268607

1002500

1012608

Here's a great way to build a collection of your
favorite movies -on laserdiscs! Just tell us which
3 laserdiscs you want for $1.00 each, plus ship-
ping and handling. In exchange, you agree to buy
four more in the next two years, at regular Club
prices (currently as low as $29.95, plus shipping/
handling)-and you may cancel membership at
any time after doing so. What's more, you can get
still one more movie for the low price of $19.95
and have less to buy later (see complete details
in coupon).
Free Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13
times a year) reviewing our Director's Selection-
plus scores of alternate choices, including many
lower -priced laserdiscs. And you may also receive
Special Selection mailings up to four times a year.
(That's up to 17 buying opportunities a year.)
Buy only what you want! If you want the Direc-
tor's Selection, do nothing-it will be sent auto-
matically. If you'd prefer an alternate selection, or
none at all, just mail the response card always
provided by the date specified. And you'll always
have 14 days to decide; if not, you may return the
selection at our expense.
Money -Saving Bonus Plan. If you continue your
membership after fulfilling your obligation, you'll be
eligible for our generous bonus plan. It enables
you to enjoy great savings on the movies you want-
for as long as you decide to remain a member!
10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send details of the
Club's operation with your introductory package. If
not satisfied, return everything within 10 days for
a full refund and no further obligation.

For fastest service, use your credit card
and call us toll free 24 hours a day:

1-800-538-2233°2r
Columbia House Laserdisc Club
Dept. J2A, P.O. Box 1112,

erre Haute, Indiana 47811-1112
es, please enroll me under the terms outlined in

iirs advertisement. As a member, I need buy only
4 more selections, at regular Club prices, in the
next 2 years.

these 3 laserdiscs for 51.00 each-
ch shipping and handling (total $7.50).

BUY YOUR FIRST SELECTION NOW -
/04D HAVE LESS TO BUY LATER!
Li Also, send me my first selection for $19.95, plus $1.50
shipping/handling, which I'm adding to my $7.50 payment
Octal $28.95). I then need buy
orly 3 more (instead of 4) in
ths. next 2 years.

Pease Check How Paying:
L. My check is enclosed A35/A37

Charge my introductory laserdiscs
aod future Club purchases to: A36/A38
L MasterCard

VISADiners

ClubL AMEXDiscover
A.::ct. No.

Sgnature

Exp.

Name

Address Apt.

Cry
Rate Zip

Phone #(

Do any of the following apply to you? (41)
LJ I own a Personal Computer (1)
Li I own a PC with a CD-ROM (2)
E I plan to buy a PC with a CD-ROM (3)

This offer applies to first-time Laserdisc Club mem-
rs only. Limit one per household. Columbia House

Loserdisc Club reserves the right to reject or cancel any
membership. Offer limited to continental U.S. (excluding
Alaska). Applicable sales tax added to all orders.

06-6/94

0523902



BOOK

Nothing But the Blues
edited by Lawrence Cohn

ABBEVILLE PRESS, hardcover,

432 pp. (81/2 x 11 inches), $45

One of the nice things about being edi-
tor of Audio is that I get first crack at re-
viewing books like this extraordinary one.
Basically, this is a group of 11 essays on
various aspects of the blues, written by
some famous people and some people who
should be famous to those interested in the
blues. For the many accompanying photos
alone, I find the book worth reviewing and
recommending.

The guy who put this together was Larry
Cohn, formerly a VP at CBS/Epic and Ex-
ecutive VP and COO of Playboy Records
and Music. More recently, he has been at
the center of the huge and wonderful Roots
'n' Blues Legacy reissue program at CBS/
Sony. Several of these discs have received
strong reviews in these pages, not the least
of which was the two -CD boxed set of the
complete recordings of Robert Johnson,
which won the Grammy and Handy
Awards.

Now, I usually don't care for book re-
views that mainly recite chapter titles with
authors and subject matter, but for this
book, I think it may be the best way of pre-
senting its quality and diversity. Further, by
giving the authors' names and some back -

SHELF

ground (which I've taken liberally from ci-
tations in the book), some of the strength
and weight of their knowledge will come
across; if you recognize some of them, then
you'll understand how good the rest are.
(That's what happened to me.)

The first chapter, "Workin' on the Build-
ing/Roots and Influences," is by Sam Char-
ters, whose seminal three -LP set,
Chicago/The Blues/Today, has been reissued

on CD by Vanguard. I was living in Chica-
go, on Wells Street in Old Town, when I
first came to know the blues well, and
some of the artists on Charters' set I had
listened to in clubs on that street. In the
July 1992 issue, I reviewed the paperback
reissue of Charters' book The Roots of the
Blues, which told of his search among the
griot musicians in west Africa for the be-
ginnings of the form. Some of this material
is recounted here. Charters continues on
his historical bent, giving many interesting
items on the instruments, artists, and
songs present at the birth of the blues in
America, and his technique is more or less
followed by the other writers. While this
book is a history of
the blues in the U.S.,
it is also filled with
anecdotes.

Next is "Goin' Up
the Country/Blues in
Texas and the Deep
South" by David
Evans. This multifac-
eted professor of music at Memphis State
University also is a producer for High Wa-
ter Records and has two books to his credit,
Tommy Johnson and Big Road Blues. His ex-

cellent 55 -page chapter covers many of the
classic country blues singers-Robert
Johnson, Leadbelly, Son House, Blind
Lemon, Bukka White, Furry Lewis, Big Joe
Williams, Speckled Red, Skip James, Peetie
Wheatstraw, Sleepy John Estes, Muddy Wa-
ters, Elmore James, and Lightnin' Hopkins,
to name but a few.

Richard Spottswood has to his credit
Ethnic Music in America, an excellent refer-
ence, and he is the editor of the Library of
Congress series Folk Music in America. His

chapter, "Country Girls, Classic Blues, and
Vaudeville Voices/Women and the Blues,"
is devoted to women blues singers such as
Ma Rainey, Bessie Smith, Memphis Min-
nie, and Sippie Wallace.

"Holy Blues/The Gospel Tradition" is by
Mark Humphrey, a writer and performer,
and focuses on church music, as opposed
to the devil's music, blues. He covers per-
formers such as Blind Willie Johnson, Rev.
Gary Davis, Mahalia Jackson, and Sister
Rosetta Tharpe.

Humphrey also did the next chapter,
"Bright Lights, Big City/Urban Blues,"
which covers some of the more polished
and citified bluesmen. There's a very nice
long section on Lonnie Johnson and one
nearly as fun on Leroy Carr. Humphrey
then does shorter takes on Big Bill
Broonzy, Big Joe Turner, T -Bone Walker,
Muddy Waters, Howlin' Wolf, Sonny Boy
Williamson II, and B.B. King.

Bruce Bastin has written two books,
Crying for the Carolinas and Red River
Blues: The Blues Tradition in the Southeast.
His chapter, "Truckin' My Blues Away/East
Coast Piedmont Styles," brings a more so-
ciologist or field anthropologist orienta-
tion to this folky, country area. He starts by
telling of the Fort Valley State College folk
festival held at this black Georgia college

during the 1940s! He
mines gold from
record company let-
ters, commenting
"How many remark-
able facts are tucked
away in those sen-
tences!" Here's the
quote from a letter

to Gabriel Brown concerning his renewal
contract for "another year ... and you will
note that for the second year I have again
increased your recording fee."

"A Lighter Shade of Blue/White Country
Blues" is by Charles Wolfe, who has written
nine books and been nominated for Gram-
mys three times. This chapter isn't about
what I call blues, though it does cover such
important artists as Jimmie Rodgers, Gene
Autry, Hank Williams, Riley Puckett, and
Uncle Dave Macon. It's plenty of fun
to read.

John Cowley, a music scholar in this area
with many articles to his credit, gives us the
next chapter, "Don't Leave Me Here/Non-

WHILE THIS HISTORY

OF THE BLUES

IS FILLED WITH FACTS

IT IS ALSO FILLE

WITH ANECDOTE
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ADP SUR,I.OUND SEIZ.IES

n the fiercely competitive speaker market one brand, PAR ADIGM, has experienced
stunning growth since it was founded in 1982. The reason for this ripe to

prominence is simply better product performance - PkRADICM speakers sound more
musically correct. And they do so because of better research.

Landmark research, conducted by the world
renowned National Research Council, has clearly
identified what good sound is, and also identified
the measurable characteristics that are common to
all good sounding speakers. This highly acclaimed
research is the foundation on which PARADIGM
speaker design is based. ADP -I50  ADP -100



Paradigm ADP -Surround Series speakers are
adapted dipoles designed specifically for high

performance home theater applications. They provide
superb sound with high power ability, yet they are
compact enough to fit elegantly into your home
theater system.

Dipoles are ideally suited for surround
channel use because their off -axis sound is
inherently diffuse. As shown in the
drawing at right, a dipole speaker radiates
sound toward the front and back of the
room, and not toward the seating position
(here referred to as the null area). This
sound is then reflected off of the front and
back walls to create a diffuse soundfield
which integrates entirely with your main and center
channel speakers.

While dipoles are ideally suited for surround use,
conventional dipole designs have always suffered

from a complete lack of bass. This limits the full
potential of a home theater system because movie
sound engineers often add bass to the surround
channels for greater dimensional realism through the
bass region. PARADIGM ADP -SURROUND speakers do

not suffer from this limitation. They have
been adapted to retain a balanced level of
bass when mounted on (or near) the side
walls of your room.

The result is sensational... complete sound
integration with the front speakers at all
frequencies right down to the bass,
providing a home theater soundstage that
is seamless and nothing short of
astonishing! With ADP Surround Series

speakers PARADIGM continues it's tradition of superior
performance and unsurpassed value...

The ADP -Surround Series sets completely new
performance standards in surround speakers!

ADP -150 DESIGN FEATURES
> High -frequency drive unit (beware of inexpensive cone -type tweeters found in virtually all surround

speakers - their performance is substantially inferior).

Polyamide dome has low mass and
high Internal damping for balanced

wide -band frequency response.

41110

High -temperature voice -coil with
aluminum former and ferro-fluid
cooling/damping further reduces
distortion and ensures long
service life.

Ultra -compact 51/2" PARADIGM built bass/midrange drive unit.

High-pressure diecast aluminum chassis
to minimize mechanical vibration,

Although
common In expensive speakers, a

diecast chassis at this price level has
been unheard of... until now!

Polypropylene cone for smoother response,
extended bass performance, and

Improved freedom from unwanted
resonances and distortions.

Multi -layer voice -coil, kapton former
and oversized magnet structure

ensures better musical accuracy and
long term reliability.

4 -driver, 2 -way Adapted Dipole design in sealed enclosure balanced for mounting on
(or near) side walls.

Superior high -frequency drive unit is
mounted in specially designed

baffles which ensure uniform and
smooth total energy output.

Enclosure made from Inert
high -density hardboard to limit

unwanted panel resonances.

Dividing network uses close
tolerance, high power
components in a time -corrected,
quasi -Butterworth configuration.

ADP -1O0 DESIGN FEATURES
A lower cost option that utilizes the same adapted dipole design as the ADP -I50. The ADP -100 uses a 5"
bass/midrange driver unit with a stamped steel chassis, polypropylene cone and a 5/8" polymer dome tweeter. As
with the ADP -150, the ADP -100 enclosure is made from inert high -density hardboard and the dividing network
uses close tolerance high power components in time -corrected, quasi -Butterworth configurations.
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Paradigm Electronics Inc. reserves the right to change specifications
and features without notice as design improvements are incorporated.
Paradigm is a registered trademark of Paradigm Electronics Inc.
Copyright m Paradigm Electronics Inc.+Bavan Corporation.
All rights reserved. ADP0794.1 Printed in USA

For distribution information
outside the U.S. and

Canada, contact:
Phone: 1 905 850 2889
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Paradigm Electronics Inc.
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Canada
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SPECIFICATIONS

DESIGN
4 -driver, 2 -way adapted dipole in sealed
enclosure.

CROSSOVER
2nd order electro/acoustic at 3.0kHz.
Frequency- and phase -corrected.

AD P-150:
HIGH FREQUENCY DRIVER
19mm (V) polyamlde dome, aluminum
former, ferro-fluld cooled and damped.

BASS/MIDRANGE DRIVER
135mm (5h?) high-pressure diecast chassis,
polypropylene cone, kapton former.

LOW FREQUENCY EXTENSION'
65Hz (DIN)'

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
diffuse soundfield design from 90Hz to 20kHz

SENSITIVITY- ROOM/ANECHOIC
89dB/86dB

SUITABLE AMPLIFIER POWER RANGE
15 -1(X) watts

MAXIMUM INPUT POWERt
80 wattst

NOMINAL/MINIMUM IMPEDANCE
6ohms/4ohms

RECOMMENDED PLACEMENT
mounted on or placed near side walls.

INTERNAL VOLUME
8.5 Iltres/.30cuf

HEIGHT, WIDTH, DEPTH
27cm x 23cm x 17cm / x 83/4in x 61/2in

WEIGHT
10.5kg/231bs per pair

ADP -100:

HIGH FREQUENCY DRIVER
14mm (V) polymer dome, formerless
voice -coil, ferro-fluid cooled and damped.

BASS/MIDRANGE DRIVER
125mm (5') polypropylene cone with aluminum
former.

LOW FREQUENCY EXTENSION'
85Hz (DIN)*

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
diffuse soundfield design from 110Hz to 20kHz

SENSITIVITY- ROOM/ANECHOIC
88dB/85dB

SUITABLE AMPLIFIER POWER RANGE
15-80 watts

MAXIMUM INPUT POWERt
60 wattst

NOMINAL/MINIMUM IMPEDANCE
6ohms/4ohms

RECOMMENDED PLACEMENT
mounted on or placed near side walls.

INTERNAL VOLUME
5.0 litres/.18cuf

HEIGHT, WIDTH, DEPTH
22cm x 23cm x 16cm / 81/2 in x 83/41n x 6/in

WEIGHT
7.2kg/16Ibs per pair

AVAILABLE FINISHES:

Black Ash Whlte Block Gloss Rosewood Gloss
(both models) (both models) (ADP -150 only) (ADP -150 only)

 DIN 45 500. Listening rooms reinforce bass. This reasonably
indicates the audible (approximately -3dB) low frequency
performance that can be achieved in most rooms.

Maximum Input Power indicated is with typical program
source, providing the amplifier is clipping no more than 10%
of the time.



Commercial Blues: The Field Trips, 1924-
60." If you've read this far into this review,
you probably have several recordings origi-
nally done by perhaps the most famous of
the field recordists, John Lomax or his son
Alan. Their biggest find was Leadbelly, who

was in the Angola, Louisiana prison for a
violent assault. Crowley says that Alan Lo-
max reported that "The officials of the
Louisiana prison in their wisdom had de-
cided all history to contrary, that Negros
work better when they are not singing."
However patronizing Lomax may sound,
you can also hear his disappointment, but
imagine being in prison and being further
denied the liberty of singing.

"Jump Steady/The Roots of R & B" is by
Barry Pearson, who is a professor of Eng-
lish at the University of Maryland, a musi-
cian who has toured Africa and Central
and South America, and a writer who has
done two books and many articles, reviews,
and liner notes. He engages in some of the
scholarship that I enjoy most; for example,
he cites Jerry Wexler,
later to became fa-
mous for his work at
Atlantic Records, as

who in 1949 "selected
`rhythm and blues' as
a heading for the top
15 records projected
for African -American customers." RCA
Victor had used the term a year earlier in
its catalog. There's a wonderful story about
the signing of John Lee Hooker to a con-
tract by the Bihari brothers and the subse-
quent rocketing to number one on the Bill-
board charts of his "Boogie Children:'

Jim O'Neal, author of the next chapter,
"I Once Was Lost But Now I'm Found/The
Blues Revival of the 1960s," is one of the
founders of Living Blues, probably the most
important periodical about the blues. He
also is one of the owner -operators of
Rooster Records and the Stackhouse
Recording Studio in Clarksdale, Mississip-
pi. The popularization and dilution of the
blues during this decade by folkies and lat-
er rockers did lead, of course, to wider ap-
preciation of the originals and, some feel,
to the finest decade of rock, with the explo-
sion of British groups such as The Stones
(named for a Muddy Waters song) and The
Beatles as well as musicians such as Eric

Clapton, John Mayall, and Jimmy Page.
There were plenty of American groups and
musicians as well, and I think that without
their blues forerunners, there would have
been no groups such as Led Zeppelin, The
Allman Brothers, or The Grateful Dead.
Indeed, I hear a fair amount of blues in
Bob Dylan. O'Neal tells of Chess packaging
Muddy Waters albums as folk music(!);
Mobile Fidelity has just rereleased an excel-
lent clean-up of the Chess disc from this
era, Muddy Waters: Folk Singer, which has
Muddy at the height of his powers, but no
folkie. This era is when my ears came of
age-or at least I did-so don't wonder
why this chapter is my favorite.

The last chapter is titled "Standing at the
Crossroads/The Blues Today" and is by
Mary Katherine Aldin, a prolific writer as a
staff editor for Living Blues, columnist for
Blues and Rhythm: The Gospel Truth, and
notator of more than 30 record albums.
She also produced and was host of a blues
radio show in Los Angeles from 1977 to

1988. This short but
pungent chapter is
an appreciation of
the masters who're
still

John Lee Hooker,
Johnny Winter, and
Etta James, and of
the young bloods

starting to turn heads around-artists like
Robert Cray, Joe Louis Walker, and Lucky
Peterson. Yes, the blues is alive and well;
long may it live!

A fine way to end the book are the 150 -
plus discography and the 100 -plus bibliog-
raphy. I have many of the CDs on the first
list, and I agree that it provides "an
overview of recordings that are essential to
any blues collection, that best typify the
genre, and are reasonably easy to obtain."
For many, it alone will be worth the price
of the book.

Let me, at this point, get my few nits
picked and out of the way. The book's
heavy enough that you can't read it in bed
'cause it'd give you an extra belly button;
neither would you want to commute by
bus or train with it-too big in the brief-
case. Coffeetable for sure.

If it's not obvious by now, I highly rec-
ommend Larry Cohn's Nothing But the
Blues. Gene Pitts

THE BLUES COMES

IN MANY SHADES,

BUT ALL ARE HERE

IN THIS FINE BOOK.

Audition
Pierre Buser and Michel Imbert;

translated by R. H. Kay

MIT PRESS, hardcover, $45

The brain is the most complex structure
known to science. Its components are so
diverse and its connections so intricate that
neurobiologists are only just beginning to
understand how it functions. Among the
brain's many remarkable achievements, its
ability to make sense of the complex mix-

sound that reach our ears is one of
the most extraordinary.

Audition was written by two neuroscien-
tists at the Universite Pierre et Marie Curie
in Paris. It was originally published in
French and is now available in English
translation. The book begins with an intro-
duction to the physics of sound. Its next
few chapters deal largely with auditory psy-
chophysics-for example, limitations in
our ability to hear tones of different fre-
quencies or to distinguish between differ-
ent tones, and ways in which values of
pitch and loudness may be organized to
form scales. The remainder of the book fo-
cuses largely on the physiology of the ear
and brain. It describes the structure of the
ear and examines how sound is there trans-
duced into electical signals that are relayed
to the brain.

The authors also explore various struc-
tures in the central nervous system that are
concerned with sound. They catalog the
types of neuron (nerve cell) that are found
in each structure and describe how these
neurons are distributed. They also examine
the responses of neurons to various sounds
and discuss briefly how these responses
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change as signals travel up the auditory
pathway to various regions of the cortex.

What general features have emerged
from the many investigations described in
this book? For one thing, we find that neu-
rons tend to be choosy as to what types of
sound will cause them to produce signals.
Let us take a few examples. Some neurons
produce strong signals when presented
with tones in a particular frequency range
but do not respond to tones in other fre-
quency ranges. A small proportion of neu-
rons emits strong signals when two differ-
ent frequencies are sounded together but
respond poorly when either of these fre-
quencies is sounded alone. Some neurons
are activated best by sounds at particular
amplitudes and less
well at lower or higher
amplitudes. For yet
other nerve cells, the
higher the amplitude
of the sound, the
stronger the signal
that is produced, until
some saturation point
is reached. A proportion of neurons re-
sponds best to amplitude -modulated or to
frequency -modulated tones. Some neurons
are activated most strongly by sounds that
are coming from a particular region of
space, and a small proportion even prefers
sounds that are moving around in space.

Exploring these brain structures from a
broader perspective, we find that neurons
are often arranged such that those activat-
ed by the highest frequencies are located at
one end of a continuum, those activated by
progressively lower frequencies lie adjacent
to each other, and those preferring the low-
est frequencies are at the other end of the
continuum. For example, a neuron that re-
sponds best to a tone at 2,000 Hz will be
located between neurons that respond best
to tones at 2,200 and 1,800 Hz, so frequen-
cies are represented in the brain in the
form of maps.

Other characteristics of sound are also
mapped in the brain. These include para-
meters that are concerned with the loca-
tion of a sound source, such as differences
in the intensity of a sound at the left and
right ears or differences in time of arrival
of a sound at the two ears. We also find
maps of amplitudes and of durations be-
tween the onsets of different sounds.

So what do we make of all this? The au-
thors in general avoid speculating as to
how such findings relate to perception and
tend to confine themselves to experimental
observations. As a result, the reader gets
the impression that something is missing
from the picture. For example, how do
neurons with various response characteris-
tics communicate with each other so that
we perceive sound of different pitches and
loudnesses? How can we characterize the
neural networks responsible for perceiving
sound in different spatial locations? Of
course, it's not reasonable to expect too
many answers, but posing such questions
at least sets the physiological work in per-
spective. To take another example, the

maps of various
sound parameters,
such as frequency,
must surely provide
a basis for perform-
ing neural computa-
tions that ultimately
lead to perception or
behavior. What are

these maps doing? What specific advan-
tages are conferred by representing sounds
in this fashion?

The impression given by the authors
that auditory physiology is long on facts
but short on theory is particularly unfortu-
nate since there exist some beautiful lines
of research (not described in the book)
that do relate neurophysiological findings
closely to perception and behavior. One ex-
ample is the work of Nobuo Suga and his
colleagues at the University of Washington
on the brain mechanisms involved in bat
echolocation. Another is that of Masakazu
Konishi and his colleagues at the California
Institute of Technology concerning how
the owl localizes sound. A third intriguing
line of research has been carried out by
Robert Capranica and his colleagues at
Cornell University on the brain mecha-
nisms involved in perception of vocaliza-
tions by frogs.

These studies and others like them are
not only fascinating in their own right but
also pave the way for future research by
showing what types of organization we
should expect to find in the auditory sys-
tem. The next few years should be exciting
ones for scientists in this field.

Diana Deutsch

IS EXTRAORDINARY

OW THE BRAIN MAKES

SENSE OF VERY COMPLEX

Understanding Music with Al:
Perspectives on Music Cognition

edited by Mira Balaban, Kemal Ebcioglu,
and Otto Laske

THE AAAI PRESS/THE MIT PRESS,

paperback, 512 pp., $39.95

This book about music and artificial in-
telligence (Al) might initially appear to be
of limited interest to audiophiles, but since
it speaks to the future of audio entertain-
ment, the text is of potential interest to
anyone eager to stimulate his thinking
about future directions. Many audiophiles
and engineers will surely begin to experi-
ment with the increasing opportunities for
interactive control on the listener's part.

Already, some PC -based software comes
with the music soundtrack encoded in the
form of note -level instructions (i.e., com-
mands specifying the pitch, loudness, and
timing of individual notes) for synthesizers
conforming to the Musical Instruments
Digital Interface (MIDI) Standard. From
the standpoint of audio, this is a potentially
revolutionary development because, al-
though the sequence of notes is fixed by
the encoding, other aspects of the musical
performance (e.g., orchestration) can be
altered at will by the listener. Thus, the ex-
perimentally inclined listener can begin to
take an active role in shaping the auditory
experience.

The next step in this direction might be
to replace the MIDI instruction streams
with computer programs that could gener-
ate synthesizer commands on the fly in re-
sponse to listener specifications initiated by
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Movie Theatre Performance with Flexibility
The Bryston 8B THX® Amplifier

8B THX

B ryston is pleased to announce our new 8B THX

four channel audio power amplifier. With today's interest in

quality home theatre the 8B THX amplifier provides state-of-the-art performance with the

unquestioned quality, value and Reliability for which Bryston has gained an international

reputation. All Lucasfilm Home THX certification parameters are easily met for its'

intended use within a multi -channel audio/video installation. The 8B THX is an extreme-

ly versatile and flexible amplifier designed for all Your THX theatre installations. The

amplifier can be instantly connected to provide 2 channel, (400 watt output), 3 channel,

(two @ 120W plus 1 @ 400W), or 4 channels at 120 watts output. This provides extreme

ease in integrating the power requirements for any THX Home Theatre system. The THX

stipulation for separate center channel, left and right main speakers, decorrolated dipole

surround channels and one or two subwoofers, is provided in a Simple elegant package.

Among the 8B's notable features is the use of four independent power supplies, one for

each channel, to prevent any signal interaction among the individual channels. This pro-

vides a sonic soundstage with images locked in position with an almost holographic effect.

Other features include both balanced XLR, 1/4" and unbalanced RCA input connectors to

allow for flexibility in a wide variety of installations. All connectors throughout the ampli-

fier are gold plated to provide freedom from corrosion, assuring perfect signal integrity for

many years to come. Tri-colored LEDs glow green for power -on, yellow for short-term

transient clipping and red to indicate continuous overload or any departure from linearity,

including shortened -output or strong out -of -band information like RF or DC.

Obviously, the goal of all this technology is to transport you to the scene of the movie.

Experiencing all the drama, excitement and emotions as if you were right there in the

show. We feel we have accomplished this with all the New Bryston THX amplifiers.

Experience the movie as intended and audition the Bryston 8B THX today.

nEn]Crri(0( oin For more information contact:
57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6
Tel: (416) 746-1800 Fax: (416) 746-0308
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a mouse, joystick, breath controller, or mu-
sic keyboard. Each program would effec-
tively provide a framework for a panoply of
musical experiences, with the ultimate re-
sult depending strongly upon the choices
made by the individual listener. An even
more ambitious audio system might cast
the listener in the role of full-fledged fellow
performer: The synthesizer commands
would not merely be generated in response
to listener control gestures; rather, they
would be improvised in response to a real-
time listener accompaniment on a musical
instrument.

The common theme in all these interac-
tive audio systems is that the musical con-
tent must be specified not by a digitized
audio waveform but instead via an explicit,
step-by-step encoding of musical structure.
The MIDI Standard specifies this structure
at the level of notes, but a more sophisti-
cated formalism might enable the listener
to directly access and control higher lev-
els-phrasings, musical styles-as well.

From this perspective, the present state
of digital audio can be likened to the earli-
est days of digital computing, when the
power of the computer was used entirely

"number crunching." As computing
evolved, however, researchers began to ex-
plore the use of the computer for more ab-
stract "symbolic manipulation" tasks in
which the numbers within the computer
could represent such things as objects,
properties, relationships, and decisions.
The MIDI -based systems mentioned above
are a first step in that direction, but the de-
velopment of formal specifications for
higher level musical structure remains an
extremely challenging task. If digital audio
systems are ever to fully negotiate this evo-
lutionary leap toward the intelligent ma-
nipulation of abstract musical structures, it
will likely require a prolonged and re-
sourceful application of AI and cognitive
science to music.

All of this brings us (at last!) to a consid-
eration of Understanding Music with Al.
This rather lengthy volume collects 21 re-
ports from authors at research centers
around the world, all working to advance
the state of the art in the emerging field of
AI and music. This book is primarily tar-
geted at professionals in the fields of music,
music technology, AI, and cognitive sci-
ence, but the editors hope that it will also

"be of benefit to readers generally interest-
ed in the relationship of music and tech-
nology." Alas, this benefit is apt to be limit-

ed, for there is a big difference between
augmenting a collection of technical re-
ports with introductory remarks (which
this book does) and explicitly committing
oneself to the clearest possible explication
of a new field for a wider audience (which
a text or tutorial monograph would do).
While I found many of the articles to be of
interest, I was mostly left to my own de-
vices in trying to construct an orderly view
of the field as a whole.

This criticism notwithstanding, Under-
standing Music with AI does provide an in-
teresting snapshot of a highly ambitious
undertaking still in its infancy. The indi-
vidual articles all share a commitment to
computer modelling of musical activities
but differ widely in their specific concerns.
The editors have helpfully grouped them in
seven distinct sections that can be charac-
terized briefly as follows: The meaning and
scope of "cognitive musicology," the role of
abstract representations in modelling mu-
sical activities, approaches to computer -
generated or assist-
ed composition,
algorithmic com-
position as a tool
for the analysis of
existing music, en-
gaging computers
directly in the mu-
sical performance,
computer -based approaches to perceiving
meter and time quantization, and systems
that learn and adapt in response to human
feedback. One current research area largely
absent from this compendium is the at-
tempt to discover high-level musical struc-
ture through the use of neural networks
(some examples are presented in Section 6
but only with respect to perceiving meter).
In fairness, though, it must be admitted
that this endeavor too is in its infancy, and
I mention its absence as an observation
rather than criticism.

As might be expected, the readability of
the articles themselves varies tremendously
from one to the next. For example, the first
chapter of Section 5, on musical perfor-
mance, presents a detailed examination of
the application of a generative grammar to
the simulation of rhythmic improvisation

and more general composition. This chap-
ter is likely to be heavy going for anyone
not already well versed in formal grammat-
ical models.

In contrast, the next chapter lightly sum-
marizes a set of research projects from
Japan's Waseda University (and collaborat-
ing institutions) aimed at integrating vi-
sion technology into automated musical
performance. These include a robot that
can read a musical score in real time and
play an electronic organ with its 10 fingers,
a system for translating between printed
music and braille music, a computer sys-
tem that can follow a human conductor,
and a system that can recognize dance pat-
terns in real time and select appropriate
musical responses. In this chapter, one can
discern an outline for a truly 21st -century
audio system!

Another bit of easy reading is the tran-
scription of a rambling conversation be-
tween co-editor Otto Laske and AI lumi-
nary Marvin Minsky that serves as this
volume's Foreword. The exchange is stimu-
lating, but what this conversation makes
most clear is the enormous challenge that

THE EDITORS PROVIDE Ati4

INTERESTING SNAPSHOT

OF A HIGHLY AMBITIOUS

SCIENCE IN ITS INFANCY.4

still lies ahead in apply-
ing AI to a realm of ac-
tivity as diverse and
poorly understood as
that of making music.

In the final analysis,
Understanding Music
with AI is most likely to
appeal to those who

seek to experiment directly in this field
themselves. The editors might have broad-
ened this appeal by including an introduc-
tory chapter with a deliberately tutorial de-
sign, but their top priority was clearly to
reach other researchers. Readers seeking a
more introductory perspective may begin
by tracking down the now rather dated is-
sue of ACM Computing Surveys devoted to
computer music (Vol. 17, No. 2, June
1985). Those who wish to focus on the
somewhat narrower topic of computer -
generated music might turn to David
Cope's Computers and Musical Style (A -R
Editions, 1991) or to Readings in Comput-
er -Generated Music (IEEE Computer Soci-
ety Press, 1992). Lastly, more information
about neural -network -based approaches
can be found in Music and Connectionism
(MIT Press, 1991). Mark Dotson
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THE WAY THESE GUYS ARE TALKING,
MAYBE WE SHOULD RAISE THE PRICE.

"For the first time in 20 years,

an affordable product that

sounds likes music."
Larry Schnelle
AP.5 owner

Manchester, MO

"The best I've heard under

$6000."
Mark Shale,
AP -2 owner

Richmond, KY

"Blown away by them..."

Speight Bird, Jr.

AP -2 owner

Athens, TN

"Greatest product since stereo

was invented."
Mark Fitzsimmons
AP -2 owner

Richmond, TX

"Awesome! Flawless! Real!"

Eric Keller

AP -4 owner

Wheeling, WV
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AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

THE INFORMATION
CARPET:

A SHORT STORY

hen Jayne hit the Infor-
mation Highway she did
so at speed. In years
past, she had acceded
gratefully to each new
pre -Highway fringe ben-

efit, especially those for her pearl -
colored Princess phone. Including,
of course, a companionable cordless
to go with the Princess. This she
now seldom used-no need; the
Highway would soon come to her
ever -more -delicate pushbutton fin-
gertips, all in one place. She no
longer had a husband, either. That
need had vanished when her two
daughters went off to a superb
boarding school. The girls at the
school were kept successfully in-
formed, if not apart from the boys,
so that no scandals or other incon-
veniences in Jayne's life had yet oc-

curred. Jayne thought it a marvelous
school, and so did her daughters
when they reluctantly came home
for a few hours at Thanksgiving or
Christmas. Summers, the girls went
off with the boys to travel.

Jayne and her husband had con-
verted to stereo early on, before the
girls began to
arrive. Rather,
he had con-
verted; at that
point the only
stereo Jayne
knew was a
stereotype,
out of some
novel, unexplained, but she figured
it had something to do with type-
writers. The stereo gear arrived in a
huge truck and was instantly con-
signed to the basement. Good wifely

instinct! Down near the house foun-
dation it boomed and blasted, while
upstairs it was only a rustle and a
shake. When he left, amicably
enough, he took all the equipment
and she got the house. A bargain,
she thought. So did he.

Thus, life before the Superhigh-
way had evolved, on the whole,
pleasantly for Jayne. She had even,
in a fit of reminiscent affection, dis-
connected the phone's caller ID so
that her ex-husband could call with-
out her checking the call first. A new
and more powerful cordless had al-
lowed her to move, phoning, into
the neatly laid -out garden just off
the front porch when the weather
was right. The flowers were tended
in season by the local garden people,
completely changed three times each
summer by a bearded young man
who stripped up one garden and
laid down the next, all in a few min-
utes. Such handsome blooms! She
didn't know one from another,
which was okay so long as the colors
were bright and cheery. "Not too
much blue this time,"
once. "Sorry, ma'am, but it's stan-
dard. Can't make changes, you
know, without rebuilding the assem-
bly line." She was only momentarily
regretful; it was so nice to be out-
doors in the little breeze whipped up
by her automatic fan.

The Information Highway did not
come unannounced. For years, it
seemed, when she turned on the
news she heard about the Highway
and not much else. She would just
sigh and wait for the next news.

The Highway
details, howev-
er, were always
scarce, except
for the finan-
cial ones. In-
deed, she had
not the slight-
est idea what

sort of a Highway it might be except
that it would come straight to her
door, in all its multitudinous maj-
esty. All those channels, side by side,
like the warp in a carpet? Or was it

DETAILS ABOUT THE

INFORMATION HIGHWAY

WERE ALWAYS SCARCE,

EXCEPT ABOUT FINANCE.
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and music systems from Cambridge SoundlAbrks,
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Because you buy factory -direct, with no expen-
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value in the world."
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from Cambridge SoundWorks, Pioneer,
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Henry
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the weft? She envisioned, perforce, a broad,
flat sort of thing, made of some rich ma-
terial, dyed crimson, laid down across the
lawn and up the front steps like the red car-
pets put out for dignitaries. And it would
continue on under the heavy front door
and thence ... where? She was not sure.

Would it be rolled into the living room
to end up next to her accustomed easy
chair? That would be nice. But what about
the bedroom? A branch up the stairs, no
doubt, and maybe it would come in a
durable fabric that would do for a stair car-
pet? Two birds with one stone! She turned
this over in her mind and thought that life
really was helpful these days.

Soon she was absent-mindedly speaking
to herself of the Information Carpet. And
when she called her phone friends-she
had no others-it was the same.

The Highway, when it approached, sent
its scouts ahead, insidiously. It was Infor-
mation, all right, but rather solid in nature.
First the new dishwasher. It was in the cel-
lar, and you sent the dishes down to it via
pushbutton. When they were done, they
came back up. Soon it was the laundry; it
too went up and down. Just push "#" on
thelPrincess. Long since, Jayne had bought
a garage -door opener with a wireless beep-
er. She loved it, even when it did not oper-
ate. Then she would park the car, which
had almost no mileage on it (where did she
need to go?), and car -phone an obliging
neighbor to open the door by hand. I'm
getting flabby, she thought uneasily. Maybe
I can use one of those Highway channels?

When a child stole a carton of cream
from the front porch, she added another
pushbutton. It automatically locked or un-
locked all the doors and windows in the
house with a satisfying crrrunch that reas-
sured her as to any further burglars, not to
mention rapists.

All in all, these incursions left Jayne con-
tented. The flabbiness could wait. She
would do exercises on the Carpet's chan-
nels. Next came a small video screen for the
Princess, with buttons to choose. It showed
bright colors and stayed on day and night,
presenting her with thousands of advertise-
ments. This she did not mind at all because
they were so pretty, like her gardens, one
right after another. But the added video
kept bumping into her, and this was an-
noying. Often it really hurt. It was worse
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when the same screens were added to her
cordless and car phones.

But where was the Information Carpet,
that broad highway which would unroll to
her very doorstep? Her stairs, she noted, re-
ally were badly worn.

Then came those multi -billion dollar
deals en route to various proposed High-
ways, always future. Various Carpets? She
listened and was bemused. A billion, what
was that? Nothing much in her life, she
thought, yawning. But a phone friend sent

WHEN IT APPROACHED,

THE HIGHWAY SENT

ITS SCOUTS AHEAD,

INSIDIOUSLY.

her almost instantaneously a fax, handwrit-
ten, of a billion dollars, which looked like
this: $1,000,000,000. She was appalled-
her small calculator didn't work with bil-
lions. Nine zeroes for one scrawny movie
collection? She tried to figure it-if each
movie were worth a thousand bucks, how
many ... ? This was beyond her ability, and
she put the thought aside. If you had to
ante up all those billions to get your High-
way, she hoped they wouldn't send all the
movies at once.

One day, at last, a man who had been
climbing telephone poles for days came up
to Jayne's door, smiling. In his hand was
something thin and shiny that stretched
behind him across her automatic replace-
able lawn and to the street. "It's the Infor-
mation Highway!" he said, beaming. "Your
Carpet to Fame!" Jayne opened her mouth
in wonder. But not a sound came forth.
She was instantly, permanently, voiceless.

No-it wasn't laryngitis. Nor emotional
shock. The doctor, next day on the
Princess, said that by a new adaptation en-
titled "Inst Evolution," her speech genes
had simply self-destructed, according to
ancient natural principles, but faster. Like
the appendix and the tail, her voice was
now vestigial. No further need for it with
the Highway coming on so soon.

"Who cares," whispered Jayne, for she
could still whisper, even to her Princess.
And she walked over to take a look at that
worn stairway, one last time. A
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SPECTRUM
IVAN BERGER

AM RADIO
NEWS

either AM stereo nor AMAX
certification (an AM quality
standard) have made much
of a dent in the market yet,
but this situation may be
about to change.

The FCC finally made Motorola's
C-QUAM system (already in use by
most AM stereo stations) the official
standard, which should encourage
many more stations and radio mak-
ers to adopt it. The Commission has
also announced that it would give
preference to stereo AM stations ap-
plying for slots in the new frequen-
cies (1,605 to 1,705 kHz) recently
added to the AM broadcast band.

Already, there's a headphone -style
personal portable radio, Sony's SRF-
42 ($34.95) with AM stereo. Icing
the cake, the SRF-42 is also AMAX -
certified. And GE's $59.95 Model 7-

2887 monophonic portable, the lat-
est in its Superadio line, is AMAX -
certified as well. The GE features
switchable AM bandwidth, a 0.7 -
watt (700-mW) amplifier, and a
two-way, 61/2 -inch speaker system.

For several years, Audio has been
asking which tuners and receivers in
our car and home Directory issues
offered AM stereo or met the AMAX
standards for high AM quality;
we've received few positive replies.
Last October's home Equipment Di-
rectory listed three tuners (by Audio
Design Associates, Carver, and De -
non) and no receivers with AM
stereo, and only one tuner (Denon's
TU-680NAB, reviewed in the April
1993 issue) that was AMAX -certi-
fied. In our May '94 Car Stereo Di-
rectory, three companies (Audiotek,
Chrysler's Mopar, and Sanyo) listed

AM stereo; none listed AMAX. (Del -

co could have listed both, but they
don't furnish Directory listings.)

By the time you read this, we'll be
processing forms for our October
'94 Equipment Directory. Perhaps
we'll see more AM progress there.

Forgotten Sound

Touch a button on a modern tape
deck, and you won't hear much. Un-
less you're looking, you may not be
able to tell if the button did any-
thing until you hear the music start.
But press the buttons on an old pro-
fessional tape deck like the Ampex
350 shown in the "Behind the
Scenes" column in June 1993, and
you'd hear the solid "clunk!" of re-
lays, a moment of hum while the
motors got up to speed, and then
the whisper of the tape across the
heads. I miss it.

If I knew someone around here
who still had a 350 running, I just
might go and tape that sound. I'd
use my quiet little pocket DAT ma-
chine with the wimpy micro -but-
tons, of course. Who'd want to lug a
350 around, these days?

Centennial Stride

James P. Johnson is best known as
the father of the stride piano and for

writing more than 250 popular
songs (including "The Charleston")
as well as scores for at least 16 musi-
cals. The classically trained compos-
er's symphonic music has been vir- 2
tually lost for over 40 years, 74
according to MusicMasters, which is
celebrating the centennial of his ti
birth with a CD of his symphonic F--1
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and popular works. Release of the CD, Vic-
tory Stride, was timed to coincide with
Black Music Month, in June. The disc also
marks the 10th anniversary of the Concor-
dia Orchestra, which recorded it with con-
ductor Marin Alsop and pianist Leslie
Stifelman.

Novice, No Vice

Audio readers (not to mention editors)
follow the field of component audio. So
when someone asks us what components
to buy, we usually have answers. But what
do we say when someone asks us about
which under -$200 boombox to get?

It's easy to get on our hi-fi high horses
and say that a $150 boombox with an
AM/FM tuner, CD player, cassette recorder,
amp, and speakers is junk. To us, it is-but
if all you have is $150 or so, the choice is

that or no music at all.
What I told the young buyer who asked

me was that he should take one or two CDs
of music he knew well and play it on as

many boomboxes as the stores would
demo for him. Whichever sounded best-
well, least bad, anyway-was the one to

one with the fewer features and facilities
would probably prove best; if one unit of-
fers CD plus dual cassette transports at the
same price as another with CD but only
one cassette section, the odds are that qual-
ity had to be shaved somewhere to allow
for the extra transport.

Covert Tricks

It's common for CDs to hold more
:Ian LPs, but uncommon for them to
-mid 'lore than their track list discloses.
At least two new CDs co just that.

One such disc is Electic Stew, pro-
duced for charity under the auspices of
3hilirs Car Systems
and its North Amer -
can distributor,
kSC. All proceeds
7,o to the Jacob Wet-

-erling Foundation
'or prevention of
min -fund!, child ab-
duction; the music
-racks were donated
-Dy the artists (Le-
gion of Boom, Maxi Priest, The Story,
Nova Mot, Kalahare, Paul Metza, Tina
& The B-side Movers ent, Ipso Facto,
Gumbo, Mister Doo, Bash & Pop, Red
02, Mizhae_ McDermott, House of Large
Sizes, Zu Zu Petals, ind Sonia Dada)
and their labels. The disc also contains
`a hidden section of digital test tones";

ers have to figure out for themselves
how to find them.

I don't have the disc, and Philips
wo..ildn't tell me more, but I think I can
guess where the track is hidden: Just be-
fore track 1. That guess is based on a
CE I do have, Willie Nelson's Moonlight
Becomes You (Justice Reccris JR 1601-
2), which incorporates a technique
caLed the Justice Soundbcard. If you

load this CD, press
play, aid then hold
down the rewind
buttor 'or about 8
second&, then you.
shoulc -tear a s
ken message fr
Nelson; otherwise,
you won't. (Justice
says this works with
most but not all

placers; it worked fine on we home and
car CD players but not on the compact
sys:em in my office.)

Eclectic Stew is not available in stores
but can be ordered for $9.99 plus $3.50
postage from ASC (96)1 54th Ave.
North, Minneapolis, Minn. 5544
phone, 800-524-6638). Moonlight
comes You should be available in sto
or Justice Records will owe Willie N
son an apology.

When I was young and snobbish, I ad-
vised my friends not to waste their money
on junk and to save up for something de-
cent. Now that I'm older, I've reconsidered

Carver vs. Carver

Bob Carver, founder of Carver Corp.
and its head during its early years, has
left the company and is now engaged in

litigation with it. Mr. Carver claims the
corporation owes him more than
$600,000 in patent royalties (and inter-
est) on his amp designs; the company
maintains it actually overpaid him

$200,000 for royal-
ties. Mr. Carver also
claims that, as he did
not renew his em-
ployment contract in
1990, his two-year
non -compete agree-
ment has ended; the
company contests
this. Mr. Carver has
formed a new com-
pany, Zeus Audio, in
Snohomish, Wash.

this; I don't think it's money wasted. When
that boombox buyer puts something better
in his living room (he may not even have a
separate living room right now), he can re-
tire the boombox to the kitchen or his bed-
room, take it along to picnics, or whatever.
Someday, he may give it away to a young
friend or even toss it away when it breaks;
the less you spend, the less time it takes to
get your money's worth.

Tuning for Travellers

Travellers in Europe can now buy
portable radios that help them find the
kind of programming they want when they
change cities. With a radio that incorpo-
rates the new Area Bank feature, you could
listen to the news in Hamburg, emplane
for Barcelona, and get local news there af-
ter just a button -push or two. The system
so far caters to only a handful of cities, and
not all program choices are button -selec-
table in every city on the list.
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SHOW BUSINESS
ANTHONY H. CORDESMAN

ROLLS
OF THE DICE

f you have ever dreamed of at-
tending a Consumer Electronics
Show to hear the best in high -
end audio, beware of answered
prayers! There are always some
great demonstrations, but there

are many more demonstrations
where loudness is the only measure
of merit. Last January in Las Vegas,
things were worse than ever. The in-
fluence of home theater was heard
all over the show, even in the hal-
lowed halls of the high end. As a re-
sult, almost every exhibit was 10 dB
louder than it should have been, a
situation aggravated by the fact that
home theater requires a subwoofer. It
was not only the year of the "loud,"
it was the year of the "boom."

There were, however, some excel-
lent sound demonstrations, many
interesting new components, and

some impressive
recordings. Three demonstration
systems were particularly impres-
sive, and each of them included
new speakers
designed to
test the limits
of what tech-
nology can
achieve in a
home system. I
couldn't iden-
tify all of the
analog and dig-

ital sources in
these systems, but Mobile Fidelity
Sound Lab had a great system using
Nelson Pass' Aleph electronics and
Apogee Studio Grands to demon-
strate their new LPs, mastered with
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab's
ANADISQ system. Arnie Nudell

advances in

and Paul McGowan of Genesis
demonstrated their new Genesis II
speaker using their Stealth electron-
ics, and Cary Christie at Infinity
demonstrated his new Epsilon
speaker system using Mark Levinson

and Audio Research electronics.
Although the loudspeakers in

these systems were expensive even
by the standards of the high end,
there were also some excellent and
affordable high -end speakers. John
Bau's new Spica TC-60 and Jim
Thiel's Thiel 1.5 sounded strikingly
good under show conditions. Digi-
tally corrected speakers from Merid-
ian and Quadrature produced very
promising sound. I had not previ-
ously been impressed by the sound
of "digital" speakers, but these man-
ufacturers showed that this tech-
nique can combine flat power re-
sponse with excellent transient
performance, imaging, and musical-
ly natural transparency.

It is harder to single out specific
electronics in terms of sound quality
and features. Show conditions only
hint at what most digital and analog
sources, preamps, and amplifiers
can do, and many displays were stat-
ic. However, virtually every manu-
facturer of digital equipment had an
improved digital -to -analog convert-
er, many had new CD transports,
and several demonstrated new jitter -
reduction devices. Both Audio
Alchemy and Theta Digital dis-

played rela-
tively low-cost
devices to re-
duce the jitter
that older CD
transports
feed to a D/A
converter.

The use of
electronics to
connect a CD

transport and D/A converter may
sound like gilding the lily, but a brief

trial of Audio Alchemy's Datastream
processor indicates you can use it
with components that have either
Toslink or standard coaxial digital
connectors to achieve much of the

HIGH -END MAKERS

ARE DEVOTING EQUAL

EFFORT TO ADVANCES

IN TRANSISTOR AND

TUBE ELECTRONICS.
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You- next set of speakers should be ready for the day
when eve -y recording is digital and all video has surround
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sound quality normally associated with the
use of AT&T or AES/EBU connections. The
differences are not that subtle.

Analog Productions, AudioQuest,
Chesky, Mobile Fidelity, Reference Record-
ings, Sheffield, and Wilson Audio intro-
duced some notably superior recordings. It
is impossible to mention all of their new
reference discs in this space, but Mobile
Fidelity used a new analog -to -digital con-
verter designed by Mike Moffat of Theta
Digital to remaster a Muddy Waters
recording (UDCD 593) that seems certain
to become a classic. Reference Recordings
played advanced copies of one of their new
CDs, Pomp & Pipes (RR-58CD), that not
only was exceptionally clean and musical
but may well become the ultimate demon-
stration disc for deep bass.

For analog fans, refinements were appar-
ent in most of the analog equipment on
display. Graham introduced an improved
version of its tonearm, and VPI introduced
a new and more affordable version of its
reference turntable, the TNT Jr. Both
Sheffield Lab and Mobile Fidelity intro-
duced new LPs, including some superb
jazz and blues recordings. Analog Produc-
tions, AudioQuest, Chesky, and Reference
Recordings also introduced new records-
many on heavy vinyl. Some preliminary
listening to the new Sheffield LPs by Pat
Coil (TLP-31 and TLP-34) and to Mobile
Fidelity test pressings reinforced my belief
that the sound quality of the best analog
recordings still rivals or surpasses that of
the best digital.

The only manufacturer claiming a
breakthrough in preamplifiers or ampli-
fiers was Carver, which introduced new
power amplifier circuitry called Lightstar.
Many manufacturers demonstrating such
equipment, however, had at least one new
amp or preamp, and quite a number intro-
duced units with advanced remote con-
trols. It was also clear that high -end manu-
facturers are devoting as much effort to
advances in tube electronics as to advances
in transistors.

One of the more interesting develop-
ments in tubes was the introduction of sev-
eral exceptionally sweet and transparent
but very low -power triode amplifiers.
(Where are horn speakers now that we re-
ally need their efficiency?) Quicksilver dis-
played a budget tube amp, the Great Little

Amp, at $1,195 that indicates affordable
tube amps offer a great deal of promise.
At the other end of the spectrum, Mark
Levinson was displaying the chassis for a
very high -power, basic amplifier that
may become the mother of all reference
amplifiers-this transistor unit was mas-
sive and had fuses as big as some output
tubes.

The key undercurrent in this year's show
was the rapid growth of home theater and
the implications of this for the high end.
High -end opinion on this issue seemed to

THE HIGH END

SEEMS TO BE DIVIDED

INTO THREE CAMPS

OVER THE ISSUE

OF HOME THEATER.

split into three camps-the indifferent, the
threatened, and the hopeful. The indiffer-
ent camp feels that the high end can go its
own way in splendid isolation. The threat-
ened camp and
dealers are shifting rapidly to expensive au-
dio/video components, and that this means
a further rapid shrinkage in the volume of
high -end sales and the conversion of much
of the media, both audio and audio/visual,
to surround sound and additional digital
processing at considerable cost to sound
quality.

The hopeful camp, of which I happen to
be a member, feels that a major shift in the
market to focus on audio/video is in-
evitable, but that it could help high -end
audio as well as hurt it. Market economics
are clearly driving many mid-fi and high -
end dealers to emphasize audio/video. Yet
home theater is likely to produce broader
popular interest in sound quality and high -
quality audio reproduction. It is also likely
to lead more consumers toward high -end
sound if audio and audio/video remain
compatible and if home theater equip-
ment allows the buyer to steadily upgrade
the quality of musical reproduction.

A few demonstrations were reassuring.
Cello, Meridian, and VMPS not only
demonstrated real music but did so at mu-
sically natural volumes. Counterpoint also

provided some good demonstrations of
music-although its demo helped reinforce
a personal aversion to the soundtrack of
Bram Stoker's Dracula that has become al-
most as serious as my dislike of the sound-
track of Top Gun.

Widespread debates over the impact of
THX were intensified by the announce-
ment that Dolby's AC -3 system had been
accepted as the tentative standard for
HDTV. The AC -3 system not only adds
surround sound to television, it also offers
six discrete channels with the ability to
provide fully discrete left and right rear -
channel information. If television goes to
six -channel sound, the likelihood of multi-
channel becoming the norm will increase
even further.

Further, Dolby Labs announced that it
has formed a new company, the Core
Group, to record CDs using the standard
Dolby process (call 1-800-241-4115 for in-
formation). The two initial recordings,
while unlikely to make audiophiles rush
out to convert their systems, are at least as
good in handling multichannel music as
the best of the four -track LPs I can remem-
ber from the brief days of "quadraphrenia."

All these developments are unsettling,
but more is involved than the issue of the
number of channels. The argument over
which system to use and how to configure
it also involves major debates about the re-
quired type of rear -channel speakers and
the frequency range and dispersion of the
center- and front -channel speakers. There
is further debate about the risk of intro-
ducing phase distortion, data compression,
and multichannel sampling techniques that
can lose or alter a great deal of the original
signal.

Phase distortion was an issue that few of
those advocating multichannel systems
wanted to address. Further, the debate over
data compression is not simply about how
to fit six channels of information onto
LaserDiscs or AC -3 television broadcasts.
There is an equally important debate over
how this data compression will interact
with other forms of compression in the
recording and playback process, with the
introduction of satellite and cable TV
systems using additional and different
sampling and compression systems, and
with the effect of converting the six -chan-
nel AC -3 output into two channels for
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The purity of separates. From the passion of Carver.

The Carver name evokes an almost mystical
following among serious music lovers.

And justly so. Carver power amplifiers have
generated critical acclaim year after year,
model after model, with one - the TFM-35 -
universally acknowledged as "one off the best
audio amplifier values in the world." Upgraded
to the TFM-35x, with high fidelity enhance-
ments so advanced, it also exceeded the strict
specifications of THX® home theater.

One look, one listen, will confirm Carver's
passion for aural perfection. Gold plated
input jacks, 5 -way binding posts, dual analog
meters. Expansive headroom that faithfully -

no, stunningly - reproduces the dynamic
peaks of digital music and movie soundtracks.

Witness the superiority of Carver separates:
Flawless sound, low distortion, instant and
authoritative response to octave fluctuations in
the center channel. Note the abundance of
power: At 360 watts per channel © 4 ohms
(triple that of a top receiver), merely one of
the most powerful audio amplifiers available
for both music and home theater.

With the infinite flexibility to accommodate
system upgrades for years to come.

Yet, this is but a preview. For a feature
length brochure, contact Carver today.

CARVER
Powerful  Musical  Accurate

CARVER CORPORATION, P.O. BOX 1237 LYNNWOOD, WA 98036 ^ (2063 7751202
1994 Carver Corporation

Distributed in Canada by Evolution Audio, Oakville, Ontario (410 8478888
THX is a registered trademark of Lucasfihn LTD. all rights reserved
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Its mother is a TC-50.
Its father is Tabasco Sauce.

First you take the improbably wide soundstage and pinpoint
imaging of our classic TC-50. Then, through the miracle of science,
you add some punch, some pizazz. You make the midrange and
highs more transparent, extend the bass and spice up the dynamics.

The result is the Spica TC-60. Like mom, they'll surely end up
monitoring more than a few recording sessions. And like dear old
dad, they'll certainly add life to those nearly dead dinner parties.

So make some quality time and listen to our next generation.
And hear a kid that would make any parent proud.

5DICC

home recording. None of the standards set
for any of these processes seem more than
acceptable," and daisy -chaining random

combinations has the potential to produce
some very grim results.

If you then add the digital signal pro-
cessing built into many home theater elec-
tronics to simulate concert halls, rock con-
certs, or jazz clubs-most of which sounds
cheap, hard, and nasty-and random
amounts of digital delay, you have the po-
tential for a final output that bears only
passing resemblance to the original record-
ing. Music is likely to suffer badly.

This may seem like an argument for the
pessimists, but it may really be an argu-
ment against indifference. It is clear that
the evolution of the sound part of
audio/video is much too important to be
left to designers whose overwhelming focus
is movies, TV, and the "information high-
way." The audio community needs to speak
up and aggressively challenge each new
step in ways that encourage superior fideli-
ty and sound quality. Most of the people I

THE SOUND PART OF A/V

IS TOO IMPORTANT

TO BE LEFT TO DESIGNERS

WHO FOCUS ON VIDEO.

met in the professional audio/video com-
munity seemed receptive to such input but
unlikely to borrow trouble if those con-
sumers who care about sound and music
remain silent.

It's clear that the rise of home theater
and multichannel signal processing is even
more of a culture shock than the conver-
sions from mono to stereo, tube to transis-
tor, or LP to CD. Yet I've also heard at least
two control centers with simple and very
clean multichannel stereo processors (the
Adcom GTP-600 tuner/preamp and Pro-
ceed PAV THX preamp) which show that
you may be able to get the best of both
worlds. I'm not giving up my reference
stereo components, but it is clear that a
multichannel home theater system can be
very musical. Stay tuned to the next
decade. It should be very interesting! A
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Yours now for just $49.95!

It's true! The new XLO/PRO Type 150 interconnect, at just $49.95 for a one meter pair,

really CAN ADD $1000 OR MORE worth of better highs, cleaner bass, higher resolution,

tighter focus, and broader, deeper, vaster soundstage to virtually ANY system.

Try it yourself. Put XLO/PRO 150 up against ANYTHING AT ALL-from "peanut butter and
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XL0's own higher priced models.
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TABLE I -High -frequency losses, in dB, of the best cable designed specifically for

loudspeakers, and of a relatively inexpensive ribbon cable for digital data transmission,

compared to the losses of #18 zip cord. Loss data from Davis [2], difference data

at 20 feet extrapolated.

Best Speaker Cable,
10 Ft.

10 kHz 20 kHz
-0.3 dB -0.9 dB

Best Ribbon Cable,
10 Ft.

10 kHz 20 kHz
-0.25 dB -0.8 dB

#18 Zip Cord,
10 Ft.

10 kHz 20 kHz
-0.5 dB -1.45 dB

#18 Zip Cord,
10 Ft.

10 kHz 20 kHz
-0.5 dB -1.45 dB

Difference,
10 Ft.

10 kHz 20 kHz
-0.2 dB -0.55 dB

Difference,
10 Ft.

10 kHz 20 kHz
-0.25 dB -0.65 dB

Difference,
20 Ft.

10 kHz 20 kHz
-0.4 dB -1.1 dB

Difference,
20 Ft.

10 kHz 20 kHz
-0.5 dB -1.3 dB

li-Just noticeable differences, in dB,
asked pure tones.

Average jnd
Minimum jnd

1 to 4 kHz
1.72 dB

0.51 dB

10 kHz
2.12 dB
0.47 dB

16 kHz
3.05 dB
1.01 dB

no significant effect on speaker damping,
which was controlled by the total mechani-
cal, acoustical, and electrical resistance in
the rest of the system. The d.c. resistance of
the voice -coil of a typical 8 -ohm speaker,
for example, is about 6 ohms, 23 times the
resistance of 20 feet of #18 zip cord for the
two legs of the speaker cable, and this resis-
tance has exactly the same effect on the
damping of the system as the resistance of
a 460 -foot cable of #18 zip cord. Another
reason interest in the biamp system faded
was that no one was able to demonstrate
an audible difference between that system
and a standard one.

Fred E. Davis swept away some of the
cobwebs of the current debate about speak-
er cables last year. He made rigorous mea-
surements of the total frequency response
of an amplifier/cable/speaker system with
different cables, from the exotic and expen-
sive to #18 zip cord [2]. The present article

Edgar Villchur developed the acoustic sus-
pension woofer and the dome tweeter; these
designs were first described in his disclosure
articles in Audio in October 1954 and Octo-
ber 1958. The AR -3 speaker, which embodies

both designs, is on permanent exhibition at
the Smithsonian Institution. Villchur is pres-
ident of the Foundation for Hearing Aid Re-
search, a nonprofit research organization,
and a vice president of RDL Acoustics, a
manufacturer of loudspeakers.

examines whether we can expect the differ-
ences in frequency response measured by
Davis to be audible. Davis' data is com-
pared to data in the psychoacoustic litera-
ture on just noticeable differences (jnd's)
for intensity in the frequency range in
which there were response differences be-
tween the different cables.

The Davis Measurements
Davis plotted total system response be-

tween 30 Hz and 20 kHz with each of 12
cables, and with two amplifiers and two
speakers. There were no measurable differ-
ences in the response of any of the systems
at low frequencies, confirming that cable
resistance does not affect speaker damping.

Table I shows Davis' data for high -fre-
quency losses caused by different cables in
the speaker/amplifier combination that ex-
hibited the greatest cable effect. The first
column shows the losses, in dB, at 10 and
20 kHz of the system with the two best ca-
bles (those which produced the least high -
frequency loss). One of the cables was de-
signed specifically for loudspeakers and the
other for transmitting digital data. The sec-
ond column shows the losses of the system
with #18 zip cord. The third column shows
the increase in loss for a 10 -foot length of
#18 zip cord; losses below 10 kHz are not
shown because the increases were less than
0.2 dB. It is of interest that the best of the
12 cables was a relatively inexpensive

($4.00/foot) ribbon cable designed for dig-
ital interconnections, and that two of the
exotic speaker cables measured by Davis,
not represented in Table I, showed a
greater loss at 20 kHz than the #18 zip
cord. The Davis measurements were made
with 10 feet of speaker cable, but since it is
not unusual to place loudspeakers 20 feet
from the amplifier, the fourth column of
Table I shows response differences for 20 -
foot cables.

The difference in system response creat-
ed by substituting 20 feet of #18 zip cord
for 20 feet of the best speaker cable is a loss
of 1.1 dB at 20 kHz and of 0.4 dB at 10
kHz. When the #18 zip cord is compared
with the best ribbon cable, the difference at
20 kHz becomes 1.3 dB.

Psychoacoustic Studies of
Just Noticeable Differences

A study of jnd's (also called difference li-
mens, or DL's) for the intensity of pure
tones was done in 1987 by Florentine et al.
[3]. Their findings were consistent with the
findings of previous studies, but they ex-
tended the frequency range of their study
to 16 kHz. The size of the reported jnd's
varied with frequency, level, and the indi-
vidual subject.

The smallest detectable differences were
in the octaves between 1 and 4 kHz: The
jnd in this frequency range, averaged over
all subjects and intensity levels (using the
standard of 70.7% certainty of response),
was 1.72 dB. The lowest jnd in the group -
for the most sensitive subject at the intensi-
ty level that gave the subject's lowest jnd-
was 0.51 dB. The subjects were between 20
and 24 years old and had normal hearing
to 20 kHz.

The smallest detectable difference at 10
kHz, averaged over subjects and intensity
levels as above, was 2.12 dB, and the small-
est individual jnd was 0.47 dB. The small-
est average detectable difference at 16 kHz
was 3.05 dB, and the smallest individual
jnd was 1.31 dB. These subject responses
are represented in Table II.

The values in Table II are for single pure
tones in quiet. In music the frequency
range between 10 and 20 kHz contains
many partials at a given moment; further,
the sound in this range is strongly masked
by the sound below 10 kHz, a phenome-
non called the upward spread of masking.
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Although studies in the psychoacoustic literature do
not match these musical conditions exactly, they are
close enough to provide guidelines. It can be pre-
dicted that at a given level the jnd for a band of
sound between 10 and 20 kHz will be decreased
from that for a pure tone, but that this jnd will be
increased by a significantly greater amount by the
masking effect of musical sound below 10 kHz [4].

Davis said that the differences in frequency re-
sponse he measured between cables were "at the
threshold of audibility." The data on just noticeable
differences cited here predicts that the differences in
frequency response created by different cables are
almost always below the threshold of audibility. To
predict from indirect data, of course, is not the
same as to prove from direct experimental data:
Controlled, double-blind tests with groups of listen-
ers, actual cables, and varied musical program ma-
terial-in which everything remains the same ex-
cept the cable-will show whether the differences
between cables are audible to most listeners, to a fa-
vored few, or to none.

Lipshitz and Vanderkooy [5] estimated that when
level differences occurred over a wide band, they
were detectable down to 0.2 dB. Lipshitz agreed
with me (in a phone conversation) that this figure is
not applicable to speaker cables, where the level dif-
ferences are all in the highest audio octave.

If at least some people can hear differences in fre-
quency response caused by different speaker cables,
it would be a trivial design problem to correct the
small high -frequency loss by electronic equalization
in the amplifier. The cost would also be trivial, but
the high -frequency loss could be eliminated entire-
ly, something the best of the cables tested by Davis
did not accomplish.

Cable Effects Other Than
High -Frequency Loss

Claims have been made that the purity of the
copper in the wire affects sound purity; that the ca-
ble introduces nonlinear effects; that the cable
needs to be "broken in" for several days; that the
sound of the system can be improved dramatically
by submitting the cable to special field treatments;
that keeping the cable away from room surfaces, or
tuning the distances between cable and room sur-
faces, will improve the sound; that cables work bet-
ter when wired in one direction than the other; that
the characteristic impedance of the cable ought to
match its termination; that measurements of the ca-
ble's d.c. resistance are inaccurate because they do
not allow for skin effect at high frequencies, etc.

Skin effect (the increase of resistance with fre-
quency that occurs when the flow of alternating
current is concentrated toward the outer surface of

the cable) varies directly with the square root of the
frequency and with the cable diameter; the change
of resistance under particular conditions can be
looked up in engineering handbooks. The d.c. resis-
tance of 20 feet of #18 zip cord is approximately
0.26 ohm; the increase of resistance at 20 kHz be-
cause of skin effect is a negligible 0.013 ohm.

Interest in the characteristic impedance of speak-
er cable is probably derived from a misleading anal-
ogy between speaker cable and TV or FM antenna
cable. The analogy is a tempting one because audio
wavelengths (in air) are comparable to TV and FM
wavelengths, the lengths of the cables are compara-
ble, and we know that TV and FM cable is designed
to have a characteristic impedance that matches the
antenna to the receiver and avoids signal reflections.
What makes the analogy break down is the differ-
ence between the speed of sound in air and of the
audio signal in the wire, and the difference between
audio frequencies and TV or FM frequencies. Audio
wavelengths in the wire are measured in miles, while

the distributed impedance of "300 -ohm" TV cable
is a fraction of an ohm at audio frequencies. Reflec-
tions caused by an impedance mismatch at audio
frequencies become a problem only when the cable
length is in units of miles rather than feet.

As for the other effects attributed to cables, I will
digress a bit. Scientific method allows investigators
to form a hypothesis in any way they please, out of a
cold assembly of facts, intuition, or a drunken haze.
The hypothesis does not need to seem reasonable; it
didn't seem reasonable when Newton proposed that
things don't fall but are attracted to one another be-
cause of their mass. Once the hypothesis is pro-
posed, however, it must be demonstrated rigorous-
ly. I have never seen any of the hypotheses about
speaker cables listed above put to a controlled test.
For those who think some of these hypotheses are
likely to hit pay dirt, there is still time. A
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Bruoe and Jenny. Bartlett

hat a joy it is to hear old recordings of a favorite
musician remastered on CD, especially when the re -
mastering is done so well that you can enjoy
the music more than before. A stellar exam-
ple is the four -CD reissue of Dave Brubeck's

recordings from 1946 to 1991, Time Signa-
tures-A Career Retrospective, produced by
Russell Gloyd and Amy Herot. It's astounding
how good some of these 30 -year -old recordings

Photograph: © David Gahr
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sound! The ba_ance among instrumen:s is just
right. Tonally, :he cymbals are bright aid crisp;

acoustic bas sounds full; piano and saxare warm
rather than thin. And there's very little -tape hiss.

The -mastering job was handle` by Mark
Wilder. a recording engineer ".ith Sony
Music Studios. Since the '70s, hes worked

at Vanguard Records, PolyGram, aid finally
Sony. We spoke briefly with him about his work.



What was your philosophy in remastering
the Brubeck tapes, to transfer them as is or
to clean them up?
In making the Brubeck compilation, we
wanted the CDs to remain true to the origi-
nal master tapes. Around 1984 to 1987,
however, many CDs were remastered with a
high -frequency roll -off (treble cut) to re-
duce tape hiss. That was the philosophy of
the time: To make remastered CDs hiss -free.

Unfortunately, it was a destructive process.
Dave Brubeck complained about the

sound of his early remastered CDs. Fortu-
nately, we've learned a lot about remaster-
ing since then. I wanted to give him better
treatment than that; I wanted to do it right.
Our current philosophy is to adhere to
what was on the originals. We don't add
equalization or reverb.
How does the sound of those early record-
ings compare with jazz recordings today?
It's amazing how well recorded the group
was back then. The sound is so three-di-
mensional, bigger than life. Yet it's amazing
how little the engineers did to get that
sound. They just put one mike a few feet
from each instrument, and mixed live to
three-track-for left, center, and right.
Then they edited the tape and mixed down
to two -track.

0 00
O 0

DRUMS

MIC

(SEE TEXT)

ACOUSTIC FLATS OR GOBOES

0 BASS

PIANO

SAX

Earlfor they stereo setup or
Dave Brubeck Quartet; see text.

The old stuff sounds better than what
we're doing now. We've been going in the
wrong direction, sound -wise, for many
years.

The layout of the stereo stage was more
realistic then, too. Drums were on the left,
piano on the right, sax and bass in the mid-
dle. It's easy to hear what each musician
was playing because they were separated
spatially. These days, you hear each instru-
ment in stereo, on top of each other. The
drums spread all the way between the
speakers, and so does the piano.
What mikes were used?
Columbia was heavy into Neumann M-49
and AKG C-12 mikes back then. Both are
large, tube -type condensers. On the
Brubeck groups, the engineers used one
mike per instrument, and each mike was at
a very respectful distance, about 11/2 to 3

hilo hlie p sop y

01 the mid -'80s

was to make

remastered CDs

hiss free. It was

a destructive

feet away. I saw a photo of a mike used on
sax player Paul Desmond, and the mike is
way out-maybe 9 feet up. An average
recording engineer seeing this would say,
"That looks like a room mike;' but you still
hear all the air off the reed, and still hear all
the tone. They got the placement quickly.
Distant miking like this sounds great; I
think we overdo close miking.

What was the typical recording and editing
procedure in those days?
Recording back then was almost a factory
process. They recorded live to three -track
in three-hour sessions. Then the tape went
to the editor and then to the mixer, who
mixed three tracks to two. Little or no
equalization was used.

We compared the master tapes with early
pressings, and they were very similar. It's
amazing how little the mastering engineers
did to the sound.

Studio engineers worked so fast back
then. They might record Duke Ellington in
the morning, Doris Day in the afternoon,
and Brubeck the next day. There was only
one hour between sessions, and each ses-
sion had a totally different setup. In spite of
the speed of these sessions, you never hear
a blown solo or a blown fader move. And
there's never a dramatic sound change at an
edit point.
Who were the engineers working on the
Brubeck sessions?

Fred Plaut and Frank Laico were two of
Brubeck's recording engineers. Plaut is a
true balance engineer; he's my idol. I don't
know how he could pull off what he did in
three hours.

Besides Brubeck, another artist whom
Plaut recorded was Michael Olatunji, an
African drummer. I've never heard drums
sound so beautiful in my life. Plaut did a lot
of Broadway recordings as well, and he
worked so fast-from Friday to Monday on
one Broadway show I know of.

Battle of the Remastering Giants
Another set of audiophile reissues fea-

tures Art Pepper and Sonny Rollins. But
these CDs have an interesting twist: They
offer a choice of remastering engineer!

In an unusual move, Analogue Produc-
tions (which is associated with Acoustic
Sounds, the reissue house in Salina,
Kansas) released two different CD versions
of Art Pepper's '50s classic, Art Pepper

Photograph: © David Gahr



Meets The Rhythm Section. One version
was mastered by Doug Sax, the other by
Bernie Grundman. These are two of the
most respected engineers in the business.

Doug Sax masters all of Analogue Pro-
ductions' reissues, and he does a superb
job. So why was Grundman chosen to mas-
ter an alternative version?

The story begins at the original 1957
recording session done for the Contempo-
rary Records label. Grundman was once an
engineer at Contemporary Studios; he
knew Pepper's album intimately as a fan
and as an LP mastering engineer. Since the
album was one of his favorites, Grundman
had always wanted to master the LP reissue.

Analogue Productions' president, Chad
Kassem, first considered using Grundman
when he was recommended by music pro-
ducer John Koenig. John is the son of
Lester Koenig, who produced Pepper's
original session.

Kassem had a tough choice. If he gave
the job to Grundman, he might insult Sax.
But Grundman was a veteran of Contem-
porary Studios and might do a more faith-
ful transfer. In the end, Kassem decided to
release two versions: One mastered by Sax,
the other by Grundman. Both transfers
were supervised for quality by John
Koenig. While Kassem will not reveal
which version he prefers, he says that au-
diophiles can make up their own minds
about which sounds better!

From the same company, another reis-
sue with a choice of Sax or Grundman re -
mastering is Sonny Rollins' 1950s jazz clas
sic, Way Out West. Both Pepper's and
Rollins' reissues are on 24 -karat gold-plat-
ed, limited -edition Compact Discs, pressed
in Japan by Superior. Like Brubeck, Pepper
and Rollins play melodic jazz in a quartet
format.

Engineer Roy DuNann recorded the
original 1957 Rollins sessions at Contem-
porary's studio in Los Angeles. DuNann
used AKG C-12 and Neumann U-47 con-
denser microphones, which fed an Ampex
350 two -track tape recorder running at 15 ips.

In remastering, Grundman used his own
custom electronics in the mastering con-
sole and in the Studer tape transport. He
chose an Apogee A/D converter with a
Harmonia Mundi redithering module.
Grundman added reverberation to the dry
master tapes using an EMT 250 plate and

Ocean Way's live chamber. In contrast,
Sax used a Mastering Labs (TML) con-
sole, an MCI tape machine with TML
tube electronics, and a custom TML
A/D converter. Sax added reverb with a
Lexicon 480L.

Is there an audible difference? Which

version sounds better? After an evening
of intensive listening and quick A/B
tests, it's remarkable how similar the
two engineers' work sounds. This is
not totally surprising however, consid-
ering that both engineers were trying
to make a perfect copy of the same mas-
ter tapes. There are the kind of subtle
differences, though, that audiophiles
love to discern.

Both recordings sound clear, clean,
and smooth, with extended highs and
lows. Almost no tape hiss is audible at
normal listening levels. On the Art
Pepper CD, Sax provides a gentle, lis-
tenable sound overall. Grundman's
work has a more modern sound-
crisper, better defined, and closer. Bass
is the same in both discs. Cymbals on
Sax's CD are slightly sweeter and more
effortless, but on Grundman's they are
a little crisper and more harsh The
amount of reverberation is the same on
both versions. With Sax's job, the reverb on
the piano and drums is positioned nearly

DISC ''GRAPHY
Dave Brubeck, Time Signatures-A Career
Retrospective, Columbia/Legacy C4K 52945.

Sonny Rollins, Way Out West, Analogue
Productions CAPJS 008 (remastered by Sax)
and CAPJG ('08 (remastered by Grundman).

Art Pepper, Art Pepper Meets The Rhythm
Section, Analogue Productions CAPJS 010
(remastered l y Sax) and CAPJG C10 (remas-
tered by Grundman) from Acous:ic Sounds,
P.O. Box 2043, Salina, Kans. 674C2.

left; with Grundman, the reverb is in the
center. Doug Sax put the saxophone reverb
half -left, while Bernie Grundman put it far-
ther left.

On the Sonny Rollins disc, the overall
sound of Sax's effort is slightly bright; the
sound on Grundman's has a better tonal
balance (at least on my speakers, Thiel

CS3.5s). Sax gave the bass and saxophone a
bit more edge, presence, or definition than
Grundman did. Drum clicks and hi -hat
cymbals are crisper and more detailed on
the Sax version but verge on being too
bright or harsh. Grundman gave them a
sweeter sound.

Differences in the stereo spread are
quite audible: Sax's is narrower; Grund-
man's is wider. Sax placed the saxophone
reverb half -left, while Grundman put it far
left. Sax gave the drum reverb a little
spread, but Grundman made it almost
mono.

While we didn't find a clear winner,
you'll probably find it very interesting to
compare the work of these two master
mastering engineers for yourself.

Thanks to the careful work of Wilder,
Sax, and Grundman, both jazz lovers and
audio technophiles can again savor the
quality of these excellent recordings.

Authors' Note: The authors gratefully
acknowledge Mark Wilder, Joanne
Sloane, Iola Brubeck, and Dave Brubeck
for their help with the Brubeck portion
of this article. A
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EQUIPMENT

BRYSTON BP20
PREAMP

As audiophile preamplifiers go, the
Canadian -made Bryston BP20 is a
steal. A suggested retail price of
$1,395 isn't bad for a line -level pre -
amp these days-at least in the
company that the BP20 keeps-yet

this Bryston bespeaks quality both inside
and out. And as we'll see shortly, it acquits
itself superbly both on the test bench and
in the listening room.

The Bryston BP20 is utterly simple in
concept and use. It aims merely to select
the program source; provide control of vol-
ume, balance, and mode (stereo or mono),

and transfer the result to a power amplifier
without altering dynamic range or con-
tributing noise and distortion of its own.
The BP20 handles line -level signals exclu-
sively; an internal phono preamp, config-
ured for either moving -magnet or moving -
coil cartridges, should be available by the
time you read this.

Three rotary controls dominate the front
panel: "Source," "Balance," and "Volume."
Pairs of small toggle switches lie to the left
and right, somewhat lower than the rotary
controls. The leftmost chooses "Tape"
(monitor) or "Source," and the adjacent
one selects "Stereo" or "Mono" operation.
The first to the right of the knobs activates
partial muting; the one at the far right is
"Power?' A two-color LED between the lat-
ter pair glows red when power is first ap-
plied and green when the preamp is stable
and has come out of muting.

Some dyed-in-the-wool purists may ob-
ject to use of a balance control rather than
separate left -and -right volume adjust-
ments, but I think that's carrying purism to
a ridiculous extreme; a balance control-

especially one as fine as Bryston's-is infi-
nitely easier to use and more accurate than
individual volume adjustments for each
channel. I had a quibble about the panel
markings on my test unit, which was from
the original production run. The toggle
switches operated "backwards"; i.e., when
the toggles pointed down to the original's
"Monitor," "Mono," and "Mute" markings,
the monitor was off, the system was in
stereo, and the sound was on. In each case,
"down" meant "function off." By popular
demand ("more like torchlight storming of
the factory gates," says Bryston) this was
changed after the first 50 units were made.
Current units are labelled above and below
the toggles, and the toggles point to their
actual settings.

Input and output connectors are arrayed
along the back panel in reverse of the usual
order, i.e., with the inputs toward the left
rear (viewing the preamp from the front)
and the outputs on the right. This was
probably done to minimize the signal path
within the preamp, which makes good
sense. There are two sets of balanced inputs
("Bal 1" and "Bal 2") followed by five pairs
of unbalanced inputs ("Video," "CD,"
"Tuner," "AUX 1," and "AUX 2"). The
BP2O's balanced inputs use gold-plated

SPECS
Rated THD: Less than 0.0025% at 3

V out.
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20

kHz, ±0.05 dB.

S/N, 20 Hz to 20 kHz: Unbalanced
input, 100 dB re: 500 mV; balanced
input, 103 dB re: 1 V.

Maximum Output: Unbalanced
output, 15 V; balanced output,
30 V.

Sensitivity: 500 mV.
Dimensions: 19 in. W x 13/4 in. H x

11 in. D (48.3 cm x 4.4 cm x 28
cm).

Weight 8 lbs. (3.6 kg).
Price: $1,395.
Company Address: U.S., Brys-

tonvermont, R.F.D. 4, Berlin,
Montpelier, Vt. 05602; Canada,
Bryston Ltd., 57 Westmore Dr.,
Rexdale, Ont. M9V 3Y6.
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XLR connectors with standard pinout: Pin
1 for ground, pin 2 for the noninverting in-
put, and pin 3 for the inverting input. The
unbalanced inputs employ gold-plated
RCA jacks.

Two pairs of unbalanced outputs (again
via gold-plated RCA jacks) and one set of
balanced outputs (via gold-plated XLR
connectors) are provided. The tape inputs
and outputs are unbalanced (via gold-plat-
ed RCA jacks) and
are situated be-
tween the final un-
balanced inputs
and the unbalanced
outputs. The tape
inputs provide a
sixth unbalanced
input-selected by
the "Tape/Source"
toggle-or can be used to loop the signal
through an external processor. At the far
right of the back panel (viewed from the
front) is a five -pin DIN jack that carries
a.c. power to the BP20 from its external
transformer.

Six identical operational
amplifiers are used in the
signal path, three per chan-
nel. Each is fabricated from

discrete components (eight transis-
tors and sundry passive devices) laid
out in individual compact "blocks"
on the main board. This arrange-
ment would seem to provide the
best of both worlds: The short sig-
nal path and predictable parasitic
elements characteristic of an IC op-

amp and the ability to hand -select
individual components that discrete

designs provide.
Perhaps of para-
mount impor-
tance is the abili-
ty to engineer the
discrete blocks
with active de-
vices that offer
both low noise
and high output

swing. (Most IC op -amps work
from ±15 V supplies; the BP2O's
electronics operates from ±24 V.)

The input amplifier operates
balanced mode when connected to
either of the balanced inputs; when
switched to any of the unbalanced
feeds, the inverting input is refer-
enced to ground. In the unit I test-
ed, this amplifier operated with a
voltage gain of 6 dB; its output was
padded down by a like amount be-
fore the signal passed to the "To Tape"
jacks, so the voltage gain from an unbal-
anced input to the tape outputs was pre-
cisely unity (0 dB). In current units, the
buffer amp has unity gain, so no pad is
needed. The tape loop comes after the in-
put stage and is unbalanced, like the out-
put from the first -stage amp. After being
routed through the "Mono," "Mute," "Bal-
ance," and "Volume" controls, the signal is
amplified by a second noninverting stage
and then handed directly to the unbal-
anced output connector and to pin 2 of the
balanced XLR output. A unity -gain invert-
ing stage derives the other half of the bal-
anced output and feeds pin 3 of the XLR.

THE BRYSTON BP20

IS A STEAL, A PREAMP

THAT BESPEAKS QUALITY

BOTH INSIDE AND OUT.

Circuitry
Internal layout and construction are su-

perb. With the exception of the unbalanced
jacks, all components mount directly to
one main board that extends across the en-
tire width and depth of the chassis. The
unbalanced jacks are mounted on a second
board, with the signals conveyed to and
from the main board by two ribbon cables.
There's no point-to-point wiring in the
BP20 whatsoever.

The power -supply circuitry (except for
the line transformer, which is external) lies
at the far right of the main board and uses
a discrete bridge rectifier (four 1N4004
diodes) that feed a pair of 4,700-0/50-V
electrolytics. Two IC regulators (a 7824 for
the positive supply and a 7924 for the neg-
ative), mounted on individual heat -sinks,
supply ±24 V to the electronics. A pair of
1,000 -µF/25 -V electrolytics serves as the fi-
nal filter. A fifth diode provides a separate
power source for the power -on muting sys-
tem, which disconnects all output lines (via
a relay) until the system has stabilized.

in

Measurements
Circuit topology of the Bryston BP20 is

utterly classic and provides unbalanced
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and transformerless balanced inputs and
outputs. The circuitry works as well as it
does-despite employing a gain stage pri-
or to the volume control-because of the
high power -supply voltages from which the

BP2O's operational amplifiers work. You
can pump upwards of 10 V rms into any
input without fear of front-end over-
load, and that level should be more than
adequate for any conceivable audiophile
application.

Output drive capability is equally im-
pressive (see Fig. 1); I measured a level of
16.1 V rms at the unbalanced output (and
twice that at the balanced output) before
distortion increased noticeably. At a typi-
cal output level of 2 V rms, THD + N is
no greater than 0.0016% across the au-
dio band when using the unbalanced in-
puts and outputs (Fig. 2). From a balanced
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measurements. As a result, system
gain for the balanced measurements
was 6 dB greater than that used for
the unbalanced measurements.
Note also that in Figs. 2, 3, and 6,
solid curves are for the left channel
and dashed curves for the right.

Frequency response (Fig. 3) is
within +0, -0.03 dB across the au-
dio band with unbalanced opera-
tion and +0, -0.12 dB with balanced
operation. Again, the difference
comes from the additional electron-
ics needed for balanced drive. The
-0.25 dB point occurs at 60 kHz,
unbalanced (30 kHz, balanced), and
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input to the balanced output, THD + N re-
mains under 0.002% from 20 Hz to 2 kHz
and hits a maximum of 0.0037% at 16 kHz.
The higher level of THD + N in this con-
figuration is probably due to the additional
amplifiers employed in the balanced mode
and to the fact that, with the volume con-
trol set for standard gain in the unbalanced
mode, the levels through the balanced
arrangement are higher than they would be
from the unbalanced output. In either con-
figuration, however, THD + N is nothing
to be concerned about.

For the record, in testing the Bryston
BP20, I decided to make all "unbalanced"
measurements from an unbalanced input
(the CD input in this case, but all are the
same) to the unbalanced output. For the
"balanced" measurements, I used the "Bal
1" input ("Bal 2" is identical) and the bal-
anced output and used the same volume

100k

response is down 1 dB at 125 kHz
and 62 kHz for unbalanced and bal-
anced operation, respectively. Mi-
nor performance differences be-
tween the two operational modes
can also be detected in input/output
phase linearity (Fig. 4), crosstalk
(Fig. 5), and the noise spectrum
(Fig. 6). In each case, unbalanced
operation produces the superior
numbers, but not by much.

Does this mean you should forgo
balanced operation and use the
BP2O's unbalanced connections?
Not really. The benefits of balanced
operation rarely show up on the
bench but can be a major factor in
the real world. When properly im-

plemented, balanced connections eliminate
ground loops and reject interference pick-
up on the connecting cables. This can be
important when running long lines be-
tween a source component and the pre-
amp-or between the preamp and the
power amp-especially when operating in
an electrically noisy environment. (This is
one reason why professional installations
use balanced connections.) If you're using
a balanced source and a power amp with a
balanced input, by all means try balanced
wiring. You're likely to find it superior
when the runs get lengthy.

With the balance control at its detent,
channel gains matched within ±0.045 dB
in both operational modes. To my mind,
that certainly validates Bryston's decision
to use a balance control rather than having
separate volume controls for each channel.
The A -weighted noise was -98.6 dB re: 0.5

V (the EIA/IHF reference output) from the
CD input and was -91.7 dB from the "Bal
1" input. Either way, available dynamic
range (referenced to maximum output lev-
el) comes out at a stunning 122 dB. Input
and output impedances (49 kilohms and
approximately 50 or 100 ohms, depending
on the output tested) suggest that there
will be no problems interfacing the BP20
with other equipment. Ditto when it comes

THE BRYSTON'S SOUND

QUALITY IS STUNNING,

UTTERLY EFFORTLESS

AND TRANSPARENT WITH

EVERY TYPE OF MUSIC.

to maximum gain (11.2 dB unbalanced,
17.2 dB balanced).

The muting switch dropped the signal
level by just over 20 dB. Channel separa-
tion, although setting no new records,
should be adequate. I measured 84.1 dB at
1 kHz with unbalanced connections and
67.6 dB at that frequency with balanced
operation in the worse (left -to -right) direc-
tion. Overall separation is better than 61
dB from 20 Hz to 10 kHz in either mode.

Use and Listening Tests
The Bryston BP2O's sound quality was

stunning-utterly effortless and transpar-
ent with every type of music I tried. This
was true whether using the balanced inputs
(fed from my Sansui CD -X711 CD player)
or the unbalanced inputs (fed from my
Sony DAT deck or from the Sansui CD
player). I try to minimize wire runs in my
system (I used no more than a half meter
from the source to the Bryston preamp and
no more than a meter from the BP20 to my
Apt 1 power amp), so the benefits of bal-
anced connections were not as apparent as
they might be in a more far-flung setup.
But with either connection, the B P 2 0 deliv-

ered uncommonly detailed reproduction,
which I especially appreciated in the high
treble and during quiet passages. There just
doesn't seem to be a "noise floor" under
this preamp or a high-level ceiling over it.
Believe me, that's high praise indeed!

Edward J. Foster
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PUT US ON THE STEAD fin WELL TELL THE WHOLE TRUTH.

Ask any other company what they're
doing about
they'll take

Designed from
the ground up, Velodyne's
DF.661 drivers eliminate

many of the sources
of unwanted distortion.

loudspeaker distortion and
the fifth. But we object.

That's why Velodyne's
engineered the new DF-661,
a remarkable loudspeaker
that reduces distortion by a
factor of ten.

So what's reproduced is
purely music, with all the
integrity and beauty the

artists intended you to hear.
Check out the evidence. Audition a pair

today. Call 800-VELODYNE for the
location of a convenient Velodyne dealer.

Velodyne
1070 Commercial St. , Suite 101 San Jose, CA 95112 (408) 436-7270

Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card



EQUIPMENT PROFILE

SIGNET SL280ex
SPEAKER

The SL280ex is the top of Signet's
speaker line, which the company
classifies as "affordable high end."
Signet is a sister company of Design
Acoustics, both divisions of Audio
Potentials, which was recently formed

by Jon Kelly, former president of Audio-
Technica. Kelly bought these well-known
brands from Audio-Technica and will con-
tinue to market and develop the lines. Signet,
started in the mid -'70s as a line of high -end
phono cartridges from Audio-Technica,
now is mainly in the speaker business.

The Signet SL280ex is a floor -standing,
two-way, vented system using an 8 -inch
woofer and a 1 -inch aluminum dome
tweeter. The drivers are at the top front of
the enclosure, and are centered horizontal-
ly, with the tweeter above the woofer. The
front baffle of the SL280ex is designed
to be as narrow as possible in order to
minimize diffraction. The spacing between
the woofer and the tweeter has also been
minimized by overlapping the woofer
frame and tweeter mounting plate. Mini-
mizing the interdriver spacing improves

vertical coverage in the crossover's fre-
quency range.

Two ports, 73/4 inches long and with a
21/2 -inch inner diameter, are on the rear of
the enclosure, about one-third up from the
bottom. Input connections are accom-
plished with a bi-wirable pair of five -way
binding posts mounted on the upper rear
of the enclosure. Gold-plated jumper
straps are provided for normal, single
wiring.

The cabinet of the SL280ex is construct-
ed of medium -density fiberboard (MDF)
and strengthened with three internal shelf
braces at harmonically unrelated locations.
These braces rigidly connect the front baf-
fle, sides, and back of the cabinet to maxi-
mize the cabinet's structural integrity and
minimize wall vibrations. The manufactur-
er states that these braces also reduce inter-
nal standing waves by acting as partitions.
The front baffle is a substantial 1 inch
thick, and the remaining walls are 3/4 -inch
thick. Cabinet walls are lined with open -
cell acoustic foam, and additional polyfill
fiber is used for supplemental internal
damping.

SPECS
Type: Two-way, tower -style, third -

order alignment, vented -box
system.

Drivers: 8 -in. cone woofer and 1 -in.
Ferrofluid-cooled, soft -aluminum
dome tweeter.

Frequency Response: JCI Hz to 25
kHz.

Sensitivity: 88 dB at 1 meter, 2.83 V

rms applied.
Crossover Frequency: 2.5 kHz.
Impedance: 8 ohms nominal.
Recommended Amplifier Power: 20

to 200 watts per channel.
Dimensions: 343/4 in. H x 93/4 in. W

x 123/4 in. D (88.3 cm x 24.8 cm x
32.4 cm).

Weight: 45 lbs. (20.5 kg) each.
Price: $900 per pair in black vinyl,

$1,300 in hand -rubbed walnut
veneer.

Company Address: 1920 Enterprise
Pkwy., Twinsburg, Ohio 44087.
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The drivers of the SL280ex are specially
built for Signet by the Norwegian manu-
facturer SEAS. Similar SEAS drivers are
found in much more expensive high -end
systems. The 8 -inch long -throw woofer has

a large ferrite magnet attached to a cast
magnesium basket, and contains a
polypropylene cone with butyl -rubber sur-
round. The SI,280ex utilizes a third -order,

TO MINIMIZE LOBING,

SIGNET OVERLAPPED

THE WOOFER FRAME

AND TWEETER MOUNT.

vented -box alignment with the box reso-
nance placed below the system's 3 -dB
down point. Signet states that this align-
ment has superior transient response when
compared to a conventional, fourth -order,
vented design (where the box tuning coin-
cides with the 3 -dB down frequency), and
has more bass extension than a typical
acoustic suspension (closed -box) system.

The tweeter has an aluminum dome sus-
pended by a soft polyamide surround as-
sembly. The rigid aluminum dome assures
that mechanical breakup resonances are
above the audible frequency range. The
magnetic voice -coil gap is filled with Fer-
rofluid to improve power handling and
damping. Shaped acoustic foam is used
around the tweeter on the cabinet's front,
to minimize diffraction and absorb energy
that would "otherwise cause time -delayed,
re -radiated acoustic output," according to
Signet.

The crossover of the SL280ex is built on
a p.c. board mounted behind the woofer
and is attached to the input terminal plate.
Heavy -gauge air -core inductors, high -qual-

ity polypropylene capacitors, and ceramic
power resistors are used. The crossover
contains six components (two resistors,
two inductors, and two capacitors), mak-
ing up second -order networks that drive
both the woofer and the tweeter.

Internal wiring uses 14 -gauge, multi -
strand, oxygen -free copper cabling. The
wires are attached to the drivers with clips.
The input terminals are gold-plated and
permit the use of large spades and double

bananas as well as heavy -gauge
bare wire.

The grille consists of a 1/2 -inch
MDF frame wrapped in cloth. It
mounts to the front of the cabinet
via plastic projections that mate
with rubber receptacles on the
cabinet's front.

Measurements
Figure 1 displays the anechoic

frequency response of the SL280ex
with and without grille. Measure-
ments were taken at a distance of
2 meters and a height midway be-
tween the woofer and tweeter
(level with the top of the woofer
frame), and with an input of 5.66
V rms. Referenced back to 1 me-
ter, the curves are tenth -octave
smoothed.

Without the grille, the response
is reasonably flat and fits a tight,
3.5 -dB window between 55 Hz
and 20 kHz. Between 130 Hz and
15 kHz, the response fits a much
tighter, 2 -dB window. Significant
details include a slight high -
frequency roll -off above 13 kHz, a
minor dip at 4.5 kHz, and a slight
(2 -dB) shelf between 60 and 180
Hz. Below 45 Hz, the -3 dB point,
the response rolls off at about 18
dB/octave and is down about 10
dB at 30 Hz, referenced to the
100 -Hz level. Above 20 kHz (re-
sponse not shown), a sharp (high -
Q) dip at 23.9 kHz (76 dB with a
Q of 38) was exhibited, followed
by a sharp, high-level peak at 25.8
kHz (101 dB with a Q of 27).
These anomalies, caused by tweet-
er dome resonances, are above the
range of human hearing.

Averaged over the range from
250 Hz to 4 kHz, the SL280ex's
sensitivity measured 87.8 dB, es-
sentially equal to Signet's 88 -dB
rating. The right and left units
matched within a close ±0.75
dB over the range from 100 Hz to
20 kHz.

With the grille on, the response
shows some roughness above 2
kHz, with maximum deviations of
1 to 3 dB at 3, 5.1, and 16 kHz.
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Fig. 1-One-meter, on -axis
frequency response.
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The phase and group -delay re-
sponses of the SL280ex are shown
in Fig. 2. The phase curve is fairly
well behaved but lags about 170°
between 1 and 10 kHz. This rota-
tion is due to a combination of
crossover design and the offset be-
tween the acoustic centers of the
midrange and tweeter. The group -
delay curve indicates that the
woofer's midrange output lags the
tweeter by about 0.25 mS. Peaks
and dips in the group -delay curve
correspond to minimum -phase un-
dulations in the phase curve.

Figure 3 shows the SL280ex's en-
ergy/time response with the grille
off. The test parameters accentuate
the response from 1 to 10 kHz,
which includes the upper crossover
region. The main arrival, at 3 mS, is
very compact but is followed by a
narrow peak that is 15 dB down and
delayed about 0.22 mS. Delayed re-
sponses are evident but are more
than 27 dB down from the main
peak.

Figure 4 presents the horizontal
"3-D" off -axis responses; the bold
curve at the rear of the graph is the
on -axis response. Because the on -
axis response ripples are carried
over into the off -axis curves, the
horizontal coverage is excellent and
the off -axis response is uniform.
Significant narrowing of response
occurs only above 16 kHz.

The vertical "3-D" off -axis curves

are shown in Fig. 5. The SL280ex
was measured at 2 meters, with the
center of rotation around a point
midway between the tweeter and
woofer. The bold curve in the cen-
ter of the graph (front to rear) is on
axis. An examination of the ±15°
curves in the crossover region re-
veals that the response is quite flat
on axis but has slightly better re-
sponse for upward than downward
angles. This implies a slight amount
of lobing but also indicates that the
vertical directional lobe is aimed
somewhat upward, an ideal situation
for seated and standing listeners.

Figure 6 shows the SL280ex's im-
pedance from 10 Hz to 20 kHz. Be-

low 100 Hz, the dip and two peaks, which
is characteristic of the vented enclosure, are
seen. The dip at 38 Hz indicates the tuning
frequency of the vented box. The mini-
mum impedance, 7.4 ohms at 190 Hz, is
fairly high, while the maximum impedance
is 27.5 ohms at 21 Hz.

Between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, the imped-
ance has a max/min variation of about 3.7
to 1 (27.5 divided by 7.4). Cable series re-
sistance should be limited to a maximum
of about 0.12 ohm to keep cable -drop ef-
fects from causing response peaks and dips
greater than 0.1 dB. For a typical run of
about 10 feet, wire as small as 18 gauge
could be used.

Figure 7 shows the complex impedance
of the SL280ex, from 5 Hz to 24 kHz. The
three main loops coincide with the imped-
ance -magnitude peaks at 21 Hz, 58 Hz,
and 1.7 kHz seen in Fig. 6. Figure 7 reveals
a minor anomaly, of unknown origin, at

THE THICK WALLS

AND INTERNAL BRACING

REDUCE VIBRATION

AND ADD STRUCTURAL

INTEGRITY.

the complex impedance values of about 10
ohms resistance (on the horizontal axis)
and 5 ohms inductive reactance (on the
vertical). This occurs at about 560 Hz.

Above 20 Hz, the impedance phase angle
(not shown) reached a maximum of +32°
(inductive) at 49 Hz and a minimum of
-37° (capacitive) at 72 Hz. The high mini-
mum impedance and moderate phase an-
gles of the SL280ex will not be a problem
for any amplifier, even with a pair of these
systems in parallel.

No significant cabinet resonances were
evident when the speaker was subjected to
a high-level, low -frequency sine -wave
sweep. Only slight side -wall activity was
noted in the range from 290 to 310 Hz.
Maximum reduction in cone excursion oc-
curred at 38 Hz, the box resonance of the
vented system. The reduction in cone dis-
placement at this frequency was very good:
Covering the ports showed that they nor-
mally reduce cone motion by two-thirds.
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Now your everyday
purchases can save
you money on ;le
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The new Apple Citibank card earns you rebates of up to 5% -

good toward Apple products. Plus, your first year of membership is free.

Just fill out the application below.

YES, I want to earn rebates of up to 5% toward the purchase of Apple products.
Select one: 11; MasterCard, Visa

Please Tell Us About Yourself
Please Print Your Name As You Wish It To Appear On The Card (First, Middle, Last) Your Home Address, Number And Street Apt. li

City Or Town State Zip Code Years At
Adaress

D Own Home E ROM =i1 Other

El Own Condo/Co-op E Live With Parents

Social Security Number

Date Of Birth (Month/Day/Year) Mother's Maiden Name Home Phone Number And Area Code
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Name Home Phone Is Listed Under

Previous Home Address, Number And Street City Or Town State Zip Code Years There

Please Tell Us About Your Job
Business Name Or Employer Position Years At Jon Business Phone Number And Area Cove

( )

Check Here If You Are:

,. , Retired r.,7 Self -Employed

If Retired Or Self -Employed, Give Bank Name Bank Phone Number And Area Code

( 1

Bank Account Number

1

About Your Income
You do not have to include alimony, child support, spouse's income, separate maintenance or other
income unless you want us to consider it in connection with this application. Your total yearly income
from all sources must be at least $12,000 to be considered for cardmempership.

Your Total Personal Yearly Income Other Yearly Household Ircome

Other Yearly Income Sources

Would You Like An Additional Card At No Charge?
If Yes, Print The Name Of The Additional Cardmember (First, Middle, Last)

Please Tell Us About Your Computer Use

5>

Important Account Information

Please Check Those ThatApply. Be Sure To Specify Bank/Institution Name.

E Money Market/
NOW Account

Bank/Institution Name:

E Checking Account Bank/Institution Name:

E Savings A=ount Bank/Institution Name:

._'=, Visa/MasterCard

72 Dept. Store/Sears

. _ Diners Club

: Gasoline

Amencan Express

Other

Do You Own A Computer? ;II Apple I Other None Do You Use Your Computer At? (Check Those That Apply) E Home ri School Business

Please Sign This Authorization

I certify that I meet/agree to all the Citiba'rk
credit terms and conditions on other side.
Please allow 30 days to process this application.

Applicant's Signature

X Date

1UBNA 0147B LY12W 0000



Rum your everyday credit card

purchases into big savings on

Apple hardware and software.

AtFlat
174.-

Apple Rebaks vine rou
money on *Apple

purchases, or little ones.

Earn rebates of up to 5% - good

toward the purchase of Apple products.

Now, easy to earn big savings on Apple

products. Just use the Apple Citibank card

for everyday purchases, and you'll earn

Apple Rebates of up to 5%. Then, use your

rebates toward the purchase of a PowerBook° computer, Newton-

MessagePad; At Ease software, or other Apple products. You can

accumulate rebates of up to $500 in any year-up to a maximum

of $1,500 over any three-year period!

Find your best price on

Apple products. Then use

your rebates to save even more.

Just shop at any authorized Apple dealer. Once you find your best

Save
mmey

on the
latest Apple

innovations.

price on Apple products, you can use your

rebates to saw even more. So you'll know

you're getting the best deal on Apple

hardware, software and peripherals.

Get a low 154% APR.

And your first year free.

The Apple Citibank card has a low, variable Annual Percentage

Rate (APR) of 154%. \Matt more, there's no annual fee for your

first year!

Apply now and earn Apple Rebates

of up to 5%. And all the service

you'd expect from Citibank.

With the Apple Citibank card, you get

more than Apple Rebates. You get all

the service and security of the nation leading credit card company.

So apply for your Apple Citibank card today. Just complete the

application on the other side.

'See below

for details.

The Apple Citibank card is accepted
worldwide, so it's easy to earn
rebates toward Apple products.
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In a perfect vented -box system, with very
low box losses, the loading would essential-
ly stop the motion of the woofer at box res-
onance. At this frequency, most of the
sound would be radiated by the port.

The woofer's maximum displacement
was a robust 0.6 inch, peak to peak, before
distortion became excessive. The woofer
did not generate any objectionable noises

THE SIGNETS SOUNDED

QUITE CLEAN AND

EFFORTLESS THROUGHOUT

THE BASS RANGE.

when subjected to higher input power.
Throughout the low -frequency range, at
high sine -wave input levels, the SL280ex
sounded quite clean and effortless. Only at
frequencies significantly below the 38 -Hz
box resonance did distortion rise to unac-
ceptable levels with high drive power.
Some outward dynamic offset was evident
in the range from 60 to 100 Hz at levels
above 14 V rms.

The 3 -meter room responses of the
SL280ex, with both raw and sixth -octave
smoothed data, is shown in Fig. 8. The
speaker was in the right-hand stereo posi-
tion, aimed at the listening position. The
test microphone was at ear height (36 inch-
es), at the listener's position on the sofa.
The system was driven with a swept sine -
wave signal of 2.83 V rms (corresponding
to 1 watt into the rated 8 -ohm load). The
direct sound and 13 mS of the room's re-
verberation are included.

Because the mike height was about 6
inches above the SL280ex's axis, an addi-
tional curve was taken with the system
aimed upwards about 3' to cancel the
height difference. This adjustment is easy
to do with the speaker's supplied spikes.
The resultant curve (not shown) was essen-
tially identical to the curve in Fig. 8.

Overall, the averaged curve of Fig. 8 fits
within a fairly tight, 11.5 -dB window.
Above 1 kHz, it fits a much tighter window
of 6.5 dB. Above 7 kHz, the averaged curve
follows closely the on -axis response of Fig.
1 and exhibits the same high -frequency
roll -off.

Charts of harmonic distortion
versus power for the musical notes
of E1 (41.2 Hz) and A2 (110 Hz)
are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The
power levels were computed using
the rated impedance of 8 ohms,
with a maximum of 50 watts (20 V
rms) set as the upper limit. Initial-
ly, a level of 100 watts, 28.3 V rms,

was selected for these tests, be-
cause the speaker's 100 -watt out-
put at 41.2 Hz sounded quite
clean. Unfortunately, at 440 Hz
this power level caused a voice -coil
rub in the woofer, presumably due
to overheating (which caused me-
chanical distortion of the coil). Af-
ter damaging two woofers, I had to
request replacement woofers to
complete my tests. I subsequently
lowered the power to 50 watts,
which resulted in no apparent
damage to the SL280ex after this
test. Realize that 100 watts of sine -
wave power at 440 Hz is quite a
brutal test and does not represent
typical program material. Signet
says that the field failure rate of the
woofers has been very low.

The E1 (41.2 -Hz) harmonic data
is shown in Fig. 9. The distortion
is low, only 4.7% second harmonic
and 5.1% third. Higher harmonics
are 1.1% or less. Even at 100 watts
(data not shown), the distortion
was less than 7.3%. The distortion
in this test was quite low because
the test frequency approximately
coincides with the tuning frequen-
cy of the Signet's vented box,
where the displacement of the
woofer is minimized. With a 50 -
watt input at 41.2 Hz, the system
generates a fairly loud 98 dB at 1
meter.

Figure 10 shows the A2 (110 -

Hz) harmonic data. The only sig-
nificant distortion at this frequen-
cy consists of a low 1.7% second
harmonic and 2.1% third at full
power. Higher harmonics are neg-
ligible. For an input of 50 watts at
110 Hz, the system generates a very
usable 103 dB at 1 meter. The A4
(440 -Hz) distortion data (not
shown) consisted of 4.1% second
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harmonic at full power. Higher harmonics
were negligible.

Figure 11 displays the IM distortion cre-
ated by tones of 440 Hz (A4) and 41.2 Hz
(E1) of equal power. The IM distortion ris-
es to the moderate level of only 12% at full
power. The 8 -inch woofer of the SL280ex
handles both frequencies of this test.

Figure 12 shows the short-term peak -
power input and output capabilities of the
SL280ex, as a function of frequency, mea-
sured using a 6.5 -cycle, third -octave tone
burst. The peak input power was calculated
by assuming that the measured peak volt-
age was applied across the speaker's rated
8 -ohm impedance.

The peak input power starts at 13 watts
at 20 Hz, rises rapidly to 400 watts at the
40 -Hz box resonance, drops somewhat to
230 watts at 63 Hz, and then-after a mi-
nor peak and dip at 250 and 315 Hz-rises
to a maximum of 7.5 kW at 1 kHz. Above 1
kHz, the power stays at about 7 kW and
then falls somewhat at 20 kHz. Between 50
and 100 Hz, significant dynamic offset was
exhibited, giving the cone a net outward
movement. Some harshness was evident
around 315 Hz, which resulted in a lower-
ing of the maximum input.

The peak acoustic output of the SL280ex
rises rapidly, reaching 100 dB at 32 Hz, 110
dB at 80 Hz, and 120 dB at 180 Hz. With
room gain, 110 dB is reached at a re-
spectably low frequency of 35 Hz. Above
200 Hz, the maximum SPL rises into the
range from 122 to 127 dB. This makes
Signet's SL280ex quite suitable for repro-
ducing the peak levels of live music when
it's used with an amplifier having enough
peak power capability.

Use and Listening Tests
The SL280ex's owner's manual is short

but instructive and covers such topics as
unpacking, placement, connections (in-
cluding bi-wiring), power handling, care
and maintenance, and troubleshooting.
Signet recommends placing the SL280ex
systems at least 2 feet from each of the side
walls and no closer than 6 inches from the
rear wall. The company also suggests an-
gling the speakers in, to adjust the sound -
stage width and reduce reflections from the
side walls.

The speakers were supplied to me in the
less -expensive, black vinyl, version. They

were quite attractive, and finish and fit
were excellent.

My equipment lineup included my usual
Krell amplification, Onkyo and Rotel CD
players, B & W 801 Matrix Series 3 speak-
ers, and Straight Wire Maestro cabling. I
placed the Signets at the positions I nor-
mally use and angled them in toward me.
Most listening was done without the
grilles.

First listening revealed a smooth and
well-balanced sound that competed very
well with that of my reference B & W
speakers. The one significant feature was a
somewhat elevated treble that added an ex-
tra sheen to string instruments and was
most noticeable on vocals. Bass response

THE SL280ex IS

AN OPTIMUM MIX
OF NEAR HIGH -END

PERFORMANCE, VALUE,

AND GOOD LOOKS.

was not quite as extended or robust as with
my reference speakers but was nevertheless
quite satisfying, smooth, and powerful
down to about 35 Hz.

On Faith Hill's hit country album Take
Me As I Am (Warner Bros. 45389), the
Signets were quite dynamic and involving,
but they were somewhat more forward
sounding than my reference speakers on
Hill's vocals. The B & W systems sounded
moderately distant by comparison. Al-
though they were brighter, the Signets did
not exhibit any vocal harshness. In the bass
through upper mids, the Signets were quite
close to the B & Ws in level, smoothness,
and balance.

On more energetic rock material, such
as Queen's Greatest Hits (Hollywood
61265-2), the Signets did not exhibit the
hard -kicking low end of the 801s but did
play loud and clean. On material whose
bass content extended no lower than 35
Hz, the bass capabilities of the SL280ex and
the 801 were quite similar. The Signets
handled pipe -organ pedal notes quite im-
pressively, considering the size of their
woofers. The added brightness of the
Signets made Queen vocals sound some-
what harsh, though some of that harshness

was presumably due to the dirtiness of the
recording. On more traditional material,
such as big -band jazz, the Signets did an
extremely good job on the brass section.
The moderate forward sound of the Signets
fit such material very well.

On pink noise, the Signets exhibited a
smooth, well balanced response but were
somewhat treble -heavy compared to the
B & Ws (whose high -frequency response is
not actually flat but slopes downward
slightly). No appreciable tonality was evi-
dent on pink noise, which speaks for the
SL280ex's smoothness. The Signet passed
the stand-up/sit-down test with flying col-
ors, exhibiting hardly any change in sound.
The SL280ex's level and sensitivity were es-

sentially the same as the reference
speaker's.

On third -octave, band -limited pink
noise, the Signets' clean output at 40 Hz
and above was very good. Usable output
extended down to the third -octave band
centered on 31 Hz. Vent turbulence and
wind noise were quite low when the
SL280ex was driven at or near the 38 -Hz
box resonance. The output at 20 and 25 Hz
was not usable, but the speaker overloaded
quite gracefully at these lower bands.

The Signets' imaging and soundstage ca-
pability is first-rate. The SL280ex's han-
dling of Maroa's percussion and moving
images on Asimetrix, a World Music jazz
CD recorded and produced in Venezuela
(Dorian Discovery DIS-80118), was quite
impressive. On classical instrumentals, the
Signets were always very listenable, repro-
ducing hall acoustics and room ambience
very faithfully. On another new Dorian
Recordings release, Joseph Haydn: Sym-
phonies for the Ester/lazy Court, performed
on period instruments (Symphonies Nos.
35, 23, and 42, Dorian DOR-90191), the
Signets were so engaging, and I enjoyed the
music so much, that I listened to the whole
CD in one sitting!

All told, I much enjoyed having the
Signets in my system. Considering their
relatively low cost compared to some other
high -end loudspeakers, their price belies
their excellent performance and quality.
Signet has done its homework in creating
a system that offers an optimum combi-
nation of balanced and near high -end per-
formance, good looks, and value.

D. B. Keele, Jr.
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We'll start you on the job circuit.

The Army can teach you everything from microwave technology to micro-
processors. Not just the theory, but how to tz.-st and repair electronic systems.

We'll teach you how to spot a problem and solve it. Whether it's in a
ccmputerized guidance control system, or a fiber optic laser range finder.

Qualify, and you could plug into a civilian career circuit that can take you
anywhere in automotives, electronics, or communications.

Find out how you can get an edge. Call 1 -800 -USA -ARMY.

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.



EQUIPMENT PROFILE

PANASONIC CQ-DC1
CAR TUNER/
DCC PLAYER

CQ-DC1 with a bidirectional search sys-
tem. Although still far slower than the "in-
stant access" possible with such optical
media as Compact Disc and MiniDisc, it is
far faster than the fast forward and fast
rewind of earlier DCC tape units. The
faster search applies to DCCs but not to
analog tapes. A "Scan" button advances the
tape from one selection to the next and
plays the first 11 seconds of each selection;
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anasonic (or more properly, Mat-
sushita Electric Corporation, Pana-
sonic's parent) has been a staunch
supporter of the Digital Compact
Cassette format ever since it was
developed by Philips. It is no sur-

prise, therefore, that one of the first car
DCC players should come from Panasonic.
Available since the summer of 1993, the
CQ-DC1 DCC player/tuner takes full ad-
vantage of DCC's features. Therefore, of
course, it can play analog cassettes as well
as the newer digital tapes.

The CQ-DC1 will also allow you to en-
joy your CD collection in two ways: It can
control up to two six -disc changers and,
naturally, can play DCC tapes made from
CDs (provided you have a home DCC
recorder). A 12 -character LCD shows such
information as album title, song title, and
artist name, which are frequently encoded
on prerecorded DCC tapes. The display
can also show track time, total album
time, and current time
and date.

One of my earliest objections to DCC
was its slow track access. Happily, Panasonic
has managed to speed up the process in the

"Skip" speeds the tape drive through long
blank stretches, often found at the ends of
a cassette.

SPECS
Tuner Section
FM Usable Sensitivity: 13.2 dBf.

AM Usable Sensitivity: 25 µV.

50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: 15.2 dBf.
S/N, Mono: 70 dB.
Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 15 kHz,

±3 dB.

Capture Ratio: 1.5 dB.
Alternate -Channel Selectivity: 75 dB.
Channel Separation: 42 dB at 1 kHz.
Image Rejection: 65 dB.
I.f. Rejection: 100 dB.

Tape Player Section
DCC Frequency Response: At 44.1 -kHz
sampling rate, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ±1 dB;
at 48 -kHz sampling rate, 20 Hz to 22
kHz, ±1 dB; at 32 -kHz sampling rate,
20 Hz to 14.5 kHz, ±1 dB.

DCC SIN: 90 dB.
DCC THD: 0.01%.
Analog Tape Frequency Response: With

normal tape (Type I), 30 Hz to 17 kHz,

±3 dB; with metal tape (Type IV), 30
Hz to 20 kHz, ±3 dB.

Analog Tape Wow and Flutter: 0.08%
wtd. rms.

Analog Tape SIN: Without noise reduc-
tion, 52 dB; with Dolby B NR, 62 dB.

General Specifications
Power Requirements: 12 V d.c. (11 to 16
V); less than 1.2 amperes.

Maximum Output Level/Impedance:
1.4 V rms/600 ohms.

Tone -Control Action: Bass, ±12 dB at
100 Hz; treble, ±12 dB at 10 kHz.

Dimensions, Main Unit: 7 in. W x 115/16
in. H x 65/16 in. D (17.8 cm x 4.9 cm x
16 cm).

Weight, Main Unit: 3 lbs., 12 oz. (1.7
kg).

Price: $1,100.
Company Address: One Panasonic Way,

Secaucus, N.J. 07094.
For literature, circle No. 92
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Panasonic

The CQ-DC1
can automatically
distinguish be-
tween digital and
analog cassettes
and, when playing
an analog tape, be-
tween normal and
high -bias tapes.
Dolby B noise re-
duction can be
switched in when
needed.

When controlling CD changers, the CQ-
DCI offers bidirectional disc and track se-
lection plus repeat and random play. Disc
titles can be entered and displayed.

Among the tuner section's special fea-
tures are an FM Optimizer (automatic
high -blend on difficult signals) and Im-
pulse Noise Quieting, which improve sig-
nal quality under adverse listening condi-
tions. Eighteen FM and six AM station

THE CQ-DC1 LETS YOU

EXTEND DCC's TITLING

FEATURE TO CDs

AND RADIO STATIONS.

frequencies can be preset, and a preset scan
feature will pause at each one momentarily.

The wireless remote control can handle
all CD changer functions mentioned earli-
er as well as such tape functions as fast for-
ward, rewind, search, repeat, and side
change. The remote can also tune the ra-
dio; select a band; adjust bass, treble, bal-
ance, and front/rear fader; increase or de-
crease volume, and trigger a clock display.

The CQ-DC1 has dual front and rear
preamp outputs plus two analog inputs
(CD changer and auxiliary), an attenua-
tor/loudness switch, and a circuit that au-
tomatically mutes the sound when certain
Panasonic mobile phones are in use. The
faceplate can be removed, rendering the
unit useless.

Control Layout
The controls you'll use most are two

large rockers at the far left, one for volume
(and for bass, treble, balance, and fader,
depending on how many times the small

round "Select" button is pressed)
and the other for moving forward
and backward through the radio
dial or through tape or CD tracks.
Stacked at the far right are buttons
for choosing the "AUX" or CD
changer inputs as well as "Tape"
and "Tuner?' At the far right is the
button that swings the front panel
down for loading and ejecting
tapes and to remove the faceplate.
Set between these rockers is a but-
ton that attentuates the sound (or
adds loudness compensation if you
hold it down for a few seconds).
The button next to it is for scan- i -20

ning or automatically program-
ming the radio preset buttons, -40
again depending on how long it's
pressed; it's also used to change -60
tape sides or, in CD mode, for disc
selection. Three rocker switches -80
along the lower edge take the place
of the usual six pushbuttons for
station presets and various tape or
CD functions. To the right of the
third rocker are a "Band" button
(also used for switching between
CD changers, if two are connected)
and the power switch. Three FM
band settings and one AM band al-
low a total of 24 FM and AM sta-
tion frequencies to be entered in
memory.

The three rockers are used in
tape mode for track "Scan," Dolby
NR selection (for analog tapes
only), tape program search
("TPS"), blank "Skip," and repeat.
With a CD changer, the rockers can
actuate "Scan," select "Random"
and repeat play, and recall the disc
title to the display. A highly visible
display occupies most of the front
panel. The four round buttons just
to its right are used to select display
modes, reset the clock or actuate
the FM Optimizer, recall the clock
display, or store two bass/treble set-
tings. If the display -mode button is
held down for 2 seconds, the tun-
ing rocker can be used to enter
characters for names of radio sta-
tions and for CD titles. The CD ti-
tle (and scan) features work only
with some Panasonic CD changers.
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Measurements
The FM frequency response of

the CQ-DC1 is shown in Fig. 1.
Response is down about 2 dB at 15
kHz, which can easily be compen-
sated for with the treble control.
Attaining 50 -dB quieting (Fig. 2)
requires an input signal of a bit
over 20 dBf, while maximum qui-
eting measures 75 dB in mono and
68.5 dB in stereo.

For my sample unit, it was nec-
essary to slightly retune my FM
generator between mono and
stereo measurements to obtain
lowest distortion readings for each
mode. This stems from slight mis-
alignment of the i.f. or the ratio -
detector stages of the FM section
and will not necessarily be true of
other samples. Figure 3 shows how
THD + N varies as a function of
modulating frequency for mono
and stereo reception, with the gen-
erator slightly retuned between the
mono and stereo plots. Under
these conditions, THD + N at 1
kHz is 0.4% in mono and 0.75%
in stereo.

You can also see, in Fig. 4, how
THD + N varies with input signal
strength when the generator is not
retuned for each measurement.
Mono usable sensitivity is 17.5
dBf, while stereo THD + N hovers
around the 3% mark-even with
strong signals-because of the im-
proper alignment mentioned
above. Channel separation is ap-
proximately 30 dB over much of
the audio frequency range (Fig. 5).

Figure 6 shows the tuner's fre-
quency response in AM mode. The
-6 dB points are reached at 36 Hz
and 3.4 kHz, which is a bit better
than average compared to most AM

tuner sections I have tested recently.
The total boost and cut range of

the bass and treble controls is
shown in Fig. 7. The results con-
form closely to the specifications.

When DCC was first an-
nounced, I prepared a DCC test
tape from the CBS CD -1 test disc I
normally use when checking out
CD players. Using that tape, I mea-

sured playback frequency response of the
digital tape section. It is virtually flat over
the entire audio frequency range (Fig. 8).

Figure 9 shows how THD + N varies
with frequency for playback of the same
DCC test tape. At 1 kHz, THD + N is just
over 0.01%, increasing slightly at the bass
and treble extremes. These results correlate
well with those shown in Fig. 10, a plot of
THD + N versus signal amplitude. Re-
ferred to maximum level, THD + N over
much of the recording -level range mea-
sures around -83 dB, corresponding to
about 0.007%. Only at maximum record
level does THD + N rise to slightly above
-80 dB, roughly corresponding to the
0.01% mentioned in connection with Fig. 9.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

FOR DCC PLAYBACK

WAS VIRTUALLY FLAT

OVER THE AUDIO RANGE.

Linearity of the DCC player section was
excellent (Fig. 11). With undithered sig-
nals, deviation from perfect linearity did
not exceed -0.6 dB even at a signal level of
-90 dB.

The A -weighted S/N for DCC tapes was
86.6 dB for the left channel and 86.2 dB for
the right channel. Figure 12A shows the
distribution of residual noise as a function
of frequency, using a third -octave bandpass
filter to make the measurements. The EIAJ
dynamic range for the DCC section was
88.4 dB for the left channel and 89.7 dB for
the right.

To check the CQ-DC1's performance
with analog tapes, I played back a "no -sig-
nal" Type I (normal -bias) tape on which
only bias current had been recorded. Re-
sults with and without Dolby B noise re-
duction are shown in Fig. 12B. The A -
weighted S/N with these analog tapes
measured 52 and 49.3 dB for the left- and
right -channel outputs, respectively, with-
out noise reduction and 60.9 and 57.7 dB
with Dolby B NR.

As expected, wow and flutter for DCC
tapes was below the limits of my test
equipment. With analog tapes, wow and
flutter is approximately 0.067% wtd. rms,
as shown in Fig. 13. The weighted peak
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wow and flutter for the same period ranges
between 0.09% and 0.135%.

The real test of the performance and
sound quality of a unit like the Panasonic
CQ-DC1 can only be made on the road. I
leave that to our Technical Editor, Ivan
Berger. I felt that the versatility and num-
ber of features in this combination DCC
player/tuner, while admirable and certainly
desirable, make the learning process a bit
longer than would otherwise be the case.
The English section of the bilingual owner's

THE PANASONIC BEAT

MY REFERENCE UNIT

BY A NOSE ON FM AND

WAS FAR BETTER ON AM.

manual (which includes 12 pages of instal-
lation instructions as well as operating in-
structions) runs to a total of 45 pages. At
one point, the manual warns against trying
to input titles while driving. I would ex-
tend that warning to several other control
functions and would suggest you make as
many adjustments as possible before setting
out on a drive. Leonard Feldman

Behind the Wheel
Considering how few DCC tapes are

available, I wouldn't counsel buying a CQ-
DC1 unless you have a DCC recorder-but
would definitely recommend its purchase if
you do. The Panasonic's ergonomics are
good, its tuner is good, its sound is good-
and, as far as I know, there's only one other
DCC unit (the Philips DCC-811, which I
haven't seen) to compete with it.

The DCC section performed just as I'd
expected. Whether parked or on the road, I
could hear no difference between DCCs
played on the CQ-DC1 and CDs of the
same recordings played on my Alpine ref-
erence unit. Track -to -track access was as
accurate as with other digital media and
not quite as slow as with analog cassette.
I'd have preferred to have the rocker de-
fault to forward and reverse track selection
instead of fast forward and rewind. I liked
having tapes load with their graphics fac-
ing me, not upside down like MiniDiscs.

Being able to read album, track, and
artist info from the display was useful,

though I'd have preferred to see
more than the first 12 characters of
each. (I found nothing in the man-
ual on how to scroll further.) I
would have liked two-way cycling
through display modes (you go di-
rectly from track title to artist
name, but getting back to the next
track title takes five button pushes),
but it was nice being able to pro-
gram the display with CD titles or
names of radio stations.

The display was easy to read by
night, less so by day. It is biased to
be most readable from the driver's
side, as it should be. (Are displays
for Japan and Britain biased the
other way?) When the CQ-DC1 is
off, only the "Pwr" button glows,
since there's no other way to turn
the unit on. When it is on, all but-
tons are easy to find, and the names
of all but the four small buttons
next to the display are illuminated.

By varying size, shape, and place-
ment of the controls and grouping
them logically, Panasonic made it
easy for me to tell which was which
without looking. (My wife found it
less easy.) The attenuator can be ac-
tuated from the panel, not just from
the remote, and volume ramps up
when the attenuator is released, in-
stead of coming on with a bang. All
in all, very good ergonomics.

You can't remove the faceplate
unless the unit is turned on. That
discourages theft of the faceplate if
you leave it in place when you lock
the car, but it may also discourage
you from removing the panel when
you should. In any case, I never
quite got used to this. With the pan-
el off, a red light blinks to warn off
thieves.

The Panasonic's tuner noticeably
outperformed my Alpine's in the
lower third of the FM band, but the
Alpine marginally outperformed it
in the upper two-thirds-a tie, with
the edge to the Panasonic. On AM,
the Panasonic was the winner,
hands down.

All in all, an excellent unit. If it
played CDs or if I was into DCCs, I
would want it. Badly. Ivan Berger
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AURICLE

APOGEE ACOUSTICS
STUDIO GRAND

SPEAKERS

T

he Apogee Acoustics Studio
Grands are the most suc-
cessful combination of an
electrostatic or ribbon wide -
range driver with a cone
subwoofer that I have yet

encountered. They give you all the
advantages of a full -range ribbon
speaker (superior in many ways to
the Divas that I have used as a refer -

Company Address: 35 York Ave.,
Randolph, Mass. 02368.

For literature, circle No. 93

ence in the past), plus the large dy-
namic range of the best cone sys-
tems for bass that is as deep, power-
ful, quick, and detailed as I have yet
been able to get in my
home from any sepa-
rate subwoofer sys-

tems. At $12,600 to

$15,600, they can be
considered either very
expensive or a bargain in

comparison to Apogee
Acoustics' $86,000 flag-

ship Grands.
The Studio Grand is

made up of two full -

range Studio Grand Ribbon Arrays
(which act as line sources) placed on
top of two matching subwoofers,
plus a dedicated electronic cross-
over. You'll need two channels of
high -power amplification for each
side, which means two stereo or four
mono amplifiers. I would suggest at
least 100 watts per amplifier, and
200 or more will not go amiss if you
really want full orchestral or rock
music at performance levels.

The Studio Grand Ribbon Arrays
weigh 95 pounds each, measure 55
inches high, 28'/2 inches wide, and 3
inches deep, and cost $7,500 per pair
separately. Mounting them on the

CLOSE LISTENING TO

THE STUDIO GRANDS

REVEALS MOMENT

AFTER MOMENT

OF SPECIAL CLARITY.

subwoofers raises the total height
to 6 feet. The arrays use separate
midrange/tweeter and woofer rib-
bons whose response extends from
below 30 Hz to 20 kHz; the ribbons
cross over at 6 dB/octave, gradually
increasing to 12 dB, and they can be
bi-wired. Peak sound level is rated
at 112 dB, and the nominal imped-
ance is 3 ohms. A switch allows a
small upward or downward adjust-
ment in the relative levels of the
midrange/treble and bass ribbons.

These ribbon drivers are a signifi-
cant technical advance over the ones
Apogee used in the Diva and Duetta
Signature. Their etched conductors
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At one time
you understood how

this worked.
FIVE BLOCKS MADE A COTTAGE, ten a
castle, and a hundred your own private
empire. With Linn components, it's just

that simple. You can start out with the system that's
right for you today and, using our building-block
approach, improve and ex-
pand your system over time
in affordable steps. Some
steps will improve the per-
formance of your system,
others will expand your sys-
tem throughout your home, but each and every step
has one thing in common. It delivers more music.
PEOPLE NEED MUSIC. Music is important. Explor-
ing the world of music in the comfort of your own
home is therapeutic. It will help you relax, stimulate
your imagination, change your mood, and provide
entertainment and pleasure for your whole family.

OITA

1-800-LINN HI-FI
music for life'

A SOUND INVESTMENT. At our innovative fac-
tory in Scotland, we produce the most advanced and
best sounding hi-fi. Skilled and dedicated people
and our unique single -station -build philosophy
ensure a standard of construction and reliabil-

ity simply not possible
on a production line.
And, with your Linn re-
tailer on hand to provide
assistance long after
your initial purchase,

you can expect your hi-fi to last a lifetime. People
who love music have built our business, so we look
after them. MUSIC FOR YOUR LIFE. To learn
more about Linn Hi-Fi and the many ways in
which Linn can make music a more important
part of your life, phone Audiophile Systems,
Ltd., our U.S. distributor, at 1-800-546-6443.
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When the suspect stepped on the
gas, I recalled my days racing at

Indy. The Delco Electronics black
box was the engine controller in
that car. In the car I was driving
now, the black boxes were the
electronic intelligence behind the
anti -lock brakes and one other
safety feature I hoped I would
never need.

"Look out," Ellen screamed as the suspect slammed
on his brakes right in front of us.

WHAT OTHER SAFETY FEATURE DID DELCO
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follow "sine -wave" paths rather than
straight paths, which stiffens the critical
junctures between conductors and reduces
the risk of hinging or bending that can al-
ter the signal. The rear wave is free of me-
chanical intrusions, and the midrange rib-
bon uses a new foam suspension that keeps
the ribbon in its magnetic field even at very
high sound levels.

While I am not in a position to evaluate
the technical merit of these changes, the
Studio Grands do produce far better imag-
ing and soundstage detail than any previ-
ous ribbon speakers I have had in my
home and, indeed, better center fill and
imaging depth than any planar or electro-
static speaker I have tried. They also have
better dynamics than previous Apogees.
They can play louder than I care to hear;
my sons inform me that they are capable of
"rock -concert volumes."

The subwoofers use two custom, 10 -
inch, long -throw dynamic cone drivers.
The slot -loaded enclosures measure 17
inches high, 281/2 inches wide, and 25 inch-
es deep. Their frequency response runs
from below 20 Hz up to 70 Hz. The 85 -
pound enclosures are very heavily braced.
They are remarkably vibration -free, even
when producing ultra -low bass at levels
that shake the room (or house).

The crossover frequency between the
subwoofers and the ribbons, using the ded-
icated electronic crossover, is 70 Hz. This
frequency is relatively low and, in my expe-

rience, extremely desirable. I have never
heard a speaker system using a very low -
frequency woofer or subwoofer with a
crossover set above 80 Hz that did not pre-
sent at least some audible problems in the
crossover region. The slope is 6 dB, in-
creasing to 12 dB. The crossover's rated
S/N is 100 dB, and THD is rated at 0.003%.
The crossover can be operated in balanced
or unbalanced mode; nominal input level
is 1 V. Two front -panel controls for each
channel allow you to vary the level to the
ribbons or subwoofers by ±3 dB each in 1 -
dB steps, yielding up to a 6 -dB difference
in relative input levels between the woofers
and the Ribbon Arrays to compensate for
different amplifier efficiencies and sub -
woofer room gain.

The Studio Grands do not have the sim-
ple visual elegance of full -range ribbons,
but they are very well styled and their pan-
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els are well integrated with the woofers.
You also have a wide choice of regular or
premium finishes. The ribbon drivers rest
on top of the matching subwoofers without
visible supporting braces, and the woofers
are low and deep. This not only improves
the look of the speakers but also improves
the imaging and apparent soundstage at
the listening position over a wide range of
seating heights.

It definitely takes two people to set up
the Studio Grands, but the instructions are
good. About the only areas where you need
to show some care are in putting the spike
feet on the bottom of the woofer and in
making sure not to tighten any of the

THE STUDIO GRANDS

HAVE EVEN MORE

MIDRANGE DEFINITION

AND TRANSPARENCY

THAN PRIOR APOGEES.

Allen -head screws that connect the ribbon
panels to the subwoofers until all the
screws are in place. I particularly appreciat-
ed that the tilt of the ribbon panel did not
require special adjustment. With two peo-
ple, it took 30 minutes from box to full as-
sembly-but we did read the instructions
before we began.

I was also surprised by how easy the sub -
woofers were to place. I have never brought
home a speaker or subwoofer with output
flat below 30 Hz that proved easier to lo-
cate in a way that minimized room interac-
tions. It was easy to place the assembled
systems in my listening room to get the
best out of both the ribbon dipole unit and
woofer-at least 3 feet from a side wall and
2 feet from a rear wall. Take care to avoid
placing the subwoofer in a standing -wave
area, and you are set. While I am always
dubious about home-brew speaker mea-
surements, it's worth noting that, using an
Audio Control SA -3050A spectrum analyz-
er, I was able to get very flat power re-
sponse from the subwoofer and in the
crossover area.

The Studio Grands offer the top octave
missing in many planar, electrostatic, and
ribbon speakers, along with a relatively
seamless crossover between the woofer and

Telephone: t



midrange/treble ribbons and a remarkably
smooth crossover to the subwoofer. Previ-
ous planar, electrostatic, and ribbon de-
signs I've tried either lacked bass extension
and dynamic range or obtained them at the
cost of audible frequency changes in the
subwoofer region and a clear shift in sound
character as the woofer/subwoofer took
over. This shift usually was heard as a lack
of bass speed and definition and a similar
coloration, caused by transient smear, that
extended upwards in frequency until the
woofer was so far down the crossover slope
as to become inaudible. With these discon-
tinuities reduced to such a surprisingly low
level, you can truly enjoy the deep bass
without being constantly reminded that
something about the bass is not quite
right-a very real pleasure that far too
many audiophiles have to miss.

The Studio Grands give you the bottom
octave that is so important in live perfor-
mances but is missing in so many high -end
systems. They provide the very deep bass
energy you get from the very best sub -
woofers and do so with great speed and de-
tail. They can easily reproduce the lowest
organ notes with room -filling energy. At
the same time, they have the transient
speed and dynamic "slam" to avoid the
kind of smeared or lingering deep bass that
more than offsets inferior subwoofers'
added low -end power.

The Apogees can provide a natural pic-
ture of the deep bass in complex orchestral
recordings or where moments of deep bass
energy add a dramatic touch to piano, per-
cussion, and lower woodwinds in solo or
chamber music.

The mid and upper bass is remarkably
neutral, once you have positioned the
woofers properly and have set the crossover
levels to get the best power response. I have
rarely heard any speaker strike as good a
balance between warmth and definition
while avoiding colorations. The Studio
Grands did an excellent job with percus-
sion, adding realism and definition to old
chestnuts like the Sheffield "Track" and
"Drum" records (Sheffield CD -14/20) and
to new jazz percussion records like Cody
Moffett's Evidence (Telarc CD -83343).

String bass had excellent timbre, speed,
and definition, even with difficult analog
classics like Couperin's "Piece de Violes
avec la Basse Chifree" (Das Alte Werk, Tele-

funken 6.42225AW) or the combination of
bass and guitar on Ray Brown's Moonlight
Serenade (Jeton CD -123). Grand piano was
excellent, and the mid -bass to lower

midrange differences in the character of a
Steinway and Bosendorfer were very clearly

defined.
If you have already heard the midrange

of a top -of -the -line Apogee Acoustics
speaker, you have a general idea of how
good the midrange of the Studio Grands
can be. The Studio Grands, however, add a
bit more definition to the midrange than
previous Apogees, particularly in low-level
passages. There is slightly more life and
more transient detail and air. This came
through clearly in comparing the Studio
Grands to the Apogee Acoustics Divas,
which have been one of my reference
speaker systems for years.

I was impressed by the smooth
midrange realism of widely varied male
and female voices. The Studio Grand
speakers also did an excellent job with the
complicated mix of voices and chamber
orchestra such as on Pomerium's record-
ing of In Hydraulis (Dorian Recordings
DOR-90184). This midrange transparency
and realism was also
reflected in the sound
of grand opera and
really complex or-
chestral music like

Mahler's Eighth Sym-
phony. The Studio
Grands do not add
any merciful warmth
or any euphonic col-
oration to operatic
voices, but they reveal great voices without
hiding the power and complexity of the or-
chestra or the interplay between solo voice
and supporting chorus.

There is a slight downward tilt in upper
octave energy compared to such good ref-
erence speakers as the Thiel CS -5 and
many Martin-Logans. And the upper oc-
tave sound of line -source dipoles like the
Apogee is different from that of a unipolar
speaker. At the same time, the upper oc-
taves seem to have better horizontal disper-
sion than any previous Apogee Acoustics
speaker and considerably less increase in
directivity with rising frequency than most
electrostatics. I preferred them in my lis-
tening room with the treble control on the

ribbon panel set to high, but I never felt I
was missing any part of the top octave.

These speakers provide smooth upper
midrange and treble response, and excel-
lent detail, transparency, air, and tran-
sients. Prolonged listening to the Studio
Grands reveals moment after moment
when bells have special clarity or when
brush sounds and cymbals reveal extra de-
tail in the upper midrange and treble.

The soundstage presentation is excep-
tionally wide and deep, and center fill is

very stable, without the sudden shifts in
apparent soundstage during minor head
movements that characterize some planar
speakers. The apparent listening position is
the one you expect from the recording,
without exaggerated depth or any tenden-
cy towards a slightly forward sound. The
Studio Grands do very well with both small
ensembles and a full orchestra-as well as
with the hardly natural soundstage effects
m a recording like Dire Straits' Money for
Nothing (Vertigo 836 4190-2). They repro-
duced recordings of solo instruments with-
out altering instrument size and location.

I should also praise the Studio Grands'
ability to handle midrange dynamics and

transients. They han-
dle dynamic peaks

and also resolve low-
level dynamics. This
ability really helps
with brass and piano,
and the Studio
Grands have tremen-
dous life and bite.
Try any good record-
ing of Saint-Saens'

Third Symphony (the first and second
movements, not just the third). Better, lis-
ten to both the low- and high-level dynam-
ics in the Dallas Wind Symphony record-
ing of Pomp & Pipes (Reference Recordings
RR-58CD).

The Studio Grands stand out as one of
the finest speaker systems I have ever
heard, and as one of the most revealing of
musical nuances and differences in audio
electronics. They deliver every octave with
full power, excellent detail, and superb co-
herence. They not only provide great lis-
tening pleasure but are also the kind of
speaker you should audition, rather than
read about, simply to see what the state of
the an can do. Anthony H. Cordesman

YOU SHOULD AUDITION

THE STUDIO GRANDS,

IF ONLY TO APPRECIATE

THE STATE OF THE ART.
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AURICLE

SENTEC
DIANA

D/A CONVERTER

This interesting new D/A con-
verter, made in Sweden by
Antemi and marketed by
Sentec, features an unusual
analog output amplifier
topology that is said to help

give it superior sound. The DiAna
consists of a nicely made enclosure
containing the D/A itself and an ex-
ternal wall -plug transformer and
power cord. Digital inputs include
two coaxial and one EIAJ optical
(Toslink); audio output is via two
phono jacks. On the front panel are
an LED pilot light and two three -

Company Address: do Photo-
tronics, Box 977, Manotick,
Ont., Canada K2A 1A8.

For literature, circle No. 94

position toggle switches. One switch
selects among the three digital in-
puts; the other controls absolute
output polarity, with output muting
as the center position-simple, but
functional.
The designer
Svante Oster -
berg's philos-
ophy is to use
the highest
quality com-
ponents where
they relate to
sound quality
and reliability, but not to invest in cos-

metic and gimmicky features like cus-
tom -machined cases or indicators
for sampling frequency and de -em-
phasis. The unit sells for $1,150, in-
cluding delivery via Federal Express.

A very well done p.c. board takes
up the DiAna's interior space. The
selected digital input is routed to a
Crystal CS8412 receiver, which is in-
creasingly being used in D/A de-
signs. Output of the receiver is

passed on to a Burr -Brown DF1700
digital upsampling low-pass filter.
Filtered digital data is next passed to
two Burr -Brown PCM63P-K 20 -bit
D/A converter chips.

It is in the analog output circuitry
that the DiAna's unique nature
emerges. The unit uses a new inte-
grated circuit, the PA630, designed
for professional audio applications
and made under contract by AT&T
for Phototronics, which is also Sen-
tec's distributor in the United States
and Canada. This IC consists of
three sections: A current -conveyor
circuit and two unity -gain, comple-
mentary emitter -follower, buffer
amplifiers. All of the devices in this
IC are bipolar. The operation of a
current conveyer is similar to a cur-
rent -input operational -amplifier cir-
cuit. Like the op -amp, the current
conveyor has two input ports (signal
and reference) and an output port.
If the reference port is held to a spe-
cific voltage level and a current sig-
nal is fed to the input port, then
roughly equal currents are sourced
from the reference and output ports.
Of particular interest is the fact
that the signal port will be driven
to the same voltage as the refer-
ence port. Now if that port is
referenced to ground, then the

signal port be-
comes a virtu-
al ground, or
low -impedance

input, and the
impedance of
the output port
becomes high.
That the signal
port is a virtu-

al ground makes it perfect for con-
necting to the current output of
typical multibit D/A converters. The
actual implementation of the cur-
rent conveyor on the chip is quite
complex.

THE DiANA'S DESIGNER

FAVORS INVESTING

IN SOUND QUALITY
RATHER THAN GIMMICKS

OR COSMETICS.
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Useful conversion from input current to
output voltage is achieved by loading the
output of the conveyer with an appropriate
resistance. In the DiAna, this conversion is
accomplished without any negative feed-
back (Commonly used, inverting, op -amp
current -to -voltage converters are said to be

vulnerable to slew -induced distortions
caused by out -of -band energy from the
transition steps between audio samples.
Being free of negative feedback, the cur-
rent -conveyer circuitry would be free of
this effect.)

The output load resistor of the current
conveyer is paralleled by an appropriate
value of capacitance to form one pole of a
three -pole Sallen and Key low-pass filter
with Bessel characteristics. The first of the
two buffer amplifiers within the PA630 iso-
lates this RC network and drives the two -
pole portion of the output filter. Active im-
plementation of this part of the filter and
final output buffering to the outside world
are the job of the second unity -gain buffer.

Measured performance of DiAna was
pretty good. Full-scale total harmonic

New Westelectronics
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distortion was about 0.013%, essentially
pure second harmonic, and decreased
quickly with signal level to better than
0.003% for levels from -10 dB referred to
digital full scale (dB,$) on down into the
noise. Total harmonic distortion as a func-
tion of frequency stayed relatively flat as
the signal frequency increased. Input/out-
put linearity was spot on at signal levels
down to -100 dB,s and was only up about
1 dB when the signal fell to -110 dB,s. Fre-
quency response was quite flat and was
down about 0.25 dB at 20 kHz. Noise levels
were low enough to easily resolve a -90 dB,
undithered, 1 -kHz sine wave into its three
states.

In setting out to evaluate the sonic
attributes of DiAna, I used my PS Audio
Lambda CD transport to drive one of her
digital coaxial inputs. I then fed DiAna's

DiANA MAKES GOOD
USE OF AN UNUSUAL

NEW CIRCUIT, THE

CURRENT CONVEYOR.

analog audio outputs either directly into
a Crown Macro Reference power amplifier
or into an AR Limited Preamp 2 and then
into either the Crown Macro Reference or
the Quicksilver Audio M135 tube amps.
Loudspeakers were the excellent B & W
801 Matrix Series 3s that I have been using
as my main reference systems for about a
year now.

I would characterize the sound of DiAna
as smooth and musical, with reasonable
detail and relatively little irritation. Imag-
ing and spatial resolution are good. Com-
pared to my current reference standard of
CD reproduction, the Sonic Frontiers'
SFD-2 D/A converter, DiAna does not
reveal as much of the excitement and reali-
ty of music. Bass detail and slam are not
as good. However, compared to some of
the other similarly and lower priced con-
verters I have auditioned, DiAna does a
pretty good job of conveying music (must
be that current conveyer), and I generally
enjoyed listening to music with her.

Bascom H. King

 a division of Clarity Electronics LTD 
 4120 Meridian  Bellingham, WA. 98226 

Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card
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AURICLE

B W
THX HOME

CINEMA SYSTEM

This seven -piece B & W THX
speaker system, and the elec-
tronics I used to audition it,
represent a radical shift-the
adoption of high -end audio
equipment to an audio/video

system. There is no question that the
B & W THX system can produce
both very impressive home theater
sound and good reproduction of

Company Address: P.O. Box
8, North Reading, Mass. 01864.

For literature, circle No. 95

music. However, any effort to

evaluate it raises serious questions
as to what kind
of sound quali-
ty can really be
achieved in the
home theater
field today, and
as to whether
a high -end au-
dio/video sys-

tem can be compatible with a high -
end audio system. The answers are
more ambiguous, and most users of
these speakers may not care about

such details. Movies, after all, rely
far more on pure illusion than real-
ism, and their goal is to entertain.

The B & W THX Home Cinema
System carries a price tag of $7,000.
Three of its speakers are FCM8
Front Cinema Monitors, for the left,
center, and right channels. Like

most high-performance home the-
ater speakers, the FCM8s are rela-
tively large, measuring 235/s inches
high, 101/4 inches wide, and 9 inches
deep. They are magnetically shield-
ed, two-way loudspeakers, each us-
ing two 61/2 -inch bass/midrange dri-

vers crossed over at 3 kHz to three
1 -inch tweeters with ceramic/metal
domes. These are very similar to the
drivers in the B & W 801 Matrix Se-
ries 3, widely acknowledged as one
of the world's top reference moni-
tors. The FCM8s are superbly built,
and have specifications similar to
those of small reference monitors.

Frequency response is 3 dB down
at 80 Hz and 22 kHz. The roll -off at
80 Hz is mandated by the THX
specifications, which call for the side
and center speakers to cross over to
a subwoofer at that frequency. (The
Lucasfilm team that designed THX
argues that listening tests show a
properly designed 80 -Hz crossover
to be inaudible.) The THX specifica-
tion also dictates a standardized
crossover that uses a 24-dB/octave
low-pass filter and a 12-dB/octave
high-pass. Used with main speakers
that roll off at 12 dB/octave below
80 Hz, this yields matching 24 -dB
slopes with minimal phase prob-
lems-but it also means that the sys-
tern will only perform at its best

with a THX
crossover or
decoder.

The FCM8
speakers also
comply with
THX require-
ments for a

wide horizon-
tal dispersion with a response that
does not vary by more than +1 dB in
a 60° arc, mated to a restricted ver-
tical response that is flat from 1 to

HOME THEATER

CREATES EXCITEMENT

I HAVE NOT SEEN SINCE

THE DAWN OF STEREO.
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16 kHz in a 300 arc, and then rolls off rela-
tively quickly. This controlled dispersion is
intended to integrate the sound from left to
right while minimizing the impact of ceil-
ing and floor reflections.

Ideally, all three front speakers in a THX
setup should be at the same height and on
the same plane. However, moving the cen-
ter FCM8 a bit, to clear a monitor screen,
had only limited effect. I also found that
removing the grilles helped integrate the
speakers in video applications and im-
proved response with music.

The FCM8s were not shielded well
enough to avoid creating some spots at the
edge of the picture on my TV monitor.

THE FCM85 COMPLY WITH

THX REQUIREMENTS

FOR WIDE HORIZONTAL

AND LIMITED VERTICAL

DISPERSION.

This should not be a problem with most
smaller picture tubes, which I find less hy-
persensitive than 35 -inch
with projection sets.

The 12 -inch PCS8 subwoofers are also
magnetically shielded. Each has a separate,
80 -liter, vented enclosure, 235/8 inches tall.
These enclosures measure 221/2 inches wide
and 231/2 inches deep at the base, tapering
to top surfaces just large enough to serve as
stands for the left- and right -channel
FCM8s. (However, mounting the FCM8s
on the PCS8s limits your flexibility in
speaker placement: The PCS8s should be
given several feet of clearance from a cor-
ner and about a foot of clearance from a
rear wall, and they require some attention
to standing waves.) The subwoofers' nomi-
nal impedance is 8 ohms, and the manual
suggests that they be wired in parallel to
achieve an effective 4 -ohm load to the am-
plifier, thus gaining 3 dB from most amps'
higher output at 4 ohms.

The THX Standards permit stereo sub -
woofer outputs, provided that the bass for
the center channel is summed and split be-
tween left and right-but most THX pre -
amps or decoders have only a single sub -
woofer output. The designers of THX state
that using separate subwoofers allows

monitors, or

proper placement to minimize room -inter-
action effects. While they do not deny that
playing subwoofers in stereo can have ad-
vantages when listening to music, they
state that wiring the two subwoofers in
mono reduces room interaction while al-
lowing you to take maximum advantage of
room reinforcement in the low bass.

The subwoofers' rated anechoic response
is 3 dB down at 35 Hz, but this is mislead-
ing. In normal listening rooms, a sub -
woofer that is anechoically flat will pro-
duce far too much bass because of room
reinforcement. In actual use, the PCS8s can
produce prodigious amounts of deep bass,
down to 28 Hz, and can easily reproduce
the most demanding transients in movie
soundtracks-transients far more demand-
ing than those in most music. With a really
good power amplifier delivering at least
200 watts into 4 ohms, they can even han-
dle The Terminator. More important, their
combination of taut, crisp, bass transients;
excellent dynamics, and detailed frequency
resolution gives new life to deep bass
sound effects at low and medium levels.

The SCM8 Surround Cinema Monitors
for the left and right side channels, like the
FCM8s, use 61/2 -inch woofers and 1 -inch
tweeters. However, the SCM8s are dipoles,
with drivers on opposite faces of a triangu-
lar -profile enclosure. Two identical sets of
drivers, facing in opposite directions, radi-
ate upwards at an angle to reflect off the
ceiling. The SCM8s are designed for wall
mounting; users whose rooms are not pure
rectangles, with no major openings, may
find they work best on stands. The SCM8's
frequency response is 6 dB down at 105 Hz
and 25 kHz, and its mean power response
is ±3 dB from 120 Hz to 20 kHz.

Dolby Surround and THX Standards
emphasize that surround speakers should
produce ambient rather than directional
information. So dipole surrounds like the
SCM8s should be placed to the left and
right of the listener, who will then be in the
null of each speaker's direct radiation pat-
tern. Listeners will then hear only diffused,
reflected sound. The SCM8s should also be
placed just a bit above the listener's ears.
Speaker quality and placement are criti-
cal in reproducing the ambience of the bet-
ter Dolby Surround and THX soundtracks.
I would not suggest the use of smaller
surround speakers with rougher response,
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because with the best soundtracks, you
need all the good performance you can get.
If anything, I sometimes wanted more bass
response from the SCM8s, since many
soundtracks contain considerable bass in-
formation in the rear.

It became obvious during my first few
days with the B & W system that the differ-
ence between mid-fi and high -end home
theater impresses a far wider range of peo-
ple than the difference between mid-fi and
high -end audio. My sons started bringing
in their friends, my non -audiophile friends
showed an amazing new willingness to pay
attention to equipment, I had problems in
getting some workers doing repairs on my
home to go back to work, and even my
mail -carrier suddenly invited himself to a
listening session. The interest that ab-
solutely everyone showed in the B & W
system made it clear that home theater is
far more of a social and family experience
than stereo is. I have not seen this kind of
excitement since the hi-fi craze of the
1950s or the early days of stereo.

What most buyers of the system are go-
ing to want is drama, and the B & Ws do a
magnificent job of delivering this in the
home with more of a "Wow!" factor than
any piece of audio equipment I have had
for review in years. Almost all listeners
agreed that this setup sounded much more
dramatic and detailed than any system they
had ever heard in a movie theater.

Auditioning the B & W THX Home Cin-
ema System shows that using high -quality
monitor speakers in a home theater system
makes a tremendous difference. And fur-
thermore, it takes exceptional speakers to
handle the dynamic range required and to
resolve low-level ambient information,
such as the forest sounds in the hunting
scene in Last of the Mohicans. Thus, in
home theater the difference between high -
end and mid-fi systems can be brutally ap-
parent. This is particularly true with the
mid -priced "subwoofer" systems that sim-
ply cannot provide true deep bass and crisp
accurate transients.

The B & Ws made it painfully clear that
the soundtracks of most Hollywood musi-
cals, and many LaserDiscs of musical per-
formances, need remastering-if they can
be salvaged at all. Time and time again, the
B & Ws revealed side -channel ambient in-
formation with little relation to the image

on the screen, voices with no spatial exis-
tence, and exaggerated left and right effects
with sudden skips to the center channel.
You do not always notice these problems
unless you listen for them or blank the
screen to remove the visual cues. A really
accurate home theater system does, howev-
er, show that movie sound engineers must
tighten up their act.

The B & W THX Home Cinema System
is obviously designed to make maximum
use of THX Standards and THX sound
processing. The most important aspect of
THX is probably that it sets fixed and rea-
sonably demanding standards that produce
a much greater probability that what you
hear in a movie house or home is actually
what the director and sound engineer of
the film intended you to hear. However,
THX also requires
high levels and a low
noise floor, high -fre-
quency equalization
to produce the same
frequency balance at
home as in the the-
ater, timbre matching
so front and sur-
round sounds will

match despite the ear's different spectral
sensitivities to front and side, and decorre-
lation of the summed rear channel so
home listeners won't find it shifting with
their head movements.

The four THX-certified Lucasfilm

LaserDiscs I used for this review (Rising
Sun, Star Wars, The Abyss, and Terminator
II) sometimes made me feel I was attempt-
ing to judge THX using the kind of listen-
ing material I had in the first days of
stereo-the sounds of ping-pong balls,
trains, cannons, and hyped -up musical
potboilers. However, THX is designed to
work with all Dolby Surround sound-
tracks, and I did have the use of the new
Proceed PAV audio/video preamp, one of
the best THX units currently available. I
also had the opportunity of comparing the
sound of an excellent non-THX surround
unit, the new Adcom GTP-600 audio/video
tuner/preamp.

In broad terms, I was very impressed
with the sound of the soundtracks I audi-
tioned using the THX setting of the PAV,
whether or not the movie had THX certifi-
cation. Regardless of whether THX is the

ideal standard, it immediately becomes ap-
parent that there is a great deal to be said
for standardizing the software and the
playback system. There is also a great deal
to be said for dynamic range. These B & Ws
are far more lifelike in handling both the
dynamic peaks of movie tracks and music
than most high -quality speakers, and this
superiority has a major subjective impact.

Even with THX-certified discs, I had to
make minor adjustments in level from disc
to disc for maximum effect, particularly in
subwoofer level. But such level adjustments
were needed more often with standard
Dolby Surround recordings, which had al-
most random variations in bass and levels.
I quickly found that easy on -screen setting
of each channel and using a subwoofer
test tone were absolutely critical to getting

true high -end perfor-
mance; THX equip-
ment provides better
test tones for all

channels (induding
the subwoofer) than
does most other au-
dio/video electronics.
I also found that an
optimum setup real-

ly requires the use of THX and Dolby
Surround test discs and a sound -level me-
ter, not just the preamp's test tones and
your ears.

I did not find that THX addressed the
critical problems of directionality and am-
bience that I hear in today's surround
soundtracks. Try turning off the picture
and listening to the sound alone: Unless
you have never heard such sounds as real
gunfire or a car turning at high speeds, you
will hear serious compromises in realism.
Speakers as good as the B & Ws, and elec-
tronics as good as the PAV and Adcom
GTP-600, cry out for discrete side chan-
nels, more realistic directionality, and more
precise ambience.

I found it hard to reach any solid con-
clusions about how important it is to have
a THX preamp or decoder rather than
another good home theater unit. I did pre-
fer the sound of the PAV, on its THX set-
ting, to the sound of any other home cine-
ma surround processor I have yet heard. At
the same time, I had the impression that
most of the subjective differences between
THX/Dolby Surround and Dolby Pro -Logic

THE PCS8 SUBWOOFERS

CAN PRODUCE DEEP

BASS IN PRODIGIOUS

QUANTITIES.
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without THX were differences in level and
equalization.

The B & W system's sound quality will
be far superior to your TV picture's quality,
almost regardless of what you do. Today's
video technology still lacks the contrast
range of film and leaves you with noise,
blurs, and color artifacts. Superior sound
quality helps me forget the problems in
video quality, but this is so subjective that
it may not work for you.

This brings me to the issue of music and
the compatibility of a high -end THX au-
dio/video system with high -end reproduc-
tion of music. I auditioned some music
through the B & W
THX speakers, using
the Proceed PAV and
Adcom GTP-600, Krell

and Theta Digital CD
players, and Adcom
and Classe Audio elec-

tronics. I set up the
system both in my
home theater room
and as an audio system in a separate listen-
ing room. I also had the opportunity to
make direct comparisons between the B & W
Home Cinema System and the B & W 801
Matrix Series 3 monitors.

In broad terms, you can get quite good
reproduction of music through a system
optimized for home theater use. This re-
quires a good preamp whose five -channel
stereo mode passes undamaged stereo sig-
nals to the left and right channels, which
fills in the center channel and provides a
touch of ambience without excessive pro-
cessing. With settings that fulfilled these
requirements, the Proceed PAV and Adcom
GTP-600 both did very well.

You can get good standard two -channel
reproduction simply by passing through
the stereo signal and listening to just the
left and right speakers-provided you have
high -quality speakers and electronics.
(THX requires that any preamp circuitry
pass through a pure stereo signal, and the
Adcom GTP-600 also has this feature.)
However, you probably will need to choose
between spacing of your speakers to pro-
duce the best possible music reproduction
and spacing them for home theater. Spac-
ing to match your screen width generally
spaces speakers too widely or too narrowly
for music. Unless you are willing to put

your speakers on wheels, high -quality

stereo and home theater are going to be at
least slightly incompatible.

I often shut off the side channels when
using the PAV's or Adcom's five -channel
stereo settings, particularly when I listened
to recordings of small jazz groups and
chamber music. Really good stereo record-
ings already have ambience, and adding
even a minimum of processed ambience
does not always help. On the other hand, at
times center -channel information helped
lock in images and opened up the sound -
stage, as well as eliminating some of the
problems of speaker placement for both

video and audio.
I also developed

mixed feelings about
the use of a summed
subwoofer channel.
However, the THX
Standard permits the
use of either stereo
subwoofers or full -
range front and rear

speakers. I also recognize that many audio
experts believe that summing the bass (us-
ing a properly executed 80 -Hz crossover) is
inaudible, that moving the subwoofer to
the best location in the room may offer
better bass than integrating it into a full -
range speaker, and that the THX Standards
for dispersion should enhance musical as
well as home theater listening.

I had the option of substituting the full -
range B & W 801 Series 3 monitors for the
FCM8s. For music in stereo, I very much
preferred listening to full -range left and
right channels, and shutting off the sub -
woofers. The integration of deep bass,
mid -bass, and midrange/treble was slightly
better with the 801s than when I used the
separate subwoofers in the B & W THX
Home Cinema System. The 801s were
more open and lifelike in the midrange and
upper octaves, and more musical with to-
day's stereo recordings. They had signifi-
cantly better imaging and reproduction of
the nuances of a stereo soundstage.

The THX Home Cinema System, how-
ever, was superior in power handling and
dynamics. If you like orchestral spectacu-
lars, power rock, or hearing full organ
crescendos, B & W's THX system will out-
perform their 801s in handling truly loud
dynamics and sustained musical peaks. At

B & W 801s ARE MORE

MUSICAL THAN B & W'S
HOME CINEMA SYSTEM,

BUT THE LATTER HAS

BETTER DYNAMICS.

normal volumes, the 801s' superior musi-
cality came through clearly with organ, full
orchestra, bass strings, and percussion.
While the B & W THX Home Cinema Sys-
tem did very well with stereo music, the
801s provided a notably more realistic mix
of musically natural changes and tran-
sients, and a consistently more detailed and
accurate soundstage.

My listening experiences taught me that
I would want any system designed to pro-
vide the best of both stereo music and
home theater to have full -range left and
right channels optimized for stereo musical
listening rather than for home cinema. The
sacrifices you make in home cinema sound
quality if you optimize for stereo music are
limited, and the advantages for stereo can
be very real. THX electronics allow you to
defeat the crossover or high-pass filter, and
use full -range front speakers. If you do,
however, it will be necessary for you to
experiment to decide whether to use a
subwoofer or the center and side channels
when listening to music. You will also have
to experiment with the speakers' relative
levels-particularly the subwoofers'-as
you switch from the THX cinema mode to
stereo.

I have consistently rejected use of the
side channels for serious music listening,
but many audiophiles like a small increase
in ambience. I like just enough signal from
the center channel to create a stable center
fill, but some purists reject any center -
channel information when listening to
stereo.

My experience with the B & W THX
Home Cinema System, Proceed PAV, and
Adcom GTP-600 have shown me that top-
quality home theater systems can do a very
good job of reproducing stereo music-
even a superior job in terms of sheer dy-
namics and power handling. At the same
time, they show that even the best home
theater systems are still likely to involve
some compromises and trade-offs. If you
want the very best in both audio/video and
in music, I suspect you are going to find
that you will need separate audio and au-
dio/video systems. Failing that, try an au-
dio/video system with full -range left and
right speakers, an excellent center -channel
speaker, full -range side -channel speakers,
and a separate subwoofer.

Anthony H. Cordesman
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C 1 ASSICA a pitfall that cracks up most pianists who
fail to overcome it by putting themselves in

R E C O R DINGS the place of the listener with no score be-
fore him; if played with inadequate atten-
tion to accents, Schumann seems suddenlykissin

Schumann: Piano Concerto in A Minor,
Op. 54; Arabeske, Op 18; Schubert

(arr. Liszt): "The Trout"; "The Ed -King";
Grieg: "Carnival Scene"; "I Love You";

Liszt: Soirees de Vienne,

Valse-Caprice No. 6 (first version)
Yevgeni Kissin, piano; Vienna Philharmonic,

Carlo Maria Giulini
SONY CLASSICAL SK 52567, CD; 59:56

Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto No. 3 in
D Minor, Op. 30; Vocalise

(arr. Richardson), Op. 34, No. 14;
Prelude in B Flat, Op. 23, No. 2

Kissin, piano; Boston Symphony, Seiji Ozawa
RCA VICTOR RED SEAL 09026-61548-2

CD; DDD; 54:16

these CDs provide two disparate,
glittering facets of Yevgeni Kissin,
the extraordinarily talented
stripling who may, if he contin-
ues as he has begun, develop into
a latter-day combination of

Sviatoslav Richter and Vladimir Horowitz.
The dear old Schumann has long since

become such a routine staple of the concerto
repertoire that many, perhaps even most,
repetitions of it sound routine as well. Not
with Kissin, who made his first big splash
in this country at his Carnegie Hall

debut in September 1990, when, at the
age of 16, he created a sensation with

the Rachmaninoff Second.

TO LI(Pi 91k

In the first movement, Kissin makes the
piano sing its melodies, while the underly-
ing quintuple 16th notes ripple with strik-
ing clarity. Especially in the slow move-
ment, Carlo Maria Giulini's fetching
mannerism of lingering barely an instant
on passages' top notes enhances their ex-
pression more than one would believe. The
third movement of the Schumann contains

.4iktikNes,
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almost to have shifted meter.
Kissin navigates those rapids
with meticulous skill, exem-
plary of his attention to detail
throughout the entire work.

If the Schumann impresses,
this Rachmaninoff almost stuns. Van
Cliburn, at 23, for me set the all-time musi-
cal standard for this satanically difficult
showpiece, but Kissin comes close indeed to
matching it. Like Cliburn, he takes a broad-
ly expansive view of this quintessentially
Romantic work. He keeps his transcenden-
tal technique subsidiary to the music and,
as such, ignites the pyrotechnics only when
artistically justified-which, of course, is all
the more electrifying to the dazzled ear. In
the concluding minutes, Rachmaninoff
quickly piled three successive climaxes on
top of one another; with the second, Kissin
and Seiji Ozawa attain what seems the ulti-
mate imaginable peroration, only to top
that mere seconds later in an access of mu-
sical ecstasy that brings the listener close to
levitation.

Producer David Saks' recording team, for
whatever reasons, has recorded the Rach-
maninoff at a lower level than any record-
ing to come my way in a long time, possibly
ever. Watch it at the end: Both of these CDs
perpetuate live performances, and the
shouting ovation proper Bostonians gave
the Rachmaninoff might well blast both
your eardrums and your speakers beyond
repair. Paul Moor

Mozart: Sinfonia Concertante in E Flat,

K. 364; Concertone in C;
Symphonia Concertante in A

Soloists; Amsterdam Mozart Players,
Jurgen Kussmaul

CHANNEL CLASSICS CCS 3992, CD; 67:20

An audio note concerning one of the works

on this CD-welcome back, Concertone! You
may be too young to remember, as I do vivid -1

ly, one of the first "high -end" consumer -type

tape recorders put on the market, way back,
promoted in high style by a brilliant entrepre-

neur from California named Bert Berlant, ac-
cent on the last syllable. A big, fat machine.



Home tape was at its very beginning, full -
track mono machines barely portable by a
muscular youth. But easier than an Ampex!
That counted. The Berlant machine had its
problems, a new breed and unsettled. I had
one for a while. It did not remain very long in

a fast -changing market, as I remember. The
name of this machine was the Concertone.

Named after Mozart? (See above.) I doubt

it! Berlant was not the Mozart sort but a
flamboyant Californian in all his glory. More

likely, the thought was along conventional hi-

fi public relations lines, like "Best seat in the
concert hall." Get it? Concert Tone. Com-

pressed handily to Con-
certone. I suppose I am
one of the few who
knew both Concertones,

Berlant's and Mozart's,
at the time.

Mozart's Concertone, closing this CD, is
actually an early example of a format that be-

came celebrated for a few years in European
music centers, the Sinfonia (or Symphonie)
Concertante. Its top popularity came just as
young Mozart set forth on his first solo job -
hunting trip, more than a year, to Paris via
that hotbed of new music, Mannheim. The
concertante, as it is usually called, was a long,

relatively relaxed piece, usually cast in the
wind -y, horn -y, trumpety key of E flat, with a

large orchestra and lots of those winds; the
special feature was a group of concerto -like
soloists, two or more. Straight out of the
baroque concerto, but Mozart would not have

known that. In those times, music history was
anything older than a year or so.

At Mannheim the concertante hit Mozart
right at his creative core. He wrote concer-
tantes for the Mannheim players and then
went on to Paris, where his music was ig-
nored, then tragically lost. The spate of these

continued, ever more profoundly when
Mozart returned jobless to Salzburg. And that

was it. Other music took over his expanding
powers.

The landmark recording of the finest of all

these, the Concertante for Violin and Viola,
K. 364, was an early 78 from the 1930s, Albert

Sammons and Lionel Tertis with the London

Philharmonic under Sir Hamilton Harty (Co-

lumbia CM 188). Much too big, a modern full

symphony orchestra, but wonderfully played,

my favorite album for years. (It took eight 12 -

inch sides to cover the whole work!) The pre-

sent Dutch ensemble, a correctly sized group
for the music, is made up of Dutch symphony

professionals playing "modern" instruments;

Haydn: Symphonies Nos. 82
("L'Ours"), 83 ("La Poule"),

and 85 ("La Reine")
Orchestra de Chambre de Lausanne,

Jesus Lopez-Cobos

DENON CO 75356, CD; 64:30

Have you followed old "Papa" Haydn
from the earlier 20th century to today? Big
changes. And who knows what "Papa" had in

mind? This combination of an excellent
Swiss "chamber" orchestra, right sized for
Haydn's symphonies, and a Spanish director
(from Spain) is odd but does bring the old
master up to date in a number of ways, which

should be a satisfaction to plenty of ears.

No "period" instruments here; it is one
of those orchestras that simply ignores that
invasive movement towards authenticity.
Doesn't really matter. What counts is a drive
and intensity that is very much of today and
not at all of the 1930s, when Haydn was first

recorded by the likes of Henry J. Wood,
Thomas Beecham, and on to Bruno Walter.
This is a small, accurate group of seasoned
players, driven (by their conductor, I sup-

pose) to an almost
stressful portrayal that
might perhaps startle
the easygoing and hu-
morous composer. For
us it is quite okay-
and it remains musical, which is what mat-
ters. I like the brisk speeds, and no eccen-
tricities; at first I was not so happy with the
stress, the loudness of every loud contrast,
which was much more than merely a vol-
ume contrast. But I soon came around.
Recording: On the dead side-a chamber
orchestra, but not far removed from the
presumable original sound, as heard in ele-
gant 18th -century music rooms.

The rather silly subtitles are strictly 19th
century, post -Haydn. His sense of humor
was boundless, but not at all on this silly
side. In "La Poule" he actually had in mind
the model of the tragic G minor key, as of
Mozart in his "Little G Minor" and the big

one, No. 40; chickens had nothing to do
with it. If you think not, listen to the chick-
en's neck being wrung in the first move-
ment. Edward Tatnall Canby

Maxwell Davies:
Black Pentecost; Stone Litany;

Runes from a House of the Dead
Della Jones, mezzo-soprano;

David Wilson -Johnson, baritone;

BBC Philharmonic, Peter Maxwell Davies

COLLINS 13662, CD; DDD; 78:38

Britain's traditionally rich eccentricity
takes infinite forms. Take the case of Peter

Maxwell Davies, who has
long preferred to shun the me-

tropolis and spend most of his

time on one of the harsh, re-
mote Orkney Isles, about as

close as Great Britain extends

towards the North Pole. The austere histo-
ry, pre -history, and atmosphere of that wild

region color both these works, as it has
most of Sir Peter's entire output.

Somber works, both of these: The first

lamenting the rapacious despoliation of the

Orkneys after the discovery of uranium
there, the second setting to music stone in-

scriptions left by the island's earliest Norse

settlers. (Stephen Pruslin's scholarly notes,

printed in fonts designed to put your eyes
out, provide not only those original runes
but also their transliteration, pronunciation,

and translation of the text Della Jones
sings.) Also, the prose texts (from George
Mackay Brown's novel Greenvoe), sung by
both soloists in "Black Pentecost," include
such unpromising passages as "It is a pity
that the whole life and economy of the island

should be so abruptly and radically altered."

Nonetheless, both of these uncompro-
mising and challenging works etch them-

selves into the memory, thanks in good
measure to superlative performances by

all forces and skillfully differentiated
recording. Paul Moor

their sound is contemporary, fast and peppy,
well -shaped but not too profound. The winds

seem very loud and the strings a bit weak for
our string -fed ears but actually not far from
Mozart's own balance, I suspect.

One minor audio criticism: The miking is
almost too pure. Minus live sight lines, the
soloists need a bit more accent to create the
needed contrast. And why do the cover, the
notes, and the actual record have the music in
different order? Confusing, especially while
reading the notes. Edward Tatnall Canby
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%Ch.
keeps plugging
away, despite
the mainstream
indifference in
this country.

Backstreets of Desire

Willy DeVille
FORWARD/RHINO 71686-2

CD; 57:30
Sound: B+, Performance: A-

Willy DeVille first garnered atten-
tion when his band of the late '70s,
Mink DeVille, was a mainstay of the
New York/C.B.G.B. punk scene.
Even then, his was a sultry and per-
sonal style that told stories from the
street, often with a Spanish Harlem
attitude to the music, and this re-
mains true here.

Backstreets of Desire, originally
recorded in 1992, contains 10 origi-
nals (one of them in two different
arrangements) and covers of "Come
to Poppa" and "Hey Joe" in a won-
derful mariachi version. Two songs

ROCK -POP
R E C O R DINGS

DeWile
with New Orleans (DeVille's current
home) storylines, "Voodoo Charm"
and "Jump City," are produced by
Dr. John, and each has characteristic
Crescent City sounds. "Voodoo
Charm" contains a spooky gris-gris
feel, and "Jump City" has percolat-
ing second -line rhythms with Willy
doing a vocal that's a ringer for Dr.
John. The bulk of the album, co -
produced with keyboardist John
Philip Shenale, opts for a leaner
band approach with occasional
flourishes of strings or accordion
(the latter played by Zachary
Richard or David Hidalgo).

Willy has dedicated the album to
the late Doc Pomus, the great song-
writer who clearly is a massive influ-
ence. This is manifest both in the
fine detailing of Willy's lyrics on
"Bamboo Road," about a poor sug-
ar -cane cutter, and in DeVille's ex-
cellent sense of atmosphere. Pomus'
inspiration is also evident in the des-
olation of "Empty Heart" and "All in
the Name of Love," the aching ur-
gency of "Lonely Hunter" (with a tip
of the hat to Carson McCullers), the
hunger of "Even While I Sleep," and
the swaying stateliness of "I Call
Your Name."

There's always been a lot of heart
in Willy DeVille's songs and music,
and when he puts together an al-
bum, it's always a classy effort. De-
spite mainstream indifference in his
native U.S. turf, he's kept plugging
away at his art. That's probably why
he spent years living in Paris, where
he's pretty popular. Backstreets of
Desire is more than just another
chapter; it could be Willy's best. Rhi-

no deserves credit for having the
sense to finally release it stateside,
even a full two years after it first
came out in Europe. It's just much
too good to let slip away unnoticed.

Michael Tearson

Backbeat: Music from
the Motion Picture

Various Artists
VIRGIN 7243 8 39386 2, 27:05

Backbeat: Original
Motion Picture Soundtrack

Don Was
VIRGIN 7243 8 39413 2, 59:44

Sound: B+, Performance: B+

As I write this, Paul McCartney,
George Harrison, and Ringo Starr
are in a studio recording tracks to a
demo tape left by John Lennon.
Does anyone think that this is going
to be anything
but anticlimac-
tic, if not a little
embarrassing, to
our memories of
the Fab Four?

For a sense of
the thrill The
Beatles provid-
ed, just turn to
the music from
Backbeat, the
movie about The Beatles' early years
in Hamburg with original bassist Stu
Sutcliffe. Producer Don Was enlisted
some of the cutting -edge musicians
of the '90s to play and sing the cover
tunes that were The Beatles' oeuvre
at that time. If it's not a direct re-
creation (God forgive Beatlemania),

114. m 401.m1m.i.e
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if the guitar solos from Sonic Youth's
Thurston Moore are a bit too edgy and the
drumming from Nirvana's Dave Grohl too
crisp for Pete Best, all the better. This album
doesn't maintain the sound of The Beatles as
much as it does their spirit. Afghan Whigs'
singer Greg Dulli in particular captures the
raw shout Lennon had before it was polished
by George Martin. It sounds more like the
early days of punk, which in a way it was.

For an alternate approach to Backbeat's
rock 'n' roll, there's Don Was' underscore.
Was, who also plays bass here, has created big
beat instrumentals, turning Bo Diddley
rhythms into jazz vehicles and evoking the
sound of Kind of Blue -era Miles Davis. With a
frontline of Terence Blanchard on trumpet,
David McMurray on saxophone, and Eric
Reed on piano, that's not too difficult, but
like the rockers on the other disc, these musi-
cians bring an original verve to this music
with some wild blowing and smokey atmos-
pheres. If this quintet tried to make it as a real
jazz band, they'd be monsters. John Diliberto

A Date with The Smithereens
The Smithereens

RCA 07863-66391, 48:18

The bastard sons of Pete Townshend and
Elvis Costello have come through with a truly
rocking record, reuniting with original pro-
ducer Don Dixon for a consistent album that
doesn't wimp out. "Miles from Nowhere" is
the instant classic, although some wishful
thinkers may adopt "Sick of Seattle" or "Got -
ti" (subject matter is self-explanatory) as
their personal anthems.
Frontman Pat Dinizio's
singing great, the band's
playing hard, and if A
Date brings to mind The
Smithereens' 1986 break-
through, Especially for
You, it's no surprise and probably intentional.
But that certainly makes this album no less
enjoyable. New Jersey's premier rock band
hits you where it helps. Jon 6, Sally Tiven

Mine

The Glee Club

4AD/WARNER BROS. 9 45496, 44:31

Following in the wake of Irish ethereal girls
like The Cranberries' singer Dolores O'Rior-
dan, The Glee Club hones a similar folk -

based sound, tinged
with 4AD atmospherics
and a New Wave dance
drive. Hugh O'Carroll's
violin gives them a
Celtic/country flavor,
but his guitars head

Pub
Denzil

PLAY/GIANT 9 24530-2, 44:31

Sound: B, Performance: A-

Denzil Thomas, who leads the
self -named band, cites his influ-
ences as "everything bloody
ever." "Bloody" yields a clue that
he's from jolly old England, while
"everything ever" yields chiming,
acoustic -based guitar pop that's
so overripe with melody and pop
smarts, it's a musical analog to that
fruit & booze that sits over -fermenting
in a glass tank in an increasing num-
ber of N.Y.C. watering holes, on the
bar and next to the really thin bread
sticks. And this, by the way, is meant
as a compliment.

On an album that casually mixes
minute -long vignettes (like the acoustic
rave-up "Bastard Son of Elvis," replete
with sounds of the King calling in from
beyond) with songs that are either
brashly revelatory or frustratingly
oblique, Denzil and his U.K. warble
conjures XTC's Andy Partridge fronting
a band of folky, three -chord, major -
key guitar strummers.

Only on several songs, like
the shmaitzy but heartwrencii-
ing "Running This Family," is
Denzil a forthright storyteller.
Here he chronicles young
lust, an ensuing mistake ("We
made a baby from a bottle of rum"),
the bittersweetness of premature par-
enthood supplanting youth ("I'm
sad/When this beautiful girl calls me
Dad"), and the concerned father envi-
sioning his daughter as a promiscuous
teenager.

Then there's "Useless," driven by a
rousing electric 12 -string and almost
destined to stake its place among the

current alterna-pop anthems of being
worthless-and-twentysomething (you
know the ones, any Nirvana song,
Beck's "Loser," Radiohead's "Creep").
On "Useless," Denzil defends his inep-
titude in the sack by proclaiming "I'm
so damn boring" and "I'm not self-in-
dulgent by choice" and finally "You
can't say you weren't told." Hey, Kurt

Cobam probably wasn't much of a
stud -muffin either.

Sucn is life in Denzil's U.K. universe,

where (like anywhere else) pubs serve
to numb the refractory routine of a
gray existence. But as if to say "it's not
worth understanding my environment,"
Denzil more often than not writes lyrics

that read like indecipherable
stream -of -consciousness, cre-

ative -writing excercises. Like
"Sunday service hengistbury
head down the one -stop
when you're usually in bed
desolate bus like machine

room spray abandons us thelma walks
the dog." Uh, like, whaddaya mean
you don't get it?

The fact is, you won't know what
the Fell he's rambling on about half of
the time. But Denzil consistently blud-
geons you with his English pop charm,
and words won't matter when you're
smarting from his uncompromising
melodicism. Mike Bieber

into the modalities of U2 with a dollop of
Velvet Underground textures. Joanne Lough-
man wraps her voice around the gorgeous
harmonies of "Need" and the raucous re-
frains of "Bad Child's Dolly." Her pure folk
tones are rasped by an occasional imperious-

ness that recalls Siouxsie & The Banshees. It's
a strange brew, but The Glee Club's mix of
moody meditations and triumphant anthems
makes me come back for more, which is
more than I can say for the last glee club I
encountered. John Diliberto
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The 35th Anniversary

Smokey Robinson and
The Miracles

MOTOWN 37463-6334-2, 4:51:58

In its earliest years, Motown's
backbone was Smokey Robinson"
and The Miracles. They were Mo-
town's first signing, its first big act,:
and with an incredibly long string of
hits-mostly penned by Smokey-
they became the company's first
"heritage" act. Listening anew, I

find that what stands out is

Smokey's natural sense with words
and lyrics and the emotional wallop
these songs still pack-even the less-
er known ones. With this four -CD re-

lease, these songs finally receive the
technical care they deserve for CD.
Do not miss subtle touches like the

oboe in "Tears of
a Clown." The an-
notation is su-
perb, and disco -
graphical data is
as complete as i-
con be. At nearly
five hours, this is

an exhaustive set,
maybe a bit too
much so in the

later stages. I could have done
without the post-Smokey-era Mira-
cles, but I can justify their inclusion.
A truly great release.

Michael Tearson

Eponymous
The Brain Surgeons

CELLSUM BS 00001, 40:32

Perhaps someday in the future we will be
able to enjoy music simply by logging onto a
mainframe computer and accessing record-
ings from everyone-
superstar acts as well as
ordinary folk-while by-
passing record compa-
nies, retailers, distribu-
tors, and everything else
that stands between an
indie, homemade recording and its potential
audience. The Brain Surgeons' debut CD is
one recording that could certainly benefit
from the "mastersystem."

Homemade and without distribution,
Eponymous is the work of a husband/wife
team, Albert Bouchard (ex -Blue Oyster Cult)
and Deborah Frost (rock critic and proud of
it), and their album covers a wide spectrum
of rock music-none of it typical and most of
it just plain enjoyable. There are traces of the
Blue Oyster Cult sound, both the "(Don't
Fear) The Reaper" and "Godzilla" varieties,
but Bouchard's experiments with post -funk
rhythms and Frost's rock "gurl" appeal take
the place of Cult's guitar mania and heavy
metal posturing; it's a better than even trade.
Although one hopes the follow-up album
will be a bit better produced so that the
sounds of the guitars and drums are a bit big-
ger, The Brain Surgeons' post-AOR progres-
sive/alternative fusion is full of verve and
character. (Cellsum, P.O. Box 1070, Fort
George Station, New York, N.Y. 10040.)

Jon & Sally Tiven

Day Dreaming at Midnight
Sir Douglas Quintet

ELEKTRA 61474-2, 41:31

In his notes, Doug Sahm (a.k.a.
Sir Douglas) says he "set out on a
rock 'n' roll journey to make a
record for people of all ages:' Re-
markably, he's succeeded ad-
mirably. From gentle cautionary
songs like "Too Little Too Late"
and "Twisted World" to the pure
and joyous rock of "Darling Do-
lores" (about a cat) and the hot
sizzle of the title
track, the song -
writing through-
out is smart and
funny. Ace musi-
cianship is cour-
tesy of stalwarts like Creedence
Clearwater Revival drummer
Doug "Cosmo" Clifford, Desert
Rose Band's John Jorgenson,
Doug Sahm's sons Shawn and
Shandon, and Sir Douglas Quin-
tet vets Augie Meyers (master of
the Vox organ) and guitarist
Louie Ortega. Day Dreaming at
Midnight throbs with fun!

Michael Tearson
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FAST TRACKS

From Monday to Sunday: Nick Hey-
ward (Epic EK-57755, 46:02). Heyward
was the frontman for a wretched, fad -gad-
get synth -pop outfit 10 years ago. These
days he's making cogently tuneful guitar
pop with lots of electric 12 -strings, man-
dolins, Hammond organ, and almost too
much British charm. The riveting "Kite"-
with its military march drum beat com-
bined, oddly, with mandolins and trum-
pets-is pop song perfection. M.B.

Shipbuilding: Tasmin Archer (SBK/ERG
28707-2, 34:44). Archer's Great Expec-
tations was one of last year's choice plea-
sures. The EP Shipbuilding is a lovely
way to mark time. It includes fine, faithful
covers of four Elvis Costello tunes, live
takes of three of the highlights from Expec-
tations, and an acoustic version of that al-
bum's hit, "Sleeping Satellite." Archer's
cool voice shows a good sense of style.
Recommended. M.T.

Moonlight Becomes You: Willie Nel-
son (Justice JR 1601-2, 44:58). An album
of 15 Tin Pan Alley standards a la Willie's
Stardust. A class job from end to end,
played with a lightly swinging combo that
features Willie's guitar and Paul Schmitt's
piano. Moonlight is an easy album to like
if you appreciate songs like "Sentimental
Journey" and "You Always Hurt the One
You Love." M.T.

Walk the Line: Kennedy Rose (Pan-
gaea/I.R.S. 13202-2, 49:04). Mary Ann
Kennedy and Pam Rose are not your typi-
cal Nashvilleans. They've sung on many
country albums and their songs have
been covered, but they're not really coun-
try artists. Walk the Line, their second al-
bum, is an excellent set of very adult
songs about love and living, presented
with style and taste. Sting and David Lanz
make significant cameo appearances. M.T.

Brace Yourself! A Tribute to Otis
Blackwell: Various Artists (Shanachie
5702, 42:19). You may not know Otis
Blackwell's name, but you sure know his
songs: "Don't Be Cruel," "Fever," "All Shook
Up," "Return to Sender," and "Breathless,"
to name a few. Coordinated and produced
by Tony Visconti and Jon Tiven, this benefit al-
bum to assist Blackwell (a recent stroke vic-
tim) with his medical bills is an absolute gas.
Participants include Graham Parker, The
Smithereens, Tom Verlaine, Dave Edmunds,
and many more. The Joe Ely/Sue Foley cov-
er of "Great Balls of Fire" deserves special
mention. M.T.
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John Lennon Yoko Ono

Double Fantasy

ART BLAKEY &

THE JAll MESS

ENGERSA NIGHT

IN TUNISIAN'
UDCD 601

ORIGINRC MRS rER RECORDING

JOHN MELLENCAMP

NEW RELE SE IIDCD 604
This 1985 release, produced by Don
Gehman and Mellencamp, was considere
the artist's best work to date. Includes
concert favorites F1.0-C.K. IN THE U.S.A.,
RAIN ON THE nd S LTD N.

nnaSFEM RECORDING

MINGUS AT CARNEGIE HALL

ORIGIVRIL MRS/ER RECJR01,

JOHN

FIYO ON THE BAYOU

ORIGINdL MRL rcR RECORDING

TALES OF
MYSTERY AND IMAGINATION

EDGAR ALLAN POE

17' UDCD

Parsons-the legend r for both
Pink Floyd and the e reared a
sonic masterpiece Jr this '76 collection
based on the tales at Edgar Allan Poe.
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JAZZ -BLUES
RECORD

The Fall of Us All

Steve Tibbetts

ECM 78118-21527-2, CD; 70:25
Sound: A, Performance: B+

g
uitarist Steve Tibbetts
comes by his fascination
with noise quite honest-
ly. He's been a sonic
renegade on ECM for
more than a decade; his
1980 debut for the label,
the recently reissued YR,

is a thrash classic. Through a series
of highly provocative projects for
ECM, the enigmatic Mr. Tibbetts has
skillfully juggled his roles of sensitive
New Age guy with an acoustic guitar
and crazed Strat strangler with a dis-
tortion pedal set on "stun." And he's
arrived at his most satisfying blend
yet on The Fall of Us All.

With longtime cohort Marc An-
derson on percussion and Marcus
Wise on tabla, this one grooves like

INGS

no other Tibbetts album. The conga
and tabla tones are deep, the intensi-
ty of their driving jams mesmeriz-
ing. Claudia Schmidt and Rhea
Valentine add an ethereal layer to
that earthy base with their wordless
vocals, while Tibbetts keeps switch-
ing hats back and forth within the
same song, from conciliator to killer.

Pieces like "Dzogchen Punks,"
"Full Moon Dogs," "Roam and Spy,"
and the aptly named "Hellbound
Train" build to furious metalloid
peaks, with Tibbetts drawing more
from Hendrix's "EXP" and Sonny
Sharrock's free -jazz approach to gui-
tar than anything else. But when the
mood swings, as on the Zen -like
"Formless" and "Drinking Lesson,"
he submits to an entirely different
muse and settles into sublime
acoustic guitar passages that soothe
and linger with haunting beauty.

Tibbetts' chemistry with Ander-
son is especially evident on this CD's

title track, an uncommonly gentle
number that makes dramatic use
of space while highlighting the
duo's telepathy. They also attain a
dynamic accord on the berimbau-
acoustic guitar throwdown "Burnt
Offering," which brings to mind Eg-
berto Gismonti's duets with Nana
Vasconcelos.

There are distinct traces of World
Music here, along with heavy doses
of both grunge-noise psychedelia
and gentle New Age. An odd mix,
but Tibbetts manages to blend it all
organically in this strikingly original
offering. Bill Milkowski

Only in New York
Bob Mintzer Big Band

dmp CD -501, 67:35

Only in New York could an en-
semble that's this much fun be so of-

ten overlooked. Bob Mintzer's com-

mand of big band vernacular
allows him to
cover a wide
diversity of in-
fluences; he

makes refer-
ence to Steely

Dan as easily as to Thad Jones. And

because his approach focuses so
heavily on the richness of color and

on ensemble sound, it is well served

by producer Tom Jung's meticulous

approach in the studio, where
Mintzer obviously enjoys himself.
On "Modern Day Tuba," his own
fuzzy bass clarinet messes the
"clean room" acoustics of dmp's stu-

dio. On "TV Blues," he sings a lyric

that would make Dave Frishberg
smile. Throughout, Mintzer displays

the confidence that comes from writ-

ing for a band with no weak links.
Originals range from the user-friend-

ly ("Brotherhood") to the deeply
swinging ("Good Morning, Good
Day, Good Night"). Perhaps most
impressive of all, though, is how
Mintzer transforms the silly rhythmic

device of "I Want To Be Happy"
into a clever, syncopated bop.

Larry Blumenfeld
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The Journey
Danilo Perez

NOVUS 63166-2, 59:24

The Departure

David Sanchez
COLUMBIA CK 57848-2, 73:10

Dizzy Gillespie's legacy will no doubt en-

dure. In fact, like any multifaceted treasure,
his brilliance can be viewed from many an-
gles. Trumpeter Jon Faddis may well have
inherited Dizzy's horn, so to speak, but oth-

er riches have been more widely bequeathed.

Danilo Perez's The Journey is imbued with

the spirit of musical adventure with which
Gillespie threaded to-
gether African, Latin,
and American elements

into a singular music.
Positioned as a series of

dreams, Perez's record
is more an expression of Dizzy's vision (of
pan -cultural African -American music), via a

confident, original voice that belies the
Panamanian piano man's age (he's 27). The

Ric
0 PER Z

I

Journey's suite -like program opens with a
solo piano section and slowly extends to em-

brace African percussion, Latin rhythms,
and small group arrangements. The com-
mon thread lies in virtuosic improvisation,
most notably here by
Perez and tenor/sopra-
no saxophonist David
Sanchez.

Perez and Sanchez
(former bandmates in
Dizzy's United Nation Orchestra) join forces

as well on Sanchez's solo debut, The Depar-

ture. The recording bristles with the same
energy as producer Bobby Watson's own
work, but the voice-all Sanchez's-is dis-
tinct. It's a serious blowing date, with trum-
peter Tom Harrell urging Sanchez on. And
with the presence of bassist Andy Gonzalez,

percussionist Milton Cardona, and Perez,
Afro-Cuban rhythms are never far from
mind.

Sanchez's departure and Perez's journey
both succeed not so much by what they fuse,

but by what they reveal. From above, Dizzy

is smiling. Larry Blumenfeld

The Pursuer

Carl Allen

ATLANTIC JAZZ 82572-2, 55:33

Carl Allen is a journeyman drummer who
spent most of the 1980s working with trum-
peter Freddie Hubbard. Not surprisingly,
his sound comes straight out of the Art
Blakey school of hard bop, and while Allen
doesn't really add much to the Blakey oeuvre,

here on The Pursuer he puts some nice spins
and precise playing on these bop -derived
tunes.

Like Blakey, Allen is a drummer who
doesn't just work polyrhythmically, he works
antiphonally as well, and all the while he's
creating a gestural music that bounces left
and right as if he's running a gauntlet of
rhythm.

On The Pursuer, he brings this same
sensibility to his sextet (which is composed

of alto saxophonist
Vincent Herring, tenor
saxophonist Teodross
Avery, trumpeter Mar-
cus Printup, pianist Ed
Simon, and bassist Ben

Wolfe) with taut, pointed solos that build
off the rhythm, parrying left and right

whether it's moody ballads or power -charged
grooves. John Diliberto

Roots

Tronzo Trio

KNITTING FACTORY WORKS

KFW 154, 49:15

Dave Tronzo has finally found an accessible

context for his singular slide -guitar voice.
He's dealing more with
song forms and familiar
territory, giving listeners

something to grab onto
while digesting his

mind -boggling tech-
nique. There's a bit of holdover from his
avant -bop phase, but what really connects
here is the simpler numbers and the soulful
way that Tronzo delivers them, practically
breathing the notes through his instrument.

Particularly riveting on this CD are a
funky Delta version of Duke Ellington's
"Rockin' in Rhythm," a straightforward read-

ing of Irma Thomas' "Ruler of My Heart,"
and "Son House," Tronzo's tribute to that leg-

endary bluesman. (Available from Knitting
Factory Works, 47 East Houston St., New
York, N.Y. 10012.) Bill Milkowski

Spiders on the Keys

James Booker

ROUNDER 2119, 57:53

While James Booker's work fits soundly
into New Orleans rhythm & blues, the
tremendously influential pianist's discogra-
phy is severely lacking. To date, Booker can

lay claim to a scant two domestic albums and

some singles-very disappointing for some-
one who, while influencing talents from Fats
Domino to Marcus Roberts, so greatly helped

define what we identify as the Crescent City
sound. Arriving, better late than never, are
two new Booker discs from Rounder, Spiders

on the Keys and Resurrection of the Bayou Ma-

harajah. Of the two, Spiders on the Keys is the

more recommended. Both present Booker
unaccompanied on an upright at New Or-
leans' Maple Leaf club, but Spiders is more ac-

cessible and presents a more cohesive pro-
gram, (although selections like "Eleanor
Rigby" and "Besame Mucho" probably seem
stylistically incompatible). Still, the aptly ti-

tled Spiders should be on everyone's must -
buy list. Jon W. Poses

          OOOOOOOOOO
FAST TRACKS

Bluesiana Hot Sauce (Shanachie 5009,
53:12). Recorded live in the studio, this is
one tasty heap of gumbo. The band includes
Allen Toussaint on piano, Toots Thielemans
and his signature harmonica sound, Michael
Brecker on tenor sax, Living Colour's Will
Calhoun on drums, Ray Anderson on trom-
bone, Paul Griffin on piano and organ,
Eddie Gomez on bass, Joe Bonadio on per-
cussion, and Phil Hamilton on guitar. Tous-
saint's vocals on his "Brickyard Blues" and
the Eddy Arnold gem "You Don't Know Me"
are worth the price of admission alone,
but there are other delights aplenty, includ-
ing Harlan Howard's "Busted" featuring An-
derson. Mutual respect and fun are the
watchwords. M.T.

The Strongman: Reginald R. Robinson (Del -

mark DE -662, 67:22). Possibly the only
ghetto kid in America to teach himself the
ragtime piano idiom of 1893 to 1917,
Robinson's pride is not that he did it at all
but that he's done it so well. Born in
1973, he wrote these 20 original rags
and plays them solo, convinced and per-
suasive of the form's lasting pleasures and
values. H.M.
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DEALER
CALIFORNIA

SHOWCASE
CALIFORNIA CALIFORNIA

"But have you
heard them on the

Velodynes?"
Velodyne's DF661

021;0.4.

I he 1)1,1011BM-I .spn,k,
that lets everything else tell the
truth, in our soundroom not.

K rell
Meridian
Conrad -Johnson
McCormack
Rotel
Adcom
NAD
N akamichi
PS Audio
Audio Alchemy
Mitsubishi
Vidikron
Foroudja
lexicon

2201 Market Street
Son Francisco, CA 94114

(415) 861-1044

CALIFORNIA

VALUEABLE
WE COMBINE EXCEPTIONAL

PRODUCTS WITH DESIGN EXPERTISE
TO CREATE HIGH PERFORMANCE
SYSTEMS OF UNUSUAL VALUE.

Factory Authorized Dealer for:
Adcom  Apogee  Audible Illusions

AJdiolab  Atlantic  AudioQuest  Audiostatic
 Denon

Fosgate  Grado  Hafler  Hitachi  Lexicon
L naeum  Mc Cormack  Mod Squad  M&K

NAD  NEAR  Paradigm  Parasound  Power
Wedge  Rotel  SOTA  Stax  Sumiko  Theta

Totem  VAC  Van Den Hul  Velodyne
Vidikron  XLO & more!

I I ri (310) 370-8575

Systems
Design

Group

1310 Kingsdale Ave.
Redondo Bch., CA 90278
Tue-Ft 11 am-7pm
Sat 11am-6pm

M-LINOIS

"But have you
heard them on the

Velodynes?"
Velodyne's DF661
The Distortion -Free speaker
that lets everything else tell the
truth. In our soundroom now.

 Hafler
 Lexicon

 Pioneer
 Panasonic

 Toshiba

LASER IMAGE SYSTEMS, INC.
1451 West Fullerton Avenue Chicago, Illinois

(312) 528-5552

We don't sell
perfect systems.

Alter 15 years, we've learned
I i.) perfect system exists. It has to be built-
to your specifications, within your budget

To gets s today...

1,211 \ I \ .kVENL t., ULM
<, \ C10348

COLORADO

"But have you
heard them on the

Velodynes?"
Velodyne's DF661
'I he Distortion -Free speaker
that lets everything else tell the
truth. In our soundroom now.

ListenUp 
audio /video

Mark Levinson
Sonic Frontiers

Denon"S" Series
Ayre Acoustics

Adcom

Meridian
Rotel

Bryston

Denver Boulder Colorado Springs
685 South Pearl 2034 Arapahoe 230 North Tejon

(303) 778-0703 (303) 444-0479 (719) 633-2600

ILLINOIS

Reel to Real Designs
Authorized Dealer:
 CODA
 Counterpoint
 Cary
 Sumo
 Soundcraftsmen
 Thorens
 Parasound
 Fosgate
 Simply Physics
 Sumiko
 Quicksilver

eilloca  Room Tunes
New FOCUS.Swelter

800-283-4644
call for literature

Visit our S'IAKER FACTORY SHOWROOM
at 3021 Saigamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702

"But have you
heard them on the

Velodynes?"
Velodyne's DF661
I he 1)13lort ion -I- Vet' speaker
that lets everything else tell the
truth. In our soundroom 110W.

 Sota
 Lexicon
 NAD
 Adcom
 Bang & Olufsen
 Carver
 Elite by Pioneer
 Kimber Kable

HENRY RADIO AUDIO VIDEO
2050 S. Bundy Drive L.A. 90025

(310) 820-1234

FLORIDA

"But have you
heard them on the

Velodynes?"
Velodyne's DF661
'the Distortion -Free speaker
that lets everything else tell the
truth, hr our soundroom not,

 Yamaha
 Adcom
 McIntosh
 Bang & Olufsen
 Onkyo
 Kenwood
 Mitsubishi
 Sharp LCD

.:.1LteLd

:595 Cleveland Avenue
It Myers, FL 33901
(B13) 936-0415

2176 N Tamiami Trail
Naples, FL 33940

(813) 263-8500

MAINE

Actirus . . AMC ... Aragon ... Audioquest
... Audio Research ... Bryston ... Creek

OVD Dahlquist Denon

Genesis Grado lam° ... Lexicon ...
Magneplaner ... Magnum Dynalab ... Mark
Levinson - . NAD ... Near .. . Prometheans

PSB Pulsar . Revolver ... Rotel ...
SME . Sota ... Sound Connections ...
Stax ... Stewart ... Sumiko ... Sumo ...
iyrndex Thoren ... Transparent Audio

. VPI ... And Much More!

Hi Fi ExcitANq
FORESIDE MALL  ROUTE ONE

FALMOUTH, ME 04105

(207) 781-2326

Visit these specially retailers for professional consultat on



MARYLAND

DEALER SHOWCASE
MASSACHUSETTS NEW JERSEY

Myer-Ernco

"But have you
heard them on the

Velodynes?"
Velodyne's DF661
The Distortion -Free speaker
that lets everything else tell the
truth. In our soundmom now.

Mark Levinson
Audio Research
Adcom
Theta
Proceed
Audioquest
Yamaha
Sony ES
Mitsubishi
Toshiba
Bang & Olufsen
Marantz
Bunco

Rockville, MD Fairfax, VA Tyson's Corner, VA

1161101d &orgetown Rd. 12300 Price Club Plaza 2071 Chain Bridge Rd.

13011468-"2000 170311103-9460 (703)893-0700

MIINNESOTA

1 (800) 229-0644
RECORD PLAYER NEEDLES
AND CARTRIDGES. World's
Largest Selection and
Lowest Price!!

Projd to promote Audio Technica, Audioquest,t
Bang & Olutsen, Goldring, Grado, Ortoton,
Shupe, Signet, Stanton, Nitty Gritty, Last,
Dist:washer and more!
M -Sat 10-7 Sun 12-5
419 14th Avenue SE
Minneapolis, MN 55414
(612) 378-0543 FAX: (612) 378-9024

Jerry Raskin's

Needle Doctor

NEW HAMPSHIRE

"But have you
heard them on the

Velodynes?"
Velodyne's DF661
The Distortion -Free speaker
that lets everything else tell the
truth. In our souruiroom MAE.

 PS Audio

 Lexicon

 Vidikron
 Yamaha

 Bang Li Olufsen

520 Amherst Street

Nashua, NH 03060

AudioVideoCar Stereo (603) 880-7300

The Best Values In Hi End Hi-Fi.

audio studio
Authorized sales and service for:
Audible Illusions, Audioquest,
B&K, Beyerdynamic, Cardas,

Counterpoint, Dual, Klyne,
Maplenoll, Marantz, Mirage,

Mission, Monster Cable, Morel,
NAD, Nakamichi, Oideion Products,

Ortofon, Project, Proton, QUAD,
Renaissance Audio, Revox,

Sennheiser, SME, Shure, Stax,
Straight Wire, Sumiko, Thorens,
Velodyne, VPI, and many more.
303 Newbury St., Boston, MA 02115

(617) 267-1001
FAX (617) 277-2415

414 Harvard St., Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 277-0111

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ACCEPTED

NEW JERSEY

A Banquet For
Your Eyes & Ears

Acrotec  Air Tangent
Analogue Productions  Air Tight
Apex  Arcam  Arcici  Athena

Atlantic Technologies  Audio Prism
Audiolab  Audiostatic  Basis  Benz
Bitwise  Bright Star  Cardas  Chario

Chesky  Clarity Audio  Clarity Recordings
Creek  CWD  Day Sequerra  Delos

Dorian  EAD  EKSC  Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology  Ensemble  Epos
First Sound  Fosgate  Golden String

Goldmund  Goldring  Grado
Harman Video  Harmonia  Mundi

Kinergetics  Klyne  Last  Mapleshade
Merrill  Micromega  Mod Squad

Mogami  Morch  Nestorovic  Neutrik
Nimbus  Opus 3  Panamax  Paragon

Power Wedge  Presence Audio
Pro Ac  Proprius  QED  Rega
Reference Recordings  Revolver
Rockustics  Roksan  RoomTune

Sheffield Labs  Sims  Sound Anchors
Stax  System Line  Tara Labs
Target  Tice Audio  Water Lily

WBT  Wheaton  & More...

Savor these pleasures...
Call SAVANT.

AUDIO
Custom Design & Installation
Consultation  Interior Design
800 628 0627  609 799 9664

FAX: 609 799 8480

Serving The World

Do expressions like THX, Dolby
Pro Logic, Dsp, Laser Disc,
In -Wag multi -zone, tweeter, and
sub-woqler leave you confused?

We al Home
TheatreSystems

ean help you!
From a single center channel
to a multi -room multi -zone
system, H.T.S. will provide the
best advice and the best price
to perfectly fit your needs.
Our professionals have installed
home theater systems for some of the
most recognized names in the music
business. Our consultants will be
more than happy to help you through
the maze of components so you can
get the system that does what you
want it to do at the price you want to
PaY
We carry most major
brands of audio and
video speaker, receiver,
projector, T.V., VCR, !I
laser disc, CD -player, il/f#
pre -amp, power -amp,
cassette deck, satellite ;

dish and accessory.
Even hard to find
brands that most
dealers don't carry! .1

For Example The New
VMPS FF-1
State of the Art
Audiophik Surround
Sound Speakers with
2-12 inch woofers
2-51/4 inch midranges
2-1 inch tweeters
Frequency Response
of 17-45 Ilz
Ribbon Aray
Reviewed in June issue
of "Audio" magazine

DAY

C.)

A

Money Back Guarante
On Ever thing We Sell!

50 % OFF
EXTENDED WARRANTIES

COVERED BY OVER 9000
SERVICE CENTERS NATIONWIDE

HOME THEATRE SYSTEMS
44 ROUTE 23 N., LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424

1-800-978-7768
For Information Call 201-890-5959

For Fax Transmissions Call 201-890-9142
All Products Sold With Complete Manufactt rer s Warr vines

Pictures are for illustrative purposes only.



DEALER SHOWCASE
NEW YORK NEW YORK NEW YORK

SHOP US
LAST
WE WILL

BEAT ANY
PRICE*

ADS* BOSE  CARVER  DENON 
INFINITY  KENWOOD  MTX  NILES 
NHT  ONKYO  PIONEER  SONY ES 

SONANCE  YAMAHA
'AUTHORIZED DEALERS

The Sound Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

800-368-2344
NEW YORK

-ALPHA STEREO
Quality Components, Professional Installation & Service

NAD

"We areknown for the
companies we keep"

Adcom, NAD, Rotel, Onkyo, B&W,
Ortofon, Audioquest, Monster Cable,
M&K, AKG, Stax, Polk Audio, Atlantic

Technologies, Audio Alchemy,
Beyerdynamics, Sony, PSB, Sennheiser,

Alpine, Boston Acoustics.
Northern NY's oldest & most renowned dealer.

57 Smithfield Blvd., Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822
Fax: 518-561-2961

Monday -Friday 10am-8pm. Saturday lOarn-6pm
Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Amex

TEXAS

^CC U R ^ME -
L.( E3 I CD N./ I E

DALLAS' FINEST AUDIO VIDEO STORE

AMX
Apogee
Audioquest
Audio Alchemy
B+K
BIC
Sony
Epos
Jamo
MB quart
Forte
JVC
13223:111
NHT
111:=1

LUCASFILIMI

IrDC

Pioneer
PowerWedge

Proton
Vidikron
Revolver
Roksan
Runco
Si. net

Kenwood

McCormack

Stewart
1311:21.

Camelot

Sumo
ifr1=1

Standesign
Celestion

Threshold

Soundstream

Dahlquist
Ir2:1
Niles
Parasound

Tice

Toshiba
FE1123

vPWE=
Ir

Consultation  Sales  Installation
Available throughout the United States.

PHONE 214/516-1849
2301 N Central  Suite 182  Plano, TX 75075

NEW YORK

audiotechnica

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER!
MOIR

We specialize in hard to find
phono cartridges and orig-
inal replacement styli only!!

CI

0
C40

(800) 221-0906
CALL TOLL -FREE FOR
FREE PRICE OUOTES v7SA
AND VISA/MC ORDERS
N.Y. STATE (516)5991112 77t."'")'
SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

LYLE CARTRIDGES
115 South Corona Avenue
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

Phones Open Mon -Sat 9 am -8 pm
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PENNSYLVANIA

PHILADELPHIA
AUDIOPHILES

Acoustic Energy Harbeth Rega Planar
Air Tight Highwire Roksan
Audible Illusions Jadis Rotel
Audio Alchemy Kimber Kable Sci-Fi
Audiolab Kinergetics Signet
Avalon Klyne SOTA
B8KComponents Koetsu Soundcraftsmen
Cary Melos Spendor
CEC TL -1 Meridian Stax
Classe Micromega Straight Wire
Counterpoint MK Sound Target
Creek Monitor Audio Totem
DPA-Deltec Muse Transparent
Dynavector NAD Unity Audio
Eminent Tech. Oracle VAC
Epos Parasound VPI
Genesis PS Audio Well Tempered
Green Mountain PSB Wheaton

DAVID LEWIS AUDIO
At Sound Service Company

8010 Bustleton Ave. Philadelphia, PA 19152
(215) 725-4080 Bank Cards Accepted

VIRGINIA

THE BEST IN HOME GROWN AUDIO.

Hi-Fi Farm
FEATURING:

Quad, Alon, OCM, Magnum,
Woodside, Roksan, Spendor,
B&K, Kimber, VMPS, Cardas,

Creek, Epos, Micro -Mega, Fosgate,
and many more.

Also featuring high end used
equipment, fully guaranteed!

2039 Electric Rd., Roanoke, VA 24018

Call for information
1-703-772-4434
Nationwide Toll Free:
1-800-752-4018

All major credit cards accepted



DEALER
VIRGINIA

"But have you
heard them on the

Velodynes?"
Velodyne's DF661

Myer-Enco
Baileyh Crossroads,VA Georgetown, DC Beltsville, MD

3511 Carlin Springs Rd. 2245WisconsinAve.NW 11000 Baltimore Ave.

(703)379-8800 (202) 342-9200 (301) 595-7900

The Distortion -Free speaker
that lets everything else tell the
truth. In our soundroorn now.

Mark Levinson
Audio Research
Adcom
Theta
Proceed
Audioquest
Yamaha
Sony ES
Mitsubishi
Toshiba
Bang & Olufsen
Marantz
Runco

WISCONSIN

I OCause you'll play It for kap

Authorized Dealer For:
ADS
JVC
LEXICON
ACURUS

HUGHES
HAFLER
SONY
MONSTER
NAD
M & K
POLK
ENERGY
PROAC
AKG
AVIA

PSB
TARGET
CLARION
ROCKFORD/FOSGATE

STEREOSTONE
CELESTION
SONY ES
BANG & OLUFSEN
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
HARMAN KARDON
LUXMAN
NAKAMICHI
P.S. AUDIO
NILES AUDIO
AIWA PORTABLES

430 State St., Madison. WI 53703
608-255-2887

WISCONSIN

EncoreII

Audio COot,pis

r

Dipole
Surround

For the ultimate
home theater, the ambient sound should
be realistic and till your room yet never

give a clue where the speakers are!
We've refined the design of the dipole

surround speaker for 50-100% less than
competing systems! Superb sound and
build, unsurpassed value!

Zudio Concepts Inc. Authorized Dealer Since 1977
901 South 4' St., La Crosse,NN 154601
Voice (608) 784-4570 Fax: (608) 784-6367
Ask for a free catalog on our full line of loudspeakers

SHOWCASE
WASHINGTON

"But have you
heard them on the

Velodynes?"
Velodyne's DF661
The Distortion -Free speaker
that lets everything else tell the
truth. Ill seer soundroom now.

 Mark Levinson
Proceed
Linn
Bryston
Pioneer Elite
Rotel
NAD

Bunco
Sony ES

 Marantz

[Dalin
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Seattle, WA 98115
(206) 524-6633

io
14405 NE 20th Street
Bellevue, WA 98007

(2061746-3188

WISCONSIN

For the Musical Difference
Authorized Dealer For:

 NAD
 GRADO
 PROAC
 APATURE
 VELODYNE
 CWD
 STAX
 SANUS
 M & K
 KEF
 ONKYO
 SONY ES
 ADCOM
 THORENS
 TARGET

 CARVER
 LEXICON
 ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
 NAKAMICHI
 AUDIOCONTROL
 CELESTION
 PSB
 NILES AUDIO
 NITTY GRITTY
 SOUNDSTREAM
 HARMAN KARDON
 MONSTER CABLE
 ALTEC LANSING
 ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
 POLK AUDIO

2808 Cahill Road , P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143

1-800-826-0520 (715) 735-9002

The best place to be seen
is where people are looking.

And each month, both
enthusiasts & dealers read

AUDIO's Classifieds
for information.

AUDIO's Classifieds
- where consumers

shop and dealers buy.

For advertising information...

Call 1 (800) 445-6066

Mon. - Fri. 9-5 pm EST
In Canada: 1 (212) 767-5750

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to
verify all of the claims of advertisers, includ-
ing product availability and existence of
warrantpes. To confirm that an advertiser is
authorized to sell a product, we suggest you
contact the manufacturer directly. Please re-
view our Tips for Mail Order Purchasers in
this section.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

STOP! LOOK!! SAVE$$$!!
CARVER, DENON, POLK, NAKAMICHI, B&K, NAD,
ONKYO, KEF, SNELL, PS AUDIO, PARASOUND, M&K,
VELODYNE, SPICA, plus much more! Sound Shop
206-692-8201

****** ACCESSORIES TO COMPONENTS ******

Audio Outlet...
where audiophiles

call audiophiles
for great selection,
great services and

great prices!

Sound Advice without the Price

944:1166 055
0

21
914-666-0544, Monday -Friday

ri ,[71nc. 10am-7pm ET

** P.O. Box 673  Bedford Hills, NY 10507-0673 **

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE HAS MORE NEW MODELS!
Outrageous new Omega III active feedback preamplifiers,
Fet-Valve hybrid amplifiers, Omega II ultra wideband active
feedback amplifiers should be in your system for ultimate
faithfulness to the spirit of the music. AVA ruggedly efficient
big amplifiers feature striated heatsinks and no satisfaction
guarantee returns or field failures so far! We engineer hybrid,
tube, and solid-state preamplifiers for varied system require-
ments. Big preamps support complex systems with switch -
able tone controls, gold switch contacts, gold jacks handling
9 sources and 5 loads. Budget priced exquisite straight-line
preamps. Complete line -only preamps, headphone amps,
phase inverters and more start under $300. Complete kits
available for savings and fun. No cheap parts, no "made by
machine" layouts. Hand crafted in the USA. ATTENTION
VINTAGE DYNACO AND HAFLER OWNERS. Economi-
cally recycle your eequipment for better than new perfor-
mance. Eliminate old problems with durable, rugged, musi-
cally convincing AVA original circuit designs. Complete PAS,
PAT -4, PAT -5, and ST -70 rebuild kits from $195 include new
circuit cards and precision controls. AVA 300V/uS active
feedback amplifier circuits installed in Dyna and Hailer chas-
sis set new standards for transparency, definition, dynamic
range, .and liquidity. Write, call, or FAX for free illustrated
catalog. Audio by Van Alstine, 2202 River Hills Drive,
Burnsville, MN 55337. (612) 890-3517, FAX: (612)
894-3675.

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR
UNIVERSITY AUDIO SHOP, MADISON, WI

SPECIAL: Spica SC30-$299. AUDIO RESEARCH, Van-
dersteen, KEF, NHT, Snell, Totem, Epos, JMLabs, Paradigm,
SYMDEX, Spica, NEAR, B&K, AMC, Creek, Aragon, YBA,
Boulder, Michael Yee Audio, California Audio Labs, Micro -
mega. Audio Alchemy, Rega, Stax, Magnum Dynalab, Fos -
gate, Soundstream, Runco, JVC, Grado, Tara, Audioquest &
TaraLabs. (608) 284-0001.

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP.
BUYING and SELLING by PHONE. CALL for
HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Since
1984. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old
York Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046.

BIG DISCOUNTS!!
SAVE$$$!

NAKAMICHI, CARVER, POLK, DENON, NAD, B&K,
KE F, ONKYO, M&K, SNELL, PS AUDIO, AUDIO AL-
CHEMY, PARADIGM, PARASOUND, VELODYNE plus
many morel SOUND SHOP 206-692-8201.



ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.
Buys -Sells -Trades -Repairs -Modifies.

(Al) = AS IS, (D)= Demo, (EX). Excellent, (F)= Fair,
(G). Good, (M)= Mint, (N)= New. Amplifiers Accuphase
P11(M) $1699, P102(M) $1899, P260(M) $995; Aragon
2004-II(EX) $995; Audio Research Corp Classic 30(EX)
$1499, M100(EX) $2799, ST70C3(EX) $899; B&K
ST120(D) $399, ST1400(M) $459, ST202 + (N) $799; Carv-
er AV64(EX) $569, TFM25(D) $549, TFM35(D) $635,
TFM45(D) $625; TFM55(D) $749; Chord SPM1200(D)
$1999; Coda 10(D) $1995; Conrad -Johnson EV2000 (EX)
$3899, MF200(N) $1749, MF2300(N) $2099, MF80(N)
$1199, MV100(EX) $1950, PREMIER -8(D) $12765; Coun-
terpoint NATURAL(D) $5995, SA100(EX) $849, SA12(EX)
$699, SA20(EX) $999, SA220(EX) $2199 SOLID -2(D)
$1799; Crown Macro-Ref(D) $1499, PL4(EX) $399; Denon
P0A5000(N) $999; Dynaco ST400I1(D) $599; Electrocom-
paniet AW250(D) $1499; GAS SON-OF-AMPZILLA(EX)
$399; Hailer 9300S(D) $999; Jadis DEFY -7(D) $3799; Kiner-
getics KBA202-G(EX) $1249; KBA75(D) $1795; Krell
KSA150(EX) $3333, KSA250(EX) $4295, KSA80(EX)
$1899; Levinson ML9(M) $1499, ML11(M) $1199, Manley
EURO-35(D) $1399; McIntosh MC240(EX) $1495,
MC2505(EX) $499, MC3500(G) $5000; Motif MS100(EX)
$1825, OCM500(D) $1916; Precision Fidelity M7A(AI) $299;
SAE MKIII-CM(G) $349, P50(G) $249. Cassette Decks:
Carver TD1400(D) $249, TD1440(D) $249; Denon
DRM710(N) $359, DRS810(N) $449, DRW840(N) $369;
Nakamichi 550(AI) $299. CD Players: Accuphase DP70(M)
$2099; AMC Valve Music CD6(D) $549; Carver SDA370(D)
$479, SDA450(M) $299, SDA490T(D) $439; Kinergetics
KCD40(0) $1995; Krell CD1(M) $1599, CDDSP.
CUSTOM(EX) $2195, MD10(EX) $4895, MD20C(EX)
$3333, MD2AC(EX) $2099; McIntosh MCD7007(EX)
$1399; Proceed PDT(M) $699, PDT2(M) $899. CD Pro-
cessors: Krell SBP32X(EX) $1499, SBP64X(EX) $3395;
STEALTH(EX) $1299, STUDIO(EX) $1095; Proceed
PDP2(M) $499. Crossovers: Accuphase F15L(M) $1659;
Levinson LNC2(M) $1250. Equalizers: Audio Control, Call.
Headphones: Grado, Call; Stax LAMBDA-CLASS-MX(D)
$699, LAMBDA-SIG(D) $1425, SR-SIGMA(EX) $299,
SR84-PRO(D) $219. Integrated Amps: Carver CM1090(D)
$544; McIntosh MA6200(EX) $1099. Line Conditioners:
Counterpoint PAC15(D) $379, PAC5(D) $265. Pre-
preamps: Accuphase C17(M) $749; McIntosh MCP1(EX)
$275. Preamplifiers Accuphase C11(M) $1399, C222(M)
$795, C202(M) $1199; B&K PRO5(D) $355, PRO10MC(EX)
$399; Carver C11N(D) $399, C15V(D) $699, C19(D) $999,
C20V(D) $849; Conrad -Johnson PF1L(N) $999; Counter-
point SA1000(EX) $599, SA3000(D) $1799, SA5000(M)
$3295; Jadis JPL(D) $3395; Levinson No25(M) $1199,
No26(M) $2899; Krell KSP7B(EX) $1599; Marantz 7 (EX)
$1999; McIntosh C11(G) $1695, C22(EX) $1999, C27(EX)
$699, C28(G) $499, C30(EX) $1099, C32(G) $999. C37(EX)
$1599, CR7(EX) $399; Rotel RC980BX(D) $449. Pro-
cessors: Carver DPL33(D) $289, H9AV(EX) $299; Fosgate
DSM3608(EX) $449; SAE 5000A(EX) $299; Shure
HTS5000(EX) $249. Receivers: Carver HR742(D) $459,
HR875(D) $849, HR895(D) $1150; Kyocera R461(D) $399;
McIntosh MAC4100(EX) $1195; Philips FR920(D) $219,
FR930(D) $325, FR940(D) $399; Record Cleaners: VPI
HW16.5(D) $375. Remote Controls McIntosh CR7(M)
$299, CR8(EX) $149. Speakers: Apogee CENTAUR(EX)
$1250, STAGE-SW(EX) $1995; Audiostatic ES100(D)
$2346; BIC REALTA(D) $899, V830A(D) $499; Dahlquist
DC/16(N) $700, DQ18(D) $659; JBL 4410(N) $499; LI-
BRA(G) $149; JM Lab MICRON(D) $595, SYMBOL-I(D)
$369; KEF 104/2(0) $1499, 105/3(D) $2999, C85(D) $639,
010(D) $259, 050(D) $599; McIntosh ML1C(EX) 550,
ML2C(G) $999, ML4M(G) $1500, WS200(EX) $299,
XD715(M) $799, XFI1052(EX) $999, XR230(M) $849,
XR240(M) $1199, XR250(EX) $1699; Sound Lab PRIS-
TINE(D) $3199; TDL STUDIO -3(D) $1569. Sub -Woofers
Kinergetics SW800(D) $3299. Systems: Denon D60(D)
$885. Tape Decks: Ampex AG500(EX) $299; Crown 824(A1)
$399. Test Equipment: CALL. Tonearms: Kuzma
REF-A(D) $1275; SME-V(M) $1399. Tuner Preamps Carver
CT17(D) $499, CT29V(D) $899, CT6(D) $499; Hafler 945(D)
$499, 945S(D) $499; McIntosh MX110(G) $599,
MX117(EX) $899. Tuners B&K TS108(N) $398; Carver
TX11B(D) $739; Magnum Dynalab ETUDE(D) $1459, FT-
R(D) $299, FT101AB19(D) $749, FT101AS19(D) $779;
Marantz 10B(EX) $2495, 20B(EX) $699; McIntosh MR65(G)
$599, MR66(G) $799, MR67 $499-1199, MR71 $249-899,
MR74(EX) $549, MR75(EX) $999, MR77(EX) $699, MR78
$899-1399, MR80(G) $1399. Tandberg TPT3001A(EX)
$995. Turntables VPI HW19-JR-PLUS(D) $1499, PLC(D)
$279, TNT-JR-(D) $2299. FREE Catalogue. 8AM-5PM
EST Mon. -Fn.

AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.
POB 176AAA. Walton. NY 13856.

607-865-7200

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SELL FOR CASH OR TRADE AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP-
MENT. AUTHORIZED: DENON, H/K, MARANTZ, ACU-
RUS, ARCAM, ROTEL, SUMO, CELESTION, DAHLQUIST,
ENERGY, ROGERS, SIGNET, AUDIO ALCHEMY, AUDIO -
QUEST, GRADO, ET.AL. STEREO CLASSICS 75
CHURCH ST., NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901. (908)
220-1144, FAX* (908) 220-1284.

AUDIO UNLIMITED in Colorado otters Accuphase, Acous-
tic Energy, Acrotec, AirTight, Audio Meca by Pierre Lurne,
Audio Note, Audioquest Analog, Basis, Benz -Micro, Bitwise,
Chario, Chord Audio Static, CODA, Dpa Deltech, Dynavec-
tor, Ensemble, Graham, Harbeth, Ikeda, Impulse, JM Labs,
Kuzma, Meret, Magnum Dynalab, Micromega, Musical De-
sign, Muse, Music Meter, NSM, Onix, Roksan, Roomtunes,
Solid Steel, SOTA, Spendor, Tice, Trimax, Unity Audio,
Vimak, Wheaton Triplaner, YBA & more...PHONE/FAX John
Barnes at (303)691-3407.2341 West Yale Ave., Englewood,
CO. 80110. VISA and MC accepted.

LOW PRICES! SAVE$$$!!
NAKAMICHI, POLK, CARVER, PARADIGM, DENON,
NAD, B&K, KEF, PARASOUND, M&K, ONKYO, PS AUDIO,
VELODYNE, SNELL! plus more! Call us! SOUND SHOP
206-692-8201.

High -end audio components. The best se-
lection. Featuring Forsell Digital, Krell,
Mark Levinson, Spectral, Theta, Aerial
Acoustics, Dunlavy, Wilson Audio, and
much, much more. The best prices.
Friendly service and advice. AUDIO AMER-
ICA (Virginia). 1-703-745-2223.

FOR SALE

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speak-
ers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CAT-
ALOG, 3021 Sangamon Avenue, Spring-
field, IL 62702.1-800-283-4644.

HI Fl EXCHANGE. Large selection of quality USED highend
components at huge discounts. We buy, sell & trade. Call for
inventory list. (718) 423-0400 or visit our showrooms at
251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Neck, NY 11363.

"Ille Musical Design D-140
deserves classic status!"
"It doesn't sound like an

amplifier, it just sounds
like music!" "A true

classic." Isn't it time
you auditioned the

MUSICAL DESIGN
1832 Borman Ct., Suite 1. St. Louis, MO63146. (314)275-7162

CABLE DOCTOR- STOP THE BULLET & ID SIGNAL in
cable lines! Order your set now. Send $20.00 money order:
R&R Enterprises, Dept. AU, Box 3532, Easton, PA 18043.

HI Fl EXCHANGE. Large selection of quality USED highend
components at huge discounts. We buy, sell & trade. Call for
inventory list. (718) 423-0400 or visit our showrooms at
251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Neck, NY 11363.

AAA BIG DISCOUNTS!!!
B&K, CARVER, KEF, M&K, DENON, NAD, POLK,
PARADIGM, SNELL, SPICA, ONKYO, VELODYNE,
NAKAMICHI, PARASOUND, and many others. U.S.
WARRANTIES. STEREO TECH. 414-836-2942.

AAA HUGE SAVINGS!!!
B&K, CARVER, KEF, M&K, DENON, NAD, POLK,
PARADIGM, SNELL, SPICA, ONKYO, VELODYNE,
NAKAMICHI, PARASOUND, and many others. U.S.
WARRANTIES. STEREO TECH. 414-836-2942.

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all
of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and
existence of warranties. Therefore,
the following information is pro-
vided for your protection.

1. Confirm price and merchan-
dise information with the seller,
including brand, model, color or fin-
ish, accessories and rebates includ-
ed in the price.
2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period, who pays
the postage for returned merchan-
dise, and whether there is any
"restocking" charge.
3. Understand the product's war-
ranty. Is there a manufacturer's
warranty, and if so, is it from a U.S.
or foreign manufacturer? Note that
many manufacturers assert that,
even if the product comes with a
U.S. manufacturers warranty
card, if you purchase from an
unauthorized dealer, you are not
covered by the manufacturer's
warranty. If in doubt, contact the
manufacturer directly. In addition
to, or instead of, the manufacturer's
warranty, the seller may offer its
own warranty. In either case, what
is covered by warranty, how long is
the warranty period, where will the
product be serviced, what do you
have to do, and will the product be
repaired or replaced? You may
want to receive a copy of the written
warranty before placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transac-
tions, including cancelled checks,
receipts and correspondance. For
phone orders, make a note of the
order including merchandise
ordered, price, order date, expected
delivery date and salesperson's
name.
5. If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised time
or if no time was promised, 30 days
of receipt of the order, you general-
ly have the right to cancel the order
and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution with-
out your express prior consent is
not allowed.
7. If you have a problem with
your order or the merchandise,
write a letter to the seller with all the
pertinent information and keep a
copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain sat-
isfaction from the seller, contact
the consumer protection agency in
the seller's state or your local Post
Office.

If, after following the above guide-
lines, you experience a problem
with a mail order advertiser that
you are unable to resolve, please
let us know. Write to the Associate
Publisher of AUDIO Magazine, Tony
Catalano. Be sure to include copies
of all correspondence.
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FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS. Jerrold ° , Zenith, Pioneer,
Oak, Scientific Atlanta, And Many More! 12 Years Expe-
rience Gives Us The ADVANTAGE. Visa/MC, Amex, COD.
ADVANTAGE ELECTRONICS INC.; 1-800-952-3916; 1125
RIVERWOOD DR., BURNSVILLE, MN 55337. Void where
prohibited.

SINGERS / REMOVE
 VCALA!

Unlimited Backgrounds'
From Standard Records & CD's_ with the

Thompson Vocal EJImInatoe" Call for Free
Catalog & Demo Record.
Phone: (404)482-4189 Ert 52
Singer's Supply, Dept AU.i

7985 Hightower Trail
Lithonia, GA 30058

114 Hour Dame/IMO
n (404)482.2485 6d At

Singer's Supply -We Have Anything & For Singers

AUDIO INTERFACING ACCESSORIES (over 300) for
broadcasting, recording, sound reinforcement and live enter-
tainment. Free catalog. SESCOM, INC. 1-800-634-3457.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS, DESCRAMBLERS. Scien-
tific Atlanta, Zenith, Jerrold, Pioneer, Oak. Replace-
ments for most models. Quality, Price & Service. Amex/
Disc/Visa/MC. Dealer inquiries Invited. EAGLE Electron-
ics Inc., 1-800-259-1187, #1, 1301 Railhead Blvd., Na-
ples, FL 33963.

RACK AND CHASSIS BOXES for construction of electronic
projects. Low cost; quick delivery. Call for free catalog.
SESCOM, INC. 1-800-634-3457.

LARGE INVENTORY CLEARANCE ON HIGH END AUDIO
EQUIPMENT. 50% OFF RETAIL. CALL FOR LISTING
704-889-9223 OR FAX 704-889-4540.

FREE SHIPPING! PLUS -
EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! MIRAGE, PS, CWD,
CARY, KINERGETICS, KEF, PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST,
FRIED, MONSTER, KIMBER KABLE, SPICA, STRAIGHT -
WIRE, QUAD, MORE! READ BROTHERS, 593 KING,
CHARLESTON, SC 29403. (803) 723-7276.

THE FIRST JITTER -FREE TRANSPORT IS AVAILABLE
NOW! AT $649, THE REFERENCE ONE TRANSPORT
REPRESENTS A BREAKTHROUGH IN TECHNOLOGY
AND PRICE. ISOLATED STABLE CLOCK MODULE AND
OTL TRANSPORT DRIVER BOARD ALSO AVAILABLE.
TURN YOUR CDS INTO MUSIC. G & D TRANSFORMS,
(602) 954-0155.

HOME AUDIO -CAR STEREO -VIDEO 
Bose  Boston  Denon  Hafler  JVC 
Nakamichi  Pioneer  Polk  PPI  Rockford 
Sony  Soundstream  Technics  Yamaha 
and More! VIDEO FIX: 1-800-474-0002.

i'11444,Zz Hate
Performance Audio Cables

SIGNATURE INTERCONNECTS
Pure, Clean and Dynamic Signal Transfer
beyond Transparency $250 -- 1 Meter

SIGNATURE SPEAKER CABLE
Takes your speakers from

Promise to Performance $15/foot

FIDELUS DIGITAL $250 --1Meter
Information and reviews available

249 N. Brand #701, Glendale, CA 91203
818/242-4535  Fax 818/242-4415

B&W, CELESTION, DEFINITIVE TECHNOLO-
GY, KEF, MIRAGE, VELODYNE, ADCOM,
B&O, CARVER, DENON, HARMAN/
KARDON, NAKAMICHI, ONKYO, YAMAHA,
AND OTHERS. S.T.I. 1-800-380-5111.
Custom-built pre -amps, separate power supply, in wood
cases (base price $1,000); non -reactive cables; hard to find
accessories. VIRTUAL MODE (203) 929-0876.

HYPE! HYPE! HYPE!
You get enough elsewhere! We've delivered something
different for 14 years -natural, musical results! MUSI-
CAL CONCEPTS, "most recommended and re-
spected" Adcom, 8&KandHafler modifiers. MC -3T
(Teflon®) phono/line preamplifier board, PA -1 driver
boards for HAFLIER amps -budget bliss! NEW LOW-
ER PRICES on most products! DIGITAL
PLAYBACK -ENIGMA 7 and EPOCH 7 CD players,
CDT -4 Transport on "Elite" chassis with Stable Platter
Transport! New, affordable ENTRE CD player and
CDT -5 transport, both at $495. We modify Philips -
based or Pioneer CD/Laserdisc players and Audio
Alchemy DDE/DITB ($1491). MUSICAL CONCEPTS,
1832 Borman Court, Suite One, St. Louis, MO 63146.
(314) 275-4925.

CABLE -CABLE -CABLE SALE! SAVE UP TO 50% ON SE-
LECT MODELS. TARA LABS QUANTUM III + $99.95 10'
PAIR, QUANTUM I $59.95, PRISM 33 INTERCONNECT
$30.00, STRAIGHTWIRE "MAESTRO -II" INTERCON-
NECT, NEW WITH SCRATCHED PLUGS $149.95, "LSI-
ENCORE" INTERCONNECT $49.95, STRAIGHTWIRE
"OCTAVE" GENUINE "LITZ" SPEAKER CABLE ONLY
$99.95 10' PAIR. OVER 500 PAIRS AVAILABLE. CALL NOW
FOR COMPLETE "SPECIALS" LISTING WE
ALSO CARRY EQUIPMENT FOR AUDIOPHILES WITH
MORE SENSE THAN MONEY: AUDIO ALCHEMY, AUDIO -
QUEST, B & K. BRIGHT STAR, COUNTERPOINT,
KLIPSCH, LEXICON, NAD, POWER WEDGE, SOTA, SUM-
IKO, STRAIGHTWIRE, TARGET STANDS, VMPS SPEAK-
ERS, XLO. HCM AUDIO (800) 222-3465, (916) 345-1341.

DBX & ADC HARD -TO -FIND PARTS & SERVICE. CALL/
WRITE RES, 5462 BUCHANAN PLACE, FREMONT, CA
94538. (510) 490-1622, FAX (510) 656-8878.

ABARGAIN: STAX SIGN/LAMBDA $1,150; SIGN/SRMI-II
$799, PRO/LAMBDA(#1) $459, SIGN/LAMBDA SRD/7
$599; ED -1 $550; ALL UNUSED (212) 966-1355.

USED, DEMO, 8, UNOPENED EQUIPMENT. ADCOM,
B&K, YAMAHA, POLK, SONOGRAPHE & SONIC FRON-
TIERS. MUST SELL! MANY OTHER BRANDS AVAILABLE.
CALL (518) 563-3036. ASK FOR STEVE. IF YOU BUY, I PAY
FOR THE CALL(S).

SAVE ON NEW/USED HI -END AUDIO/VIDEO COMPO-
NENTS FROM DEALER! FAST DELIVERY. FREE ADVICE
LINE. BRI-TECH kV 800-467-7707.

B&O  B&W  CARVER  DENON  FOSGATE 
H/K  KEF  LEXICON  NAD  NAKAMICHI 
ONKYO  POLK  VELODYNE  24 HOUR
AUTOMATED PRICING  MANUFACTURERS
WARRANTIES  COURTEOUS ASSISTANCE 
AMERICAN THEATER SYSTEMS (904)
321-0100.

AUDIO CABLES & MORE
DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES FOR TOP QUALITY.
WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN W IRE MANUFAC-
TURING AND HAVE SIMULATED THE HIGH PRICED
BRANDS. HIGH PRICED EQUIVALENTS AS LOW AS .74/
FT. WE DEMYSTIFY WIRE TECHNOLOGY, SEND FOR
EXPLANATION LITERATURE WHICH ALSO INCLUDES
ALL OUR AUDIO PRODUCTS PRICE LIST OR CALL OUR
LITERATURE REQUEST # (800) 321-2108, 24 HRS/DAY.
FAX (609) 428-1832. L A T INTERNATIONAL, DEPT A.
317 PROVINCETOWN RD., CHERRY HILL, NJ 08034.

FOR TWENTY YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE SOURCE
FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIONIDEO TAPES AND
ACCESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL TAPES FOR STU-
DIOS, AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATALOG AVAILABLE.
SOUND INVESTMENT CORPORATION, 3586 PIERCE
DRIVE, CHAMBLEE, GA 30341. (800) 659 TAPE (8273) IN
GA (404) 458-1679. FAX: (404) 458-0276.

AUDIO SOLUTIONS is Atlanta's Hi -End
source for Audio Research, Theta, McCor-
mack, Wire World, Cary Audio, Vanders-
teen, CODA, Straightwire, Acurus, Snell,
Esoteric Audio, Classe, NHT, Kimber Ka-
hle, Magnum Dynalab, Audible Illusions,
Rotel, VPI, Paradigm, Dunlavy, Sony ES,
Sony Video. 5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
(404) 804-8977.

STEVE'S CONSIGNMENT
SHOP Hi Fi Farm and Steve's Audio advice now offers
consignment opportunities for the used Audio market. Top
Dollar Offered. Call for Information. New Equipment also.
Cali 1-800-752-4018.

BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS
THX HOME THEATER

Alan - B&W - VMPS - Bang & Olufsen -
Adcom - KEF - Harman/Kardon - Mirage -
Crown - Celestion - Eminent Technology -
McCormlick - Roomtune - Parasound - De -
non - Thad - Polk - Velodyne - Fosgate -
Signet - AMC - Coda - Snell - NHT - Carver -
B&K - Quad - Alchemy + 25 More Brands.
Honest Advice! TECH ELECTRONICS (904)
376-8080. Not affiliated with Amerisound
or STI.

AUTHORIZED AUDIONIDEO/CAR
1-800-348-7799 FAST DELIVERY

FULL MANUFACTURERS U.S.A. WARRANTY
BRAND NEW, FACTORY COMPLETE

ADS
ADCOM
ADCOM
ADVENT
ADVENT
AIWA
ALTEC
ALTEC
A. R
ATL TECH
BAZOOKA

CAR
AUDIO

CAR
AUDIO

CAR
AUDIO
A1.1010

CAR
AUDIO
AUDIO

CAR

BOSE AUDIO
B a W AUDIO

0 AUDIO
CARVER AUDIO
CELESTION AUDIO
CLARION CAR
DENON
DUAL
O. E.

HAFLER
HITACHI
/1.
INFINITY
INFINITY

AUDIO
AU TIC
VIDE()

CAR
VIDEO
AUDIO
AUDIO

CAR

JAMO
JBL
JUL
JVC
JVC
JVC
KEF
KENW000
KENWOOD
KICKER
KLH
KLIPSCH
LEXICON
MB QUARTZ
MACNAVOX
MITSUBISHI
la K
NED
MAKAMICHI
Ce1t TO
PARADIGM
PIELMS
PIONEER

PYLE CAR
POLK AUDIO
POLK CAR
PAFLASOUND AUDIO
'RCA L.C.D. T.V.
ROCKFORD CAR
SHARP

SONY
SONY
SONY ES
SONY ES
SHERWOOD
SHERWOOD
TAPES
TAPES
TAPES
TECHNICS AUDIO
TECHNICS PAD LINE
THCRENS AUDIO
TOSHIBA DOER
TOSHIBA CAR
TROPEZ PHONES
VELODY1E AUDIO

PIONEER ELITE AUDIO YAMAHA AUDIO
YAMAHA CAR

AUDIO
AUDIO

CAR
AUDIO

CAR
VIDEO
AUDIO
AUDIO

CAR
CAR

AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO.

VIDEO
VIDEO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO

ROWER PREMIER CAR

AUDIO
VIDEO

CAR
AUDIO

CAR
AUDIO

CAR
VHS

BETA
Nm

MeslerCard, Vea. welcome Shppng charges addltonel. newer Relun Poky II
day VIA prod Me delete. exchange only &appals charges not lekridabla

2E193 N Urevetsiny DE. SUM .35 Coral Spt nos, FL 33085
 FACTORY AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR AUTHORIZED

LOUDSPEAKERS
LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS -KITS. Dynaudio, Morel,
Eclipse, Focal, Peerless, Eton, Vita, more! Crossover parts,
Foam Speaker Grilles ---design books also. Catalog $2.
MENISCUS, 2575 28th St., Unit 2, Wyoming, MI 49509.
(616) 534-9121.

CUSTOM ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS, 6 to 36
dB/Oct. Also Snell, Magnepan versions. DB SYSTEMS,
POB 460, RINDGE, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

VMPS factory assembled speakers. Low Prices, shipped
direct to you. Free Price sheet. Arthur Morgan, 886 East
Charing Cross CR., Lake Mary, FL 32746.

SPEAKER
CATALOG

Parts Express is a full -line di s
tributo of electronic parts and
accessories geared toward the
consumer electronics industry
and tie technical hobbyist.
We stack an extensive line of
speaker drivers and accesso-
ries fry home and car. Send
for your FREE 188 page cata-
log Maw

Parts Express
340 E. First Street

Dayton, Ohio 45402-1257 1.800.338.0531

Wider, Deeper, more Holographic Soundstage!

Room Acoustics handbook $14.95; Speakers $995-
$24,995; DAC's $695-$2295. MACH 1 Acoustics, fax/phone
(603) 654-9826, RR2 Box 334A, Wilton, N.H. 03086.

SAVE UP TO 75%! Highend speakers, stands, cables, etc.
Kits/Assembled. FREE Literature. Hubbell Sound Systems,
Box 30136-A, Des Moines, IA 50310. (515) 277-1446.
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Maine cable
"Simply the Best"

0 Extruded Teflon® insulation - the best insu-
lation available.

» Oxygen -free copper wire - delivers purer
sound, 300Volt.

» Solid rectangular wire - runs cooler and has
less skin effect, (0.254mm x 1.27mm) x 4
strands a 16awg x 2.

» Capacitance 3 times less than high -end PVC
cables, results in sparkling sound - 6 pF / ft.

» Very low inductance - keeps signals apart ,
0.00009mH / ft.

» DC resistance = 0.0042.0 / ft or 238 ft = 152
resistance.

» Very fast rise time - reacts very quickly to
signal changes for superb detail.

» Thinner than a dime - install anywhere, espe-
cially under carpet

» Will not bum.
0 Not affected by sunlight (ultraviolet light) -

can be run outdoors.
>> Can be buried without conduit.
>> Virtually no signal loss over long runs.
» Made in the U.S.A.
» Technology used by NASA in the space pro-

gram.
0 Totally non -hygroscopic - not affected by

oil, gasoline or sea water.
» Will never crack or split apart.
>> Very tough insulation, will not tear

Flatline Cables w/Gold Plated Banana Plugs
Unit Length Priee.\ pair
FLI2GIOBP 10ft $73.00
FL12G15BP 15ft. $96.00
FLI2G2OBP 20ft. $119.00
FL12G25BP 25ft. $143.00
FLI2G3OBP 30ft. $166.00
Bi-amp Cables w/Gold Plated Banana Plugs
FLI2G15BA 15ft. $183.00
FL12G25BA 25ft. $276.00
Bi-wire Cables w/Gold Plated Banana Plugs
FL12G15BW 1511.

FL12G25BW 25ft.
Cable by the Foot
FL12GF 1 to 19 ft.

20 to 49 ft.
50 + ft.

Bi-wire Cable by the Foot
FLI2GFBW Ito 19 ft.

20 to 49 ft.
50 + ft.

Flatline Interconnects
Black Knight I meter

$183.00
$276.00
Price.\foot

$3.00
-10%
-20%

Price.\foot
$5.50

-10%
-20%

Price.\pair
$48.00

Custom Terminals
Pins $1.70 each, Bananas $2.00 each
Spades $3.00 each
Madisound will connect your terminals for
$3.00 per connection. Custom built cable
sales are final, and orders must be prepaid.

Madisound Speaker Components
(8608 University Green)

P.O. Box 44283
Madison, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A

Voice: 608-831-3433
Fax: 608-831-3771

LOUDSPEAKERS
STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UP-
GRADE ANY SPEAKER SYSTEM . FREE DESIGN GUIDE.
ALLPASS TECHNOLOGIES, INC., P.O. BOX 453, AM-
ITYVILLE, NY 11701. (516) 598-1320.

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES?
SIMPLY SPEAKERSdoes professional foam replace-
ments any size/brand. 7 Year Warranty. We sell DIY
Foam Surround Kits for less! Speaker mooning. MC/
VISA/DISCOVER: 1-800-767-4041

LOUDSPEAKER SALE! Acoustat 3300-5700; Acousta
2.2-$650; Acoustat 1.1-5600; Apogee Centaur -$850;
B&W 640-$900; Boston Acoustics T1030-5450; Canton
Fonum 60-5275; Canton Karat 920-$500; Celestion
100-$600; DCM Time Window 3-5700; Energy Ref. Con.
22-5600; Genesis 3-52500; JBL LX55-$550; Klipsch
SW10-$500; Linn Isobaric -$2150; Infinity Ref. 6-5550;
Infinity Kappa 8.1-5950; Infinity Ref.1-$125; Infinity Vid-
eo 1-5160; Magy MG3A-$850; MB Quart 990 MCS-$1300;
Martin Logan CLS1-$1200; McIntosh XR16-$1000; Mer-
lin Sig. 3-$1350; Nestorovic AS -$2800; Polk S50-$400;
Polk Monitor 10-5450; Pinacle PN5-$125; Proac Tablette
2-5600; Thiel 2.2-51600; Unity Audio Sig. -51100; Ve-
lodyne F1000-5450; Velodyne ULD 15-5700. Call: (217)
544-5252.

A & S SPEAKERS imports the world's finest speaker
components, crossovers, & kits: Dynaudio, Scan Speak,
VIFA, Ceratec, Focal, Morel, MB Electronics, Peerless, Poly-
dax, SEAS, LPG, Eton, Versa-Tronics, VMPS systems &
kits.Free literature. 3.170 23rd Street, San Francisco, CA
94110. (415) 641-4573; Fax (415) 648-5306.

WATERPROOF SPEAKERS. The industry's finest
sounding waterproof speakers bring true high fidelity
sound to your outdoor patio, pool, or spa. Call now for
your FREE color brochure. BOYNE AUDIO, INC.
1-800-625-6551.

ENTEC SUBWOOFERS
Simply the Best

Phone 408.736.6120 Fax 408.732.8107
Crosby Audio Works

FACTORY DIRECT SERVICE on OHM Brand
speakers up to 22 years old with many
upgrades available. OHM Acoustics Corp.,
241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11205
(718) 783-1111.

SRD Is dedicated to designing & building high perfor-
mance, high quality speakers at affordable prices. We have
a complete line of AudioNideo speaker systems. We sell
factory direct only! Speakers starting at $275/pr. 30 day trial
period & 5yr warranty. We offer Pioneer products. Call for
brochure & pricing. SRD SPEAKERS, Houston, TX.
1-800-353-9899. Visa/MC.

REPAIR FOAM ROT
FOR YOURSELF!

SAT will save yoa, ii,mars! All
sizes including AR. Advent, BOSE, JBL.
Surrounds. adhesive & instructions:
527.95/pr. BOSE 901's 567.95/pr. (incl.
S/H, No COD's) Do it yourself with SAT!

800-747-3692 MC/VISA
STEPP AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 704-697-9001 24 Hr.
PO Box 1088, Flat Rock, NC 28731 Ind make & model w/order

LOUDSPEAKERS

BETTER
LOUDSPEAKER
TECHNOLOGY

The VMPS lbwer II Special Edition, the deluxe ver-
sion of an Audio Magazine "Best Buy" system, is
now available with exclusive handbuilt, phase -plugged
woven carbon fiber 12" woofers, the finest dynamic
drivers extant.

These high-tech cones are also now standard in our
flagship FF-1 Focused Field Array ($6800-
$7200pr), four of which made up the VMPS 1994
WCES Surround Sound display. After auditioning
every multichannel/Home Theater display at the
Show, the editor of Widescreen Review judged the
VMPS room best, and by a wide margin. Call or
write for copies of the full editorial, or for brochures
and test reports on all VMPS systems including our
four Subwoofers ($289-$649ea the 050626 and
Dipole Surround A/V monitors ($289-$349ea),
OSO Series bookshelf systems, and more. Kit ver-
sions of most systems are available, and prices in-
clude free shipping in 48 states.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS

3429 Morningside Dr.
El Sobrante, CA 94803

(510) 222-4276 Fax: (510) 232-3837

Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston; Sounds Incred-
ible, Brookfield CT; Dynamic Sound, Washington DC; Hifi Farm,
Roanoke VA; Home Theater Systems. Little Falls NJ; Mark
Curry. Las Vegas, NV; AMUG, Phoenix AZ; Rama Audio. Sun
Valley CA; American Audio. Greenville SC: Chattanooga Valley
Audio, Rossville GA: Tech Electronics. Gainesville FL; Arthur
Morgan. Lake Mary FL: DNA Audio, Orange City FL; Sounds
Deluxe, Clarendon Hills IL; Audio Exchange. Mishawaka IN:
Audio Connection, Terre Haute IN; Ruth Industries. St. Louis
MO; Shadow Creek Ltd, Minneapolis MN; Audio by Gil
Morrison, Detroit MI; Lookout Electronics, Longview WA:
Affordable Audio, Fresno. CA; Exclusively Entertainment,
Oceanside, CA: Hal Broda. Escondido CA; Christopher Hansen
Ltd., Beverly Hills CA: Audio Haven. Brea CA; Sounds Unique.
San Jose CA: Private Line Home Entertainment, Stockton
CA; Golden Ear, Chico CA; (tone Audio. El Sobrante CA
James Romeyn, Petaluma CA; The Sound Room. Vancouver
BC Canada
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LOUDSPEAKERS RECORDS SERVICES

"...breathtaking..."

Hear the possibilities.

NSM Loudspeakers®
Matched -Pair Components for Symmetrical Soundstaging

Box 326, Garden City, New York 11530-0326
Phone: 516-486-8285, Fax: 516-538-0933

TRUE SUBWOOFER
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at a very
affordable price.

The HRSW1Os
will extend bass of
your stereo or
video system for
that "air shaking all
around you" effect. HSU Research HRSW10

Here's what the experts are saying:
'Once you have heard what they can add to your system, you
won't want to part with them. Ecstatically recommended,'

Gerald D. Burt. Sensible Sound. Issue No 49. Fall '993
it you have a livening room of reasonable sue, nothing can improve you'
stereo system as dramatically for $750 as the Hsu Research HRSWIO'

Pete Aczel, The Audio Chtic, Issue No. to, Spring 1993
"I guarantee you this much; once you hear good, clean bass.
you'll be hooked for life. Highly recommended'

Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol t6 No. 3. March 1993
-Truly awesome room shaking bass... .0. -3 aB 143 to 40Hz"

Don Keele. Audio 11/92
"Most effective subwooler we have tested Best Buy"

Julian Hirsch. Stereo Review 9/92
'Bass extension was truly remarkable'

Robert Deutsch. Stereophile Vol 15 No. 4. Apnl t992
"Delivered clean low bass at high levels work lust splendidly"

David Moran, Speaker Builder 392
-Some of the most impressive subwooler systems I've heard"

Peter Mit hell, Stereophile Vol. 14 No. 3. March 1991

Send for comp ete information and critics' review reprints.

Write or call:
HSU RESEARCH
20013 Rainbow Way, Cerritos, CA 90701
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1.310-924-7550 (Voice/Fax)

HSU
Research

Sold factory direct with a 30 day trial - money back
guarantee. 5 year manufacturer's defect warranty.

PRESERVE + MAINTAIN + RESTORE
LP-78RPM-4CH  Pickering  Stanton  Shure  Nitty Gritty
 Vacuum Record Cleaners from $99.95  Special Brushes
& Fluids  3 -Speed Turntables  Signal Processors  Dis-
counts  Free Catalog! KAB Electro-Acoustics, P.O. Box
2922, Plainfield, N.J. 07062-0922 (908)754-1479.

RECORDS
LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes,
record jackets, sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves, dividers,
much more! Free brochure: CABCO PRODUCTS, ROOM
663, POB 8212, COLUMBUS, OH 43201. (614) 267-8468.

LP's LP's LP LIST NO.2 LP's LP's
. List available from Prairie Music! Thousands of new, sealed
records of all categories. Most are $8 or less. Call Ted. Free
list. (913) 827-9378 24 voice/fax.

HALF MILE VINYL. Quality pre -owned LP's. F/Information,
Catalog. SASE: Box 98, East Wareham, MA 02538. (508)
295-2508.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS
WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF AUDIOPHILE LP'S
AND CD'S! Mobile Fidelity, Sheffield, Reference, Chesky,
Analogue Productions, Wilson, Klavier, Audioquest, Nau-
tilus, OPUS 3, TBM, Proprius, Harmonia Mundi...many more
current, rare and out of print. Catalogue $3 in U.S./$5 else-
where. INFORMATION: (913) 825-8609. FAX: (913)
825-0156. ORDERS: 1-800-525-1630. ACOUSTIC
SOUNDS, BOX 2043, SALINA, KANSAS 67402.

WANTED TO BUY

TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
McIntosh Solid state, Western, JBL, Altec, Tannoy, EV,
Jensen, Speakers & Horn, EMT Turntable, Ortofon Arm,
Temma--(516) 942-1212, (516) 496-2973.

AAAALWAYS PAYING TOP ss FOR CLEAN, COLLECT-
ABLE McINTOSH TUBE AND SOLID STATE, MARANTZ
TUBE, WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL-PARAGON, HART-
SFIELDS, ETC. & ALNICO PARTS. EV PATRICIANS,
GEORGIANS & MISC. PARTS. M. LEVINSON, KRELL,
ARC, SPECTRAL ETC. CALL ME LAST ONLY WHEN
YOU'RE READY TO SELL! JOHN: 1-800-628-0266.

COLLECTING VINTAGE TUBE GEAR, Speakers, High -
end, Esoterica & Beating Competition for 2 Decades =
Reputation, Honesty. N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282, 2-6P.M.,
WEEKDAYS.

Since 1977 David Yo always buying: tube Marantz, McIn-
tosh, ARC, Fisher, Dynaco, Quad, Leak, Western Electric
equipments, others. Vintage speakers, raw units by Western
Electric, Tannoy, Jensen, JBL, Altec, EV(Patricians), RCA-
LC1A. Audio tubes(KT66/77/88, 7591, 6550, etc.) by Tele-
funken, Genalex, Mullard, RCA, Tungsol, etc. P.O. Box
28082, Northridge, CA. 91328-0802. Tel (818) 701-5633
10am-10pm PST

WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL, MARANTZ OLD
EQUIPMENT. SUNLIGHT ENGINEERING COMPANY:
310-320-7020, 22130 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE, #A,
TORRANCE, CA 90502.

TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR YOUR USED AUDIO EQUIP-
MENT. HI Fl EXCHANGE (718) 423-0400.

TUBE HIFI, COMMERCIAL AMPS, HORN SPEAKERS,
McIntosh, Altec, RCA, Western Electric, Jensen, Marantz,
Heath, Dynaco, Craftsman, Eico, Etc. Sonny 405-737-3312.

KLIPSCHORNS FACTORY BUILT 1948-1955. ESPE-
CIALLY BLONDE "PRIMAVERA". ALSO OLD HERESY
AND CORNWALL SINGLES, BLONDE OR MAHOGANY
(708)629-7638.

AUDIO CLASSICS BUYS -SELLS -TRADES -REPAIRS
High End Audio Components. CALL for a quote. See our ad
at the beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.,
POB 176WB, Walton, NY 13856. 607-865-7200. 8AM-5PM
EST Mon. -Fri.

COLLECTOR WILL TRAVEL, to pick-up, working or not,
MONO/Stereo: tube MARANTZ, McIntosh, TANNOY Spkrs,
B&W, B&O, SEQUERRA Tuner, KRELL, Levinson, etc.
(718)387-7316 or (718)383-3205. NEW YORK.

CAR STEREO

"STEREO WORLD" is your discount sound source
with great deals on car and home stew: Panasonic,
JVC, Sony, Orion ,Pioneer, Hi-Fonics, Blaupunkt, Polk,
Kenwood, Scosche EFX, Autotek, JBL, Denon, Infinity
and many others. We Carry alarms and a full line of
installation kits. Please call or write for current FREE
sales flyer. FREE UPS in 48 states. Our 7th year. Visa/
MC; COD accepted. P.O. Box 596, Monroe, NY 10950
(914) 782-6044.

SERVICES

ACCUPHASE
AUTHORIZED SERVICE AND PARTS for all Accuphase
products. Contact: ACCUTECH, 206 E. Star of India Lane,
Carson, CA 90746. TEL. (310) 324-7406, FAX (310)
324-7422. Hours: 9am-4pm Pacific Time.

Alert! I say Paul Smith is our greatest living pianist. To
prove it, I've arranged for a one-time offer of his fabulous new
Sampler -CD (16 songs, a $15 value) for the irresistable price
of $6.79 postpaid. Send your check to Outstanding Records,
P.O. Box 2111, Huntington Beach, CA 92647, att:Earl
Beecher.

5000 OPERAS AND RECITALS from 1908 onwards. Avail-
able on cassettes. Stan Cory, 6032 E. Thunderbird, Scot-
tsdale, AZ. 85254. Phone (602)443-1690 and Fax (602)
596-1202.

SPECIALIST, TUBE EQUIPMENT CUSTOMIZATION Re-
pair Services. Vintage military tubes & parts available. Cus-
tom and Vintage tube equipment for sale.Selected Tele-
funken 12AX7's avallable.BWS Consulting, 5609 N. 23rd
Street, Arlington, VA 22205. (703)536-3910.

Audio Equipment Built, Repaired, Modified and Restored
by Richard Modaffen, independent consultant to Audio Clas-
sics, Ltd., inventor, and former Senior Engineer at McIntosh.
AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD. 8AM-5PM EST MON.-Fri., POB
176R -FM, Walton, NY 13856. 607-865-7200.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

To make the most
of your projects, start
with the right tool.

To receive The Parts Connection 1994 Catalog
and a $10 discount coupon good on your first

order over $100, send $5 along with your mailing
address or call with credit card information.

THE PARTS 4111

CONNECTION
 OSVIDION O MON= P041/1

2790 Brighton Rd, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4
Toll Free Order Line 1-800-769-0747 (U.S. & Canada)
Telephone (905) 829-5858 Facsimile (905) 829-5388

MIT MultiCap  Wonder Cap  Kimber Kap  Solo  Solen
Siemens  Hovland MusiCap  Wima  Holco  Rel-Cap
Draloric  Vishay  Caddock  Mills  Matsushita  TKD
Noble  Cardas  Kimber Kable  Discovery  Audioquest
MIT  ClearAudio  Alps  Bourns -Shako Attenuators

Elma  Electroswitch  Nichicon  Gold Aero  RAM
Mallory - Ruby Tubes  Edison Price  Linear Technology
Motorola  Analog Devices/PMI  International Rectifier

MagneQuest  Sonic Frontiers  Pearl  Tube Sockets
WBT  Neutrik  Curcio Audio Engineering  Kits

P
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o aim,
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...audible results with the finest
in connecting components!

IOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
203 Flagship Dr.-Lutz, FL USA 33549

PH: 813-948-2707 Fax: 813-948-2907
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES HELP WANTED
UMITED QUANTITIES OF OLD SURPLUS ELECTRON
TUBES, TUBE SOCKETS, PAPER/OIL CAPS., -BLACK
BEAUTIES, VIT-O, WESTCAP, ETC. KURLUFF ENTER-
PRISES, P.O. BOX 2204, IRWINDALE, CA 91706.
818/444-7079, FAX: 818/444-6863.

Premium Grade Parts
Don't Pay More!

Absolutely the best selection of audiophile grade parts
at fair prices! Extensive deep in stock inventory
featuring these vendors and many more. Free catalog!
MIT MULTICAP, WONDER CAP, SOLEN, SCR, REL-CAP,
NICHICON MUSE, BLACK GATE, CADDOCK, VISHAY, MILLS,
HOLCO, RESISTA, TDK, ALPS, NOBLE, EAR, DEREK PANELS,

CARDAS, KIMBER, ACROTECH, & pure silver chassis wires,
HomrED diodes, Sow foil inductors, all types of audio
connectors, silver contact toggle & rotary switches,
stepped attenuator kits, hospital grade plugs, tubes,
tools, IC's, super selection of damping materials & feet.
IntemationaVoverseas orders are especially welcome!
Phone (415) 669-7181 or fax (415) 669-7558 for a catalog.
Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937

PUBLICATIONS

BUILD YOUR OWN
LOUDSPEAKERS
Speaker Builder the world's best
speaker periodical shows you how.
Send today for your first free copy
PO BOX 494. PETERBOROUCH NH 03458

MOVIESOUND NEWSLETTER. The state of film audio
tracks in theaters and at home. $8/year (4 -issues). Send $2
for two sample issues PO. Box 7304, Suite 269A, No.
Hollywood, CA 91603

BLANK TAPES

TAPE WORLD 1400-245-6000 Only 4.95 Shipping)
We beat ony total price! FREE CATALOG Fox4I2 2F1,2C,'

SONY MAXELL TDK FUJI
DAT-I20 7.49 XL1I-90 1.79 T-120HS 1.89 74 11.49
DAT-120 Poo 9.99 XUI-S90 2.29 T-120EHG 2.59 SVHS1120 7.89
T -120V 2.39 XLII-S100 2.69 SA -90 1.69 8MM-120 3.49
T-120VHG 3.29 DAT-120 7.99 SAX -90 2.19 JVC
L-750HG 3.99 T120HGX 2.99 HI -8-120 5.99 T120SX 1.79
MIS DrE, 74 11 99 SVHST120 749 DAT-120 699 SVHST120 6.99

M -F, 8-5 VISA, MC, DISC. no wow sr. . MRIa, M law
OVER 400 DIFFERENT BLANKS SAME DAY SHIPRNG

1800' or 2400' AMPEX Reels Used Once -Sample: $3.00.
New Maxell Reels/ Cassettes. TDK: SA90 $1.69; D90 996.
AUDIOTAPES, BOX 9584-U, Alexandria, VA. 22304. (703)
370-5555. FREE LIST!

xpokinsiass ROC.LAND ROLL
BAND

lEnterpri see 1

JONES

live

TYPE, Write
or RUB
CASSETTE
LABEL
SYSTEM

Hard Rock
THE CORNER KIDS

Itwaso." Ta..44
Chamber aficsic I

eissagst Russ
I wfld gvys I

TYPE, WRITE OR RUB YOUR INFORMATION ON PRO-
FESSIONAL GRAPHIC ART CASSETTE LABELS. 20
LABELS PER CATEGORY; EACH LABEL HAS ITS OWN
ORIGINAL ARTWORK! CHOOSE CATEGORY: ROCK,
JAZZ, COUNTRY OR CLASSICAL. ONLY $5.75 CHECK/
M.O.: LOOKINGLASS ENTERPRISES, 13782 BEAR VAL-
LEY ROAD, SUITE D, BUILDING 3-50, VICTORVILLE, CA
92392.

3M BLACKWATCH TAPE (Authorized Dealer) -Video,
Audio, DCC and DAT. VIDEO F/X: 1-800-474-0002.

LASER VIDEO
NEW & USED LASER DISCS -10% 10 70% OFF LARGE
SELECTION. LIST -SEND $2.00: LASER ENTERTAIN-
MENT CENTER, 242 BOULEVARD, HASBROUCK
HEIGHTS, NJ 07602. (201) 894-0075. WE ALSO BUY
USED DISCS.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE PROD-
UCTS AT HOME. CALL TOLL FREE. 1-800-467-5566.
EXT. 11325.

MOVIES FILMS VIDEOS
JAZZ ON VIDEO. Over 800 titles. Concerts, Documentaries
& Instructional. VHS video tape or laserdisc. Catalog $2.
Jazzwest, Box 3515, Ashland, OR 97520.

AD INDEX

Firm (Reader Service No.) Page

Adcom (1) 5

WHOLESALE LASER & CD-ROM. 800-766-5273 20%
OFF ENTIRE $1,000,000 Inventory/Next Day Shipping/ Allison Acoustics (2) 63MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ONLY/95% FILL ON ALL OR-
DERS.

AUDIO/VIDEO STORAGE
THE BEST DISC, TAPE & COMPONENT STORAGE SYS-
TEM IN AMERICA. Stackable, portable oak units hold all
recording formats & AudioNideo components. FREE Mail-
order Brochure (please mention Audio). Per Madsen Design:
(415) 928-4509. P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA
94133.

CUSTOM DESIGNS
AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIERS. 100-500 WRMS/CH. Com-
pletely assembled and tested from only $188.00 to $223.00
each. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Call Electronics Hospital
(407)952-3838.

TUBE COMPONENTS

NEW TUBE COMPONENTS - preamps
(from $595), mono amps (from $399), FREE
CATALOG. Factory -direct savings to 40% on
world -class designs by Harry Klaus -former
Dyna/Hafler Project Engineer. USA made.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Sound
Values, Dept. AM01, 185 N. Yale Ave.,
Columbus, OH 43222-1146. (614)
279-2383, 10-4, Eastern.

CD CABINETS

STORADISC-- See why CD Review picked our Library
Series as their "top choice". Fine -furniture quality in a variety
of finishes and sizes. Call or write DAVIDSON-WHITEHALL,
555 Whitehall Street, Atlanta, GA 30303. 1-800-848-9811.

Millions of your prime prospects can be
found in the industry leading titles of

Hachette filipacchi Magazines, Inc.
To place a classified ad, simply call

Toll -Free and reserve your space today!

1-800-445-6066
(9ant-5pm EST)

In Canada: 1-212-767-5750

Audiophile Systems 59

AudioQuest 25

Bacardi Cover IV

Brystonvermont (3) 19

Cambridge Soundworks (4) 24

Carver (5) 31

Citibank 48 a&b

Columbia House 15

Delco Electronics 60, Cover III

Digital Phase (6) 21

JVC (7) Cover II & 1

KEF (8) 9

Linaeum (9) 32

Linn Hi-Fi 59

Martin -Logan 3

Mobile Fidelity (10, 11) 7, 75

New West Electronics (12) 64

Paradigm (18) 16 a&b

Parasound 23

Pioneer Electronics Technology (13) ... 13

Radio Shack (14) 29

Sound City (15) 78 & 79

Spica 32

U.S. Army 51

Velodyne (16) 45

XLO Electric (17) 33
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You don't have time to brace yourself, much less think.
Meanwhile, it's thought of everything.

It happens so fast. How can an airbag trigger so suddenly? Let's just say it's
the moment our little black boxes have been waiting for all their lives. Delco Electronics
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